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mmanuel Kant’s ‘Transcendental Deduction of the Categories’ addresses
issues centrally debated today in philosophy and in cognitive sciences,
especially in epistemology, and in theory of perception. Kant’s insights
into these issues are clouded by pervasive misunderstandings of Kant’s
‘Deduction’ and its actual aims, scope, and argument. The present edition
with its fresh and accurate translation and concise commentary aims to
serve these contemporary debates as well as continuing intensive and
extensive scholarship on Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason. Two surprising
results are that ‘Transcendental Deduction’ is valid and sound, and it holds
independently of Kant’s transcendental idealism. This lucid volume is
interesting and useful to students, yet sufficiently detailed to be
informative to specialists.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Concerning Kant’s ‘Deduction of the Categories’, Sir Peter Strawson wrote:

Kant’s genius nowhere shows itself more clearly than in his identification of the
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have
still
not
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combinations
explicitly self-conscious
required for (apperceptive)
explicitly self-conscious§27,
(apperceptive)
is to carefully circumscribe
§27, is toand
carefully
characterise
circumscribe
the exact
andissues
characterise
and aims
theofexact
his issues and aims of his
judgments. Kant is quite judgments.
alert to issues
Kant
of issensory-perceptual
quite alert to issues
‘binding’
of sensory-perceptual
(as it is now ‘binding’
(as it is now
Deduction
of the categories
Deduction
(§26). Much
of theofcategories
my aim in(§26).
the following
Much of my
elucidations
aim in theis following elucidations is
called) as well as to issuescalled)
of information
as well as to
extraction
issues offrom
information
sensory-perceptual
extraction from
intakesensory-perceptual
to indicateintake
that this is exactly
to indicate
how Kant
that this
proceeds:
is exactly
thirteen
how Kant
§§ of proceeds:
careful stage-setthirteen §§ of careful stage-setor indeed from sensory or
presentation.
indeed fromSensory-perceptual
sensory presentation.
combination
Sensory-perceptual
and sensory combination
ting, and
one §sensory
of proof. §26 ting,
statesone
Kant’s
§ of Deduction
proof. §26 states
of the Kant’s
categories.
Deduction
Kant has
of the
a very
categories. Kant has a very
presentation are effectedpresentation
sub-personally
are by
effected
cognitive
sub-personally
functioningbyofcognitive
the transcenfunctioning ofspecific,
the transcenunusual point tospecific,
make about
unusual
human
pointapperception;
to make about
consequently,
human apperception;
he must consequently, he must
B151–2,
ll. 951–2, 961–77,
980– 91;
ll. 951–2,
§26, B162,
961–77,
ll. 980– 91;
§26,clear
B162,
ll. this pointmake
dental power of imagination
dental
(§24,
power
of imagination
(§24, B151–2,
make
why
matters,
clearand
whywhy
thisitpoint
holdsmatters,
true of and
us. This
why requires
it holds true
Kant’s
of us. This requires Kant’s
Integration
of Bconceptual
104–5). Integration
classifications
of of
conceptual
sensed, perclassifications of
sensed,stage
per-setting (cf.extensive
1100–10; cf. A79/B104–5).
1100–10;
cf. A79/
extensive
below, §5).
stage setting (cf. below, §5).
ceived particulars and their
ceived
features,
particulars
required
andtotheir
form
features,
explicitrequired
cognitivetojudgments
form explicit cognitive
judgments
2.4 One challenge of reading
2.4 One
Kant’s
challenge
KdrV isofthat
reading
he examines
Kant’s KdrV
issuesisboth
that of
he cogexamines issues both of cogto underunder-and of cognitive
(however tentative, approximate
(however ortentative,
precise) approximate
about them, or
Kant
precise)
assigns
about
them, Kant assigns
nitive to
process
nitive process
validity.and
These
of cognitive
two kindsvalidity.
of issues
These
he contrasts
two kindsbyof issues he contrasts by
standing. (Kant’s contraststanding.
between(Kant’s
these two
contrast
functions
between
is mythese
reason
twofor
functions
contrasting
is my reasondistinguishing
for contrastingbetween his
distinguishing
‘subjective’ between
and ‘objective’
his ‘subjective’
deductions
and(A‘objective’
deductions (Axvii , cf. B393).
xvii , cf. B393).
‘intellect’ to ‘sensibility’ just
‘intellect’
above.)to ‘sensibility’ just above.)
The former concerns howThe
we former
can sense,
concerns
perceive,
howdiscriminate
we can sense,
or perceive,
judge anydiscriminate
particuor judge any particu2.2 A helpful pointer2.2
aboutAKant’s
helpfulkeypointer
term ‘transcendental’
about Kant’s key
is term
this: In
‘transcendental’
much
islars
this:
In
much
at all; the latter concerns
lars atthe
all;athe
priori,
latter
formal
concerns
conditions
the a priori,
under formal
which conditions
alone we under which alone we
Mediaeval metaphysics, the
Mediaeval
‘transcendental’
metaphysics,
categories
the ‘transcendental’
are supposed categories
to pertain are
to supposed
pertain
cantomake
anytocognitive judgment
can makeabout
any cognitive
any sensed
judgment
particular(s)
aboutvalidly,
any sensed
by achieving
particular(s) validly, by achieving
any and all even possible
anybeing(s).
and all Kant
even re-assigns
possible being(s).
the termKant
to designate
re-assignsthose
the term
a
to designate
those
a
sufficiently accurate and sufficiently
justified reference
accuratetoand
any justified
particular(s)
reference
and ascription
to any particular(s)
of feaand ascription of feapriori, formal aspects of priori,
humanformal
cognisance
aspectsrequired
of human
for cognisance
any and all required
even possible
for any and allture(s)
even to
possible
that (or to those)
ture(s)
particular(s).
to that (orBytocarefully
those) particular(s).
considering basic
By carefully
issues about
considering basic issues about
human self-conscious thought
humanabout
self-conscious
or experience
thought
of particulars.
about or experience of particulars. sensory binding and information
sensory binding
extraction,
and together
information
withextraction,
our most together
with our most basic formal
basic formal
2.3 The structure of Kant’s
2.3 text
The isstructure
complex,ofyet
Kant’s
worth
text
considering.
is complex,Kant’s
yet worth
Tableconsidering.
Kant’s
aspects
of Table
judging, to address
aspects
issues
of judging,
about how
to address
it is at all
issues
possible
aboutfor
how
anyitcognisant
is at all possible for any cognisant
of Contents is presentedofinContents
outline format
is presented
by Pluhar’s
in outline
translation
format(1996,
by Pluhar’s
viii–xvi).
translation human
(1996, viii–xvi).
being to integratehuman
sensory
being
experience
to integrate
over sensory
time andexperience
through space
over so
time
as and
to through space so as to
Kant’s section and §§ titles
Kant’s
within
section
the ‘Deduction’
and §§ titlesare
within
outlined
the ‘Deduction’
below in theare
Analytoutlined belowbeinable
the to
Analytjudge anythingbeitable
experiences,
to judge Kant
anything
constructs
it experiences,
a very sophisticated
Kant constructs
func-a very sophisticated funcical Contents (§6). Consider
ical Contents
here these(§6).
titles
Consider
and taxonomy.
here these
Thetitles
firstand
division
taxonomy.
of
The first
division
of architecture
tionalist
cognitive
tionalist
(KCE
cognitive
architecture
(KCE §§30,
§§30, 43).
By identifying
these 43).
features
By identifying
of cogni- these features of cogniKant’s ‘Transcendental Logic’
Kant’s is‘Transcendental
the ‘Transcendental
Logic’Analytic’
is the ‘Transcendental
(in contrast to Analytic’
the
(in tive
contrast
to the
process,
Kant identifies
tive much
process,
more
Kant
specifically
identifieswhich
muchissues
moreregarding
specifically
cognitive
which issues regarding cognitive
second division, ‘Transcendental
second division,
Dialectic’).
‘Transcendental
The first bookDialectic’).
of Kant’s The
‘Transcendenfirst book of Kant’svalidity
‘Transcendenrequire solution, and
validity
what
require
philosophical
solution,resources
and whatmay
philosophical
be broughtresources
to bear inmay be brought to bear in
4
4

4

5

5
5

resolving these issues ofresolving
validity (these
KCE, C
issues
hs. 4–8).
of validity
Issues (of
KCE
process
, Chs. 4–8).
and issues
Issuesofof processlooking
and issues
at something.
of
Kant’s
looking
views
at something.
on human Kant’s
sensibility
views
areon
complex
humanand
sensibility
sophistiare complex and sophistivalidity run throughout validity
Kant’s Deduction;
run throughout
bearing
Kant’s
theirDeduction;
distinction bearing
clearly in
their
mind
distinction cated;
clearly assimilating
in mind his approach
cated; assimilating
to either Cartesianism
his approachortoempiricism
either Cartesianism
causes nothing
or empiricism causes nothing
is required to recognise is
that
required
Kant distinguishes
to recognisethem,
that Kant
indeed,
distinguishes
repeatedlythem,
and explicindeed, repeatedly
but and
confusion.
explic- (See further
but confusion.
§5 below; cf.
(See
Buroker
further1981,
§5 below;
Georgecf. 1981,
Buroker
Falkenstein
1981, George 1981, Falkenstein
itly.
itly.
1995.)
1995.)
2.5 Kant’s subtle and2.5
successful
Kant’s
discernment
subtle and issuccessful
better appreciated
discernment
by is
using
better
twoappreciated
2.8by using
In English,
two many 2.8
of the In
aspects
English,
of cognisance
many of theKant
aspects
designates
of cognisance
by Vorstellung
Kant designates by Vorstellung
diagnostic clues from Ryle.
diagnostic
One is to
clues
beware
fromofRyle.
‘para-mechanical
One is to beware
hypotheses’
of ‘para-mechanical
about
hypotheses’
or the verb,
aboutvorstellen, in
or connection
the verb, vorstellen,
with sensory
in connection
perception,
with
would
sensory
be better
perception, would be better
the mind. Ryle (1949, 19,
the23,
mind.
64, 68,
Ryle&c)
(1949,
criticised
19, 23,Cartesian
64, 68, &c)
para-mechanical
criticised Cartesian
hypara-mechanical
thought of as
hy-sensory presentation(s).
thought of as Kant
sensory
is apresentation(s).
direct Critical Kant
realistisabout
a direct
sensory
Critical realist about sensory
potheses, but para-mechanical
potheses,
hypotheses
but para-mechanical
run rampanthypotheses
in philosophical
run rampant
psycholin philosophical
perception;
psycholhe rejects indirect,
perception;
representationalist
he rejects indirect,
theories
representationalist
of perception. This
theories
holdsof perception. This holds
ogy, also amongst empiricists,
ogy, also
materialists,
amongst empiricists,
physicalists materialists,
and indeed most
physicalists
any philoand indeed most
regardless
any philoof his transcendental
regardless
idealism,
of his transcendental
within his ‘empirical
idealism,
realism’;
withinorhis
regardless
‘empirical realism’; or regardless
sophical account of howsophical
the mindaccount
(supposedly)
of how works.
the mind
One
(supposedly)
example from
works.
Kant’s
One example
of from
eitherKant’s
qualification, if of
hiseither
idealism
qualification,
be set aside.
if his
(Seeidealism
further be
below,
set aside.
§5.) (See further below, §5.)
Deduction is his lengthyDeduction
aside aboutis the
his apparent
lengthy aside
paradox
about
ofthe
self-affection
apparent paradox
(B152– of self-affection
152– as in German,
2.9 In(BEnglish
2.9 In‘determine’
English as (bestimmen)
in German,can
‘determine’
mean: cause
(bestimmen)
to be ascan
it mean: cause to be as it
is; yet hypotheit can also mean: specify,
is; yet itascan
in also
the instruction,
mean: specify,
‘Phelps,
as in the
please
instruction,
determine‘Phelps,
what please determine what
6). It overtly concerns process
6). It overtly
rather concerns
than validity;
process
it is rather
a para-mechanical
than validity;hypotheit is a para-mechanical
became of the
became In
of this
the Higgins
sense ‘determine’
dossier!’ In
means
this sense
to find
‘determine’
out or specmeans to find out or specsis because the paradox sis
arises
because
from the
attempting
paradoxtoarises
model
from
sensory
attempting
self-awareness
to modelon
sensory self-awareness
onHiggins dossier!’
ify complicated
what has happened. ify
In what
connection
has happened.
with concepts,
In connection
to ‘specify’
witha concepts,
concept istoto‘specify’ a concept is to
our sensory awareness of
ourthings
sensory
other
awareness
than ourselves,
of thingsmade
otheryetthan
more
ourselves,
complicated
made yet more
it more precise, bymake
providing
it more
a more
precise,
exact,
by providing
hence more
a more
restricted
exact,meaning
hence more
or restricted meaning or
(and para-mechanical) by
(and
Kant’s
para-mechanical)
distinction between
by Kant’s
phenomena
distinctionand
between
noumena.
phenomena make
and noumena.
intension
(with an ‘s’). Kant
intension
frequently
(withuses
an ‘s’).
bestimmen
Kant frequently
and its cognates
uses bestimmen
in this sense.
and its cognates in this sense.
Accordingly, I have elided
Accordingly,
it from theI present
have elided
edition,
it from
translation
the present
and commentary
edition, translation and
commentary
of Kant’s Deduction. of Kant’s Deduction.
2.10 A fifth systematically
2.10misleading
A fifth systematically
expression is misleading
‘analytic truth’,
expression
a directisdescen‘analytic truth’, a direct descendant of Hume’s
dant
of of
ideas’.
Hume’s
Kant‘relations
repeatedly
of stresses
ideas’. Kant
that all
repeatedly
which can
stresses
be that all which can be
2.6 Ryle’s (1932 [2009,
2.641–62])
Ryle’s
second
(1932clue
[2009,
is to
41–62])
bewaresecond
of systematically
clue is to beware
mis- of systematically
mis- ‘relations
known
by conceptual analysis,
knownstrictly
by conceptual
speaking,analysis,
is whether
strictly
anyspeaking,
specific sub-concept
is whether any specific sub-concept
leading expressions. Fourleading
examples
expressions.
pertainingFour
to Kant’s
examples
Deduction
pertaining
areto‘representaKant’s Deduction are
‘representaor is not
included within
is orsome
is not
designated
included concept.
within some
Hence
designated
‘analyticconcept.
truth’ pertains
Hence ‘analytic truth’ pertains
tion’, ‘cognition’, ‘determine’
tion’, and
‘cognition’,
‘sinnliche ‘determine’
Anschauung ’.and
Kant
‘sinnliche
uses the
Anschauung
term ‘Vorstel’. Kant uses theis term
‘Vorstelonlycognisance,
to conceptual content
onlyortointension
conceptual
(with
content
an ‘s’),orinintension
contrast (with
both to
an intentions
‘s’), in contrast both to intentions
lung’ (representation) as alung’
genus
(representation)
for all sorts ofasfactors
a genuspertaining
for all sorts
to our
of factors
cognisance,
pertaining to our
(agents’
aims)ofand to extentions
(agents’ aims)
(actual
and
instances
to extentions
of any (actual
conceptinstances
or term).of Truth,
any concept or term). Truth,
from individual sensations
fromupindividual
to the most
sensations
idealised,
up comprehensive
to the most idealised,
conceptscomprehensive
of
concepts
speaking, concerns
properly
the relation
speaking,
between
concerns
a judgment
the relation
or between
claim, formulated
a judgment or claim, formulated
reason. Always bear in mind
reason.Kant’s
Always
taxonomy
bear in mind
of representations
Kant’s taxonomy
(A320/
ofBrepresentations
(properly
376–7).
A320/B376–7).
using
some classificatoryusing
concepts,
some and
classificatory
any particular(s)
concepts,
judged
and any
or claimed
particular(s)
to in-judged or claimed to inWithin this taxonomy, Kant
Within
typically
this taxonomy,
uses the term
Kant ‘cognition’
typically uses
(in the
the term
distributive
‘cognition’ (in the
distributive
stantiate
relevant predicate
stantiateconcepts
the relevant
(in affirmative
predicate concepts
judgments).
(in affirmative
Hence truth,
judgments). Hence truth,
singular) to designate a singular)
state of atosubject,
designate
a ‘perception’,
a state of a which
subject,connects
a ‘perception’,
to somewhich connects
to the
some
properly(orspeaking,
is never
properly
merely
speaking,
analytical;
is never
it is always
merelysynthetic,
analytical;because
it is always
truth synthetic, because truth
other object, in contrastother
to a sensation,
object, in acontrast
‘perception’
to a sensation,
which onlya connects
‘perception’
(or which
per- only connects
perand attribution
both reference
to indicated
and particular(s);
attribution to these
indicated
cannot
particular(s);
be
these cannot be
tains) to a condition of tains)
the cognisant
to a condition
subject.ofPossible
the cognisant
reference
subject.
to objects
Possible
other
reference toinvolves
objects both
otherreference involves
containeddistinmerely within contained
any concept,
merely
theywithin
shouldany
never
concept,
be mistaken
they should
for mere
never
conbe mistaken for mere conthan oneself is fundamental
than to
oneself
KdrV.is Recall,
fundamental
too, that
to KdrV.
Kant (like
Recall,
Leibniz)
too, that
distinKant (like Leibniz)
ceptual and
content
ceptual
The
content
convenient
or intension.
tag, ‘analytic
The convenient
truth’ obscures
tag, ‘analytic
a host oftruth’ obscures a host of
guishes between perception
guishes
and between
apperception;
perception
unlikeand
Hume’s
apperception;
impressions
unlike
andHume’s
un- impressions
un- or intension.
distinct,
important conceptual,
distinct,referential,
importantascriptive
conceptual,
andreferential,
judgmental
ascriptive
issues. Even
and judgmental
if,
issues. Even if,
like sense data, ‘perceptions’
like sense
are not
data,
automatically
‘perceptions’
objects
are not
(orautomatically
aspects) of self-conobjects (or aspects)
of self-cone.g., anything coloured must
e.g., anything
be extended
coloured
(cf. Quine
must 1961,
be extended
(cf. is
Quine
scious awareness (apperception).
scious awareness (apperception).
32ff ), this
a complex
1961, 32ff ), this is a complex
hypothetical
proposition,hypothetical
which (qua proposition
proposition,or
which
judgment)
(qua proposition
may have no
orrelevant
judgment) may have no relevant
2.7 I render ‘sinnliche 2.7
Anschauung
I render
’ as ‘sensory
‘sinnliche intuition’.
Anschauung‘Sensible’
’ as ‘sensory
is not
intuition’.
incorrect,
‘Sensible’ is
not incorrect,
but too easily suggests sensed
but tooqualities
easily suggests
of whichsensed
one isqualities
explictlyofaware,
whichasone
in sense
is explictly aware,
as in sense
instances
and so may express
instances
no and
truth,soeven
mayifexpress
it may express
no truth,aeven
significant
if it may
relation
express a significant relation
data or Humean impressions.
data or‘Intuition’
Humean in
between
the concepts ‘coloured’
between the
andconcepts
‘extended’,
‘coloured’
and hence
and a‘extended’,
significant and
(though
hence a significant (though
impressions.
Kant’s taxonomy
‘Intuition’
indicates
in Kant’s
directedness
taxonomy indicates
directedness
entirely and
counter-factual,
entirely
inferential)
counter-factual,
relation between
inferential)
any possible
relation
instances
between
of any
‘col-possible instances of ‘colto some particular(s) other
to some
than oneself:
particular(s)
sensory
other
intuition
than oneself:
concernssensory
direction
intuition
and loconcerns direction
looured’
and ‘extended’
particulars.
oured’ andThe
‘extended’
apparentparticulars.
clarity of convenient
The apparent
philosophical
clarity of convenient philosophical
cation, which are neither
cation,
sensed
which
nor sensory
are neither
qualities
sensed
; most
nor literally,
sensory ‘anschauen’
qualities ; most
is literally,
‘anschauen’
is
6
6

6

7

7
7

short-hand may obfuscate!
short-hand
Quine ismay
correct
obfuscate!
that problems
Quine islurk
correct
in empiricist
that problems
notionslurk in empiricist
entire profession
notions disappears.
entireKant
profession
makes disappears.
this deictic Kant
point makes
againstthis
Leibniz
deictic
with
point
twoagainst Leibniz with two
of ‘analyticity’, yet his of
extensionalist
‘analyticity’,semantics
yet his extensionalist
fails to identify
semantics
and rectify
fails to
them
identify andraindrops
rectify them
(B328). Furthermore,
raindropsfor(Bunique
328). Furthermore,
reference to for
serve
unique
knowledge
reference
requires
to serve
lo- knowledge requires lo(Westphal 2015, Parrini (Westphal
2018).
2015, Parrini 2018).
cating the particular(s) cating
purportedly
the particular(s)
known; thispurportedly
requires demonstrative
known; this requires
reference,demonstrative reference,
2.11 The key points of2.11
2.11
Kant’s
The
Deduction
key pointsconcern
of Kant’s
cognitive
Deduction
semantics;
concern
they
cognitive
hold semantics;
theyorhold
directly
indirectly; mere
directly
truth-values
or indirectly;
do not
mere
suffice
truth-values
for cognition.
do notThat’s
sufficewhy
for cognition. That’s why
independently of Kant’sindependently
transcendentalofidealism,
Kant’s transcendental
within the domain
idealism,
he calls
within
his ‘emthe domain heKant’s
calls his
and‘emEvans’ referential,
Kant’sdemonstrative
and Evans’ referential,
point is deictic.
demonstrative point is deictic.
pirical realism’. Kant’s pirical
Deduction
realism’.
addresses
Kant’snecessary
Deduction
conceptual
addressesconditions
necessary reconceptual 2.13
conditions
re-Deduction2.13
Kant’s
does Kant’s
imply there
Deduction
are anddoes
mustimply
be constraints
there are and
upon
must
objects
be constraints upon objects
quired for us at all to think
quired
so asfortous
identify
at all toany
think
particular(s)
so as to identify
whatsoever,
any particular(s)
so as to be whatsoever,
as toour
be deictic reference
andso
upon
and upon
to our
discriminated
deictic reference
particulars,
to discriminated
such that weparticulars,
can think such that we can think
able competently to ascribe
able competently
actual features
to to
ascribe
it (or actual
to them).
features
Kanttoexpressly
it (or to conthem). Kant of
expressly
conthem and
can know them,
of them
butand
these
canconstraints
know them,
upon
but objects
these constraints
are examined
upon
in objects
the
are examined in the
trasts accurate attribution
trasts
of what
accurate
some
attribution
particularofIS,what
some particular
second
Book
second Book of
Analytic’,
the ‘Transcendental
the ‘Analytic Analytic’,
of Principles’.
the ‘Analytic
In the of Principles’. In the
to however
it may merely
IS, to aphowever it may
merely
ap-of the ‘Transcendental
Deduction
Kant focusesDeduction
on the keyKant
intellectual
focuses conditions
on the keyrequired
intellectual
for conditions
us at all to required for us at all to
pear to some one of us.pear
Theto
contrast
some one
is correct,
of us. The
yet even
contrast
saying
is correct,
of someyet
particular
even saying of some
particular
think any
determinate
any such
thought,
specific,which
determinate
we could
thought,
think towhich
refer we
to any
could think to refer to any
that it appears to be such-and-so
that it appears
requires
to be
identifying
such-and-so
that requires
manifestidentifying
particular, that
at least
manifest particular,
at such
least specific, think
particulars.
(Much commentary
particulars.
and(Much
criticism
commentary
neglects this
andbasic
criticism
pointneglects
and so this
mis-basic point and so misputatively. Even this minimal
putatively.
identification
Even thisinvolves
minimalindividuation
identificationand
involves
characterisaindividuation and
characterisathe aim and scope takes
of Kant’s
the aim
Deduction.)
and scope of Kant’s Deduction.)
tion (however approximate
tion (however
or provisional).
approximate
These or
proto-cognitive
provisional). These
achievements
proto-cognitive takes
achievements
require using the categories
require
in order,
using the
as Kant
categories
stresses,
in order,
to thinkasthat
Kant
such-and-so
stresses, toapthink that such-and-so
2.14 Kantap-explicitly and
2.14repeatedly
Kant explicitly
parallelsand
the repeatedly
Deductionparallels
of the categories
the Deduction
to of the categories to
what
here calls the transcendental
what he here calls
Deduction
the transcendental
of the a priori
Deduction
concepts of
of the
‘space’
a priori concepts of ‘space’
pears to oneself – to any
pears
apperceptive
to oneselfhuman
– to any
being,
apperceptive
who can human
use the being,
first person
who can use the
firstheperson
and of ‘time’ (cf. B118–9,and
‘time’
(cf. B118–9,
pronoun ‘I’ to express any
pronoun
thought,
‘I’ belief,
to express
judgment
any thought,
or claimbelief,
whatsoever.
judgment or claim whatsoever.
159,ofmy
comments
below
159,
onmy
ll. 58–75,
comments
and below
§4). These
on ll.two
58–75, and §4). These two
a priori
concepts
a priorito
concepts
any particulars
must pertain
of which
to any
we particulars
can be aware,
of which
because
we can be aware, because
2.12 Central to Kant’s2.12
Deduction
Central
aretothe
Kant’s
distinct,
Deduction
distinctive
areroles
the distinct,
of sensory
distinctive
intu- roles of
sensory
intu- must pertain
ition and intellect withinition
human
andexperience:
intellect within
Sensory
human
intuition
experience:
can only
Sensory
present
intuition
par- can only
wepresent
can onlyparrespond to we
spatio-temporal
can only respond
sensory
to spatio-temporal
stimulations, and
sensory
only bystimulations,
such sen- and only by such senticulars to us; thinking can
ticulars
onlytojudge
us; thinking
those particulars
can only presented
judge thosebyparticulars
sensory intupresented bysory
sensory
intu- can anysory
receptivity
particulars
receptivity
be presented
can any particulars
to us, so asbetopresented
afford any
to thought
us, so as to afford any thought
ition (B75–6, 304–5; cf. ition
about
any particular(s) about
at all. (This
any particular(s)
states Kant’s
at constraint
all. (This states
on sensory
Kant’s receptivity
constraint on sensory receptivity
§14, B(B125,
75–6,
ll. 304–5;
195–205,
cf. B§14,
126,Bll.
125,
216–33).
ll. 195–205,
In theB126,
Deduction
ll. 216–33). In the
Deduction
minimally,
veryhow
minimally,
Kant’s transcendental
to suggest howidealist
Kant’saccount
transcendental
of spaceidealist
and account of space and
(and elsewhere) Kant expressly
(and elsewhere)
distinguishes
Kant between
expresslymere
distinguishes
thought and
between
any, mere
even thought very
and any,
even to suggest
time
= nothing
timeforms
= nothing
of sensory
but human
receptivity
forms(Bof
sensory
receptivity
37–8,
59–60)
may be (set
B37–8, 59–60) may be set
candidate knowing by stressing
candidateissues
knowing
of reference.
by stressing
Thinking
issuesa thought
of reference.
requires
Thinking
no a thought
requires
no but human
aside. For present
purposes,
aside. this
For suggestion
present purposes,
suffices;this
I dosuggestion
not pretend
suffices;
to justify
I doitnot pretend to justify it
more than thinking a logically
more than
consistent,
thinkinggrammatically
a logically consistent,
completegrammatically
proposition (in
complete proposition
(in
here.)
here.)
Kant’s view, as the content
Kant’s
of aview,
judgment
as theone
content
can affirm,
of a judgment
deny or one
reject
can
altogether).
affirm, deny or reject
altogether).
Kant’s parallel between Kant’s
these two
parallel
Deductions
betweenunderscores
these two Deductions
how Kant’sunderscores
point in how Kant’s point in
Knowing something requires,
Knowing
in something
addition torequires,
thought,inindicating
addition demonstratively
to thought, indicating demonstratively
(deictically) within space(deictically)
and time within
some particular(s)
space and time
aboutsome
which
particular(s)
one judgesabout
by which one
judges by of the categories
the Deduction
the Deduction
concerns
of the
thecategories
possible connection
concerns the
of possible
any human
connection of any human
ascribing characteristicsascribing
to it (or characteristics
to them). In this
to regard,
it (or toKant
them).
agrees
In this
with
regard,
EvansKant agrees
withtoEvans
thought
objects, and sothought
of anytoself-conscious
objects, and sohuman
of anyawareness
self-conscious
to objects.
humanKant’s
awareness to objects. Kant’s
(1975), that predication (1975),
as ascription
that predication
of featuresas
to ascription
some specified,
of features
localised
to some
particuspecified, localised
particuDeduction
does not concern
Deduction
objects,does
except
nottoconcern
specifyobjects,
that any
except
objects
to specify
of which
thatweany objects of which we
lar(s) is constitutive of empirical
lar(s) is constitutive
knowledge.ofTheir
empirical
view knowledge.
rejects what Their
are known
view rejects
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whatcan
arebe
known
as
self-consciously
aware
can bemust
self-consciously
be spatio-temporal
aware must
and be
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spatio-temporal
afford discriminaand must afford discrimina‘descriptions theories’ of‘descriptions
reference, that
theories’
propositions
of reference,
or sentences
that propositions
refer to whatever
or sentences refer
whatever
tionto and
identification tion
by using
and identification
our most basic
by categories,
using our because
most basic
these
categories,
a priori because these a priori
is described by their fully
is described
explicatedby
meanings
their fully
or explicated
intension. meanings
Such viewsorcannot
intension.
be Such views
cannot
concepts
arebe
constitutiveconcepts
of any humanly
are constitutive
possibleof
thought
any humanly
(whichpossible
can pertain
thought
to par(which can pertain to parcorrect, because in any correct,
because
case, whether
there
in any
be case,
no such
whether
particulars,
there be
many
no such,
such particulars,
or
many
such,
ticulars).
Theorspecification
ticulars).
of objects,
The specification
however, is left
of objects,
wide open
however,
in the is
Deduction,
left wide open in the Deduction,
design;indeit is Kant’s topic
by design;
in the Analytic
it is Kant’s
of Principles.
topic in theKant
Analytic
certainly
of Principles.
is aware that
Kant certainly is aware that
only one such particularonly
(forone
unique,
suchsingular
particular
reference)
(for unique,
depends
singular
also, reference)
entirely indedepends also,byentirely
pendently, upon what inpendently,
the world upon
there what
is. Quine’s
in the favourite
world there
example,
is. Quine’s
‘the shortest
favourite example,
shortest of the categories
his‘the
Deduction
his Deduction
entailsofconstraints
the categories
uponentails
the character
constraints
of spatioupon the character of spatiospy’, may fail of uniquespy’,
reference
may fail
if instead
of unique
the reference
shortest spies
if instead
are dwarf
the shortest
triplets of
spies are dwarf
triplets
of
temporal
particulars
which
temporal
we canparticulars
perceive and
which
identify,
we canbut
perceive
those and
constraints
identify,are
but those constraints are
exactly the same statureexactly
and profession,
the same or
stature
if by and
some
profession,
stroke of or
great
if by
fortune,
some stroke
their of greatnot
fortune,
Kant’stheir
topic in the Deduction
not Kant’s itself
topic(cf.
in below,
the Deduction
§§4, 5). itself (cf. below, §§4, 5).
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justification ofysis
the and
necessary
justification
formalofand
thematerial
necessary
conditions
formal and
of possible
material conditions of possible
2.15 In this regard it 2.15
is helpful
In to
thisconsider
regard ittwo
is helpful
different
to senses
consider
of two
the ‘constitudifferent senses ofysis
theand
‘constituhuman
experience
and human
cognitive
experience
judgmentand
identifies
cognitive
andjudgment
justifies robust
identifies
externaland justifies robust externaltion’ of objects of experience.
tion’ ofOne
objects
sense
of of
experience.
‘constitution
Oneofsense
objects’
of ‘constitution
involves ourof objects’
involves
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ist aspects
of semantic content
ist aspects
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of semantic
mental
content
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and cognitive
mentaljustificacontent and cognitive justificageneration of those objects,
generation
or at least
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key features.
or at least
A distinct
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key features.
of ‘constiA distinct sense
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entirely
all of
independently
which stand of
entirely
transcendental
independently
idealism.
of transcendental
Indeed,
idealism. Indeed,
tution of objects’ concerns
tution
necessary
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conditions
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necessary
a priori
conditions
and formal,
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formal,
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that,
why
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how,
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cially conceptual
conditions)
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which must conditions)
be satisfied which
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must
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be satisfied the
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idealism
are invalid (and
tal idealism
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invalid replacements
(and leave noinobvious
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replacements
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object
to as
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aware
object,
of any
or asobject
the object
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as the object
sense it is. Thistalsecond
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contra transcendental
claims
idealism
contra transcendental
are detailed andidealism
defended
areindetailed
and defended
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I only in KTPR. Here I only
of ‘constitution of objects’
of ‘constitution
concerns how
of we
objects’
can recognise
concerns or
how
identify
we canobjects;
recognise
it or identify
it
aim to
elucidate
aim toTranscendental
elucidate how Deduction
Kant’s Transcendental
of the Pure Deduction
Categories of the Pure Categories of
concerns issues of validity
concerns
and need
issues
notof
appeal
validity
to any
and form
need of
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appeal toI shall
any form
call of idealism;
I shall
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transcendental
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ide- of transcendental ideit the ‘presuppositional’ itsense.
the ‘presuppositional’
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‘constitution
generative
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of ‘constitution
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In‘presuppositional’
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of object constitution
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(purported)
Whether
cognitive
or how process.
such process
Whether or howalism.
suchIn
process
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although
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transcendental
although
idealism
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canvalidity
also address
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validity
a demonstration
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a taska for
demonstration
is for
a task
for B Deduction,
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subtle version
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sense.ofKant’s
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is indeed
Kant’s achievement is indeed
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(The divide
of marked
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(The two
divide
senses
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of ‘constitution
by these twoofsenses of ‘constitution
extraordinary;
extraordinary;
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we do both
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a grave philosophical
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objects’ divided Husserlobjects’
and Roman
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Ingarden;
Husserlcf.and
Ingarden
Roman(1968,
Ingarden;
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cf. IIngarden
mention(1968, 1975).)
I mentionwe do both
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otherwise
above dichotomy,
miss the details
or otherwise
of his scrutiny
miss the details of his scrutiny
this contrast here because
thisKant’s
contrast
transcendental
here becauseidealism
Kant’s transcendental
appears to involve
idealism
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involvecaptive
or in- to the above
and
justification
and justification
of cognitively
of conditions
valid judgment
of cognitively
due to preoccupation
valid judgment due to preoccupation
voke the generative sense,
voke
whereas
the generative
the focussense,
of Kant’s
whereas
Deduction
the focus
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Kant’s
of Deduction
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issues
of va- of conditions
with or
‘bigrequire
picture’ contrasts
with
amongst
‘big picture’
apparent
contrasts
ontological
amongst
alternatives.
apparent ontological alternatives.
lidity – expressly the aimlidity
of his
– expressly
‘objectivethe
deduction’
aim of his
– appears
‘objective
to deduction’
invoke or require
– appears to invoke
(only) the presuppositional
(only)
sense
the of
presuppositional
‘constitution ofsense
objects’
of ‘constitution
as objects of of
ourobjects’
self- as objects
of our
2.16
My selfcautions above
2.16about
My appeal
cautions
to above
transcendental
about appeal
idealism
to transcendental
in connection idealism in connection
with Kant’s Deduction aims
with to
Kant’s
avoidDeduction
short-circuiting
aims to
Kant’s
avoidaccount
short-circuiting
of the valid
Kant’s
use account of the valid use
conscious (apperceptive)conscious
awareness.
(apperceptive) awareness.
categories by premature
of the categories
appeal tobyissues
premature
of (putative,
appeal cognitive)
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process.
(putative, cognitive) process.
The grand dichotomy driving
The grand
Kant’s
dichotomy
transcendental
drivingidealism
Kant’s and
transcendental
his opposition
idealism and of
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opposition
Conversely, identifying exactly
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why and
identifying
how transcendental
exactly why and
idealism
how transcendental
is required by idealism is required by
to empiricism is stated attothe
empiricism
start of §14
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in these
at the
term:
start of §14 in these term:
Kant’s Deduction can be
Kant’s
ascertained
Deduction
only can
by scrutinising
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theonly
prospect
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There are only two possible
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are only
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which
possible
synthetic
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under which synthetic
and
representations and
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may not be required at all.
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their objects
connect
canto
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eachtogether,
other necessarily
connect to
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were necessarily and
as itthat
wereit may not be required
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my
elucidations
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I
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my
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I indicate
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intellectual
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= judg-with intellectual = judgmeet one another: eithermeet
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object
another:
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the representation,
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or this
the[latter]
representation, or this [latter]
B 124–5,
cf. Bxiv)
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alone makes
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§14,
object
possible.
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mental synthesis of concepts
mentalbysynthesis
which we
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concepts
sensed
by which
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we identify
and their
sensed
fea-particulars and their features.
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judgmental
synthesis
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judgmental
regardless
synthesis
of
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about
regardless
sensory
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about sensory presentaKant’s formulation concerns
Kant’sproduction
formulationorconcerns
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production
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generation; it states a para-mechanical
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expressly,
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such
particulars;
judgmental
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is an intellectual
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How
concerning
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process.
of process
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process
of can address
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that
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it
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non-process
that
the non-idealist, non-process
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is thought
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of objects
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for
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and sufficient
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account of
the validity of possible human
the validity
experience
of possible
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human
cognitive
experience
judgments
and our
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cognitive
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entirely
he designates
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‘empirical
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‘empirical
his account
realism’, and yet his account
of the necessary conditions
of the
fornecessary
the possible
conditions
validity for
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the possible validity
human of
experiapperceptive human experience and cognitive judgment
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cognitive
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judgment
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above dichotomy
shows thatisthe
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Instead,
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Instead,
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to assess
my attempts
translation,
or editorialelucidations or editorial
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sincere
to elucidations
assess my translation,
omissions, by which critics
may also
preferred
De- alternatives. Kant’s Deomissions,
byassess
whichtheir
critics
may alsoalternatives.
assess theirKant’s
preferred
duction
may
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or
require
more
ambitious
reconstruction
than
that
presented
duction
may
deserve
or
require
more
ambitious
reconstruction
than that presented
This section presents Kant’s
This section
text with
presents
my elucidations
Kant’s text
onwith
facing
mypages.
elucidations
Kant’s on
sec-facing pages. Kant’s secI respectfully
submit
any alternative
can that
benefit
scrutinising
it by scrutinising both it
here.that
I respectfully
submit
any by
alternative
can both
benefit
ond edition Deduction ond
is printed
editionwith
Deduction
some omissions
is printedinwith
the some
left column
omissions
(verso),
in the left here.
column
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and
the
present
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which
I
believe
suffice,
yet
are
neither
complete
nor
and
the
present
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which
I
believe
suffice,
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are neither complete nor
and newly translated in and
the right
newlycolumn
translated
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Myright
elucidations
column and
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notes
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elucidations
on
and notes are on
final.
The tranelided passagesfinal.
certainly
are ofpassages
interest, certainly
but as further
by as
Kant
The elided
are ofcomments
interest, but
further comments by Kant
the facing page (recto). Omitted
the facing
arepage
most(recto).
passages
Omitted
overtly
areconcerning
most passages
Kant’s
overtly
tran-concerning
Kant’s
on various
related topics,
as central
components
nor guides
to, the Deduconnot
various
related
topics, not of,
as central
components
of, nor guides to, the Deducscendental idealism which
scendental
do not concern
idealismissues
whichofdovalidity,
not concern
and those
issuesconcerning
of validity, and those
concerning
tioninner
itself.sense.
I respectfullytion
submit
that,
even with its
tactical
omissions,
itself.
I respectfully
submit
that,
even withtheitsattention
tactical omissions, the attention
self-affection, i.e., how we
self-affection,
can be sensibly
i.e., how
aware
we of
canourselves
be sensibly
within
aware
inner
of sense.
ourselves within
B Deduction
is more
B Deduction
and careful
is morethan
thorough
what has
and careful than what has
here to
Kant’sthorough
Most of Kant’s footnotes
Most
are omitted;
of Kant’ssome
footnotes
few are
areplaced
omitted;
within
some
thefew
text.
areAll
placed
ellip-within thedevoted
text. Allhere
ellip-to Kant’s devoted
become(outside
accepted in much
become
contemporary
acceptedscholarship.
in much contemporary scholarship.
the right
margin.
Line
’ atnumbers
the right (outside
margin. Line numbers
ses are marked; longer elisions
ses are marked;
by ‘[…]’ at
longer
elisions
by ‘[…]
the far left margin) are cited
the farin left
comments
margin) on
arethe
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facing
in comments
page as ‘l.’onorthe
‘ll.’ facing
(plural).
page as ‘l.’ or ‘ll.’ (plural).
Line numbers indicate Kant’s
Line numbers
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Kant’s
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German
the English
text; Itranslation
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closely sequenced to Kant’s
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original
sequenced
as possible,
to Kant’s
whilst
original
allowing
as possible,
proper paragraph
whilst allowing proper paragraph
format. Lines are numbered
format.
consecutively
Lines are numbered
throughoutconsecutively
to simplify references.
throughoutKant’s
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for passages
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that
passages
editionoccurring
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in that edition
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first edition (‘A’) is cited first
edition (‘occurring
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except
edition
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a passage
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both editions
a passage in both editions
the second (‘B’) edition the
second
(‘B’) when
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The German text is Kant’s
The original
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text is unmodernised.
Kant’s original Kant’s
(1787), page
unmodernised.
breaks
Kant’s page breaks
are indicated to the nearest
are indicated
whole word
to the
by nearest
wholeinword
by brackets,
B pagination
square
B pagination
set in
in square brackets, set in
petit font; e.g.: [B118]. Kant’s
petitown
font;spelling
e.g.: [B118]
is less
. Kant’s
a problem
own spelling
for foreigners,
is less a who
problem
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ing abroad are taught beautiful
ing abroad
18th-century
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Hochdeutsch.
Kant
-century
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establishing the German
establishing
philosophical
the German
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philosophical
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developing
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counterpartsKant’s
to Latin
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spellingsKant’s
often German
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more Latin than soon became
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than Hochdeutsch,
soon became
yetstandard
these Latinate
Hochdeutsch,
features
yet of
these Latinate features of
Kant’s spelling are closerKant’s
to English.
spellingI have
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checked
to English.
Kant’s text,
I have
andchecked
my edition
Kant’s
of text, and my edition of
Kant’s text, against two Kant’s
very reliable
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modern
two
editions,
very reliable
those modern
of Weischädel
editions,
andthose
of of Weischädel and of
Timmermann. Modern Timmermann.
printing better Modern
indicatesprinting
Kant’s Sbetter
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Abbreviations
sis), but Modern German
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omits
but some
Modern
of German
Kant’s subjunctive
omits somemoods.
of Kant’s
In the
subjunctive
Deduc- moods. In the DeducKdrV
Kant, Critik derKdrV
reinen Vernunft,
Kant,1781
Critik(‘Ader’),reinen
1787 Vernunft,
(‘B’); (Riga1781
1787).
(‘A’), 1787 (‘B’); (Riga 1787).
tion, these are only stylistic
tion, niceties,
these areyet
only
Kant
stylistic
had absolute
niceties, command
of German
yet Kant had
absolute command
of German
Prol.
Kant,
Prolegomena
Prol.
to
Any
Future
Kant,
Metaphysics
Prolegomena
(Riga
to
Any
1783).
Future
Metaphysics
(Riga 1783).
and wrote with great care
andand
wrote
clarity,
withand
great
often
carewith
andremarkable
clarity, andexpressive
often withpower.
remarkable expressive power.
nd
1800).
Anth. but more
Kant, Anthropology
Anth.
from a Pragmatic
Kant, Anthropology
Point of View
from(Königsberg,
a Pragmatic Point
2 ed.
of View
(Königsberg, 2nd ed. 1800).
Yes, he struggled with expressing
Yes, he struggled
fundamentally
with expressing
revolutionary
fundamentally
new ideas,revolutionary
but more new ideas,
Prin. concision.
Descartes, The Principles
Prin.
ofDescartes,
Philosophy (Amsterdam
The Principles 1644).
of Philosophy (Amsterdam 1644).
often readers confront often
problems
readers
comprehending
confront problems
Kant’s comprehending
often brilliant concision.
Kant’s often brilliant
En.1 details
Hume,
Concerning Hume,
Human Enquiry
Understanding
Concerning
(London
Human
1748,
Understanding
1756). (London 1748, 1756).
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(Some
in §3.)
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philological
in §3.)orAlltypographical
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or typographical
are Enquiry En.1
KTPR
Westphal,
Kant’s
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Transcendental
Westphal,
Proof
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Kant’s
Realism
Transcendental
(Cambridge
Proof
2004).
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Realism (Cambridge 2004).
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of Kant’s
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editions
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onnow
the web,
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KCE
Westphal, Kant’sKCE
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(Routledge
Critical2020).
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Zweites
Two.
Chapter Two.
Of the3.1
Deduction
the the Principles
ZweitesHauptstück.
Hauptstück.
Zweites
der Hauptstück.
Deduction Chapter
Von
der Deduction
Chapter
Two.
of the
§13: of Of
3.1 §13:
of a Of
Transcendental
the PrinciplesDeduction
of a Transcendental
as such. Deduction as such.
Zweites
Hauptstück.Von
Chapter
Two.Of the Deduction

B116]
[B116]
Pure Concepts of the Understanding.
der reinen Verstandesbegriffe.
der reinen [Verstandesbegriffe.
Pure Concepts
of the Understanding.
B116–7 (ll. 6–33): Kant’s
B116–7
emphatic
(ll. 6–33):
contrast
Kant’s
between
emphatic
questions
contrast
of fact
between
and questions
questions of
of norfact and questions of norSection.
First
Section.
First
Section.
Erster Abschnitt. First
First Section.
mative validity marks the
mative
same
validity
distinction
marksbetween,
the samee.g.,
distinction
issues ofbetween,
psychological
e.g., issues
process
of psychological
and
process and
§ 13. Von den Principien
§ 13. einer
Vontransscenden Principien
transscen§ 13.
the Principles
§ 13.einer
Of the
Principles
of a Of
Transcenthoseofofa Transcenlogical validity
those
stressed
of logical
by Frege
validity
(1884);
stressed
likelybyFrege
Fregeadopted
(1884); this
likelycontrast
Frege adopted
from this contrast from
dentalen Deduction
überhaupt.
dentalen Deduction überhaupt.
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dental Deduction as such.
dental Deduction as such.
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Kant’s
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of cognitive
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process
issuesand
of origins
cognitive
of process
various and origins of various
Die Rechtslehrer, wenn
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BeSpeaking
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experience
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in human
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for three
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reasons:
cognition,
(1) to
foridentify
three reasons:
as well (1) to identify as well
fugnißen und Anmaßungen
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reden,
undunterAnmaßungen
reden,
untercases at law,
distinguish
the
in cases
at law,
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the jurists
as possible precisely which
as possible
issues precisely
of cognitive
which
validity,
issuesconcerning
of cognitivetruth,
validity,
accuracy,
concerning
justificatruth, accuracy, justificascheiden in einem Rechtshandel
scheiden indie
einem
Fra-Rechtshandel
die Fra- justice
question
concerning
justice
(quid iuris)
question concerning
(quid
iuris)
tion
or other
such normative
tion or other
modalities
such must
normative
be addressed,
modalities(2)must
to suggest
be addressed,
some consider(2) to suggest some consideriurisRechtens
), fromistthat
iuris),concerns
ge über das, was Rechtens
ge über
ist das,
(quidwas
(quid
from facts
that which
which
(quid concerns
ations infacts
view(quid
of which
ations
theyinmay
viewbeofaddressed
which they
andmay
(3) to
be support
addressed
hisand
claims
(3) to
that
support
the ac-his claims that the ac10 von der,
von der, die die Thatsache
angeht
die die
(quid
Thatsache
angeht
facti), and
sinceoftheycount
demand
proof
of
facti), and
since(quid
they demand
proof
he develops holds
count
trueheofdevelops
us. Kantholds
markstrue
theirofdistinction
us. Kant marks
by contrasting
their distinction
his ‘subjecby contrasting his ‘subjecfacti), und indem sie von
facti),beiden
und indem
Beweissie von
beiden
both,which
they shall
call the tive
first,deduction’,
which shall
both,
they Beweis
call the first,
whichtive
concerns
deduction’,
how experience
which concerns
or cognition
how experience
is (possibly)
or cognition
generated,isto(possibly)
his
generated, to his
fordern, so nennen sie
fordern,
den erstern,
so nennen
der sieprovide
den erstern,
provide
title or ‘objective
the claim deduction’,
of justhe titlederor the
claim the
of jus‘objective
which aims
deduction’,
to demonstrate
which aims
undertowhat
demonstrate
conditionsunder
cognitive
what judgconditions cognitive judgdie Befugniß oder auch
die Befugniß
den Rechtsanoder auch
deduction.
useare
a host
of
tice,den
the Rechtsandeduction. Wetice,
use the
a host
of We
This (same
Axvii, contrast
cf. B393).recurs
This in
same contrast recurs in
ments
cognitively
ments
justified
areorcognitively
justifiable justified
(Axvii, cf.orB393).
justifiable
spruch darthun soll, spruch
die D edarthun
d u c t i o nsoll,
. die
D e d uconcepts
c t i o n . without
empiricalanyone
concepts Kant’s
without
anyone between
empirical
distinction
Kant’sa transcendental
distinction between
deduction
a transcendental
of a priori concepts
deduction
and
oftheir
a priori
empiriconcepts and their empirill. 47–57).
cal deduction,
which concerns
cal deduction,
their acquisition
which concerns
(B117,their
acquisition (B117, ll. 47–57).
Wir bedienen uns15einer
Wir Menge
bedienen
empiriuns einer
Menge
empiri- andtaking
exception
we take ourtaking
exception
we take
our- and
scher Begriffe ohne jemandes
scher Begriffe
Widerrede
ohne jemandes
Widerrede
eventowithout
a deduction to be
selves even
without a selves
deduction
be
und halten uns auch ohne
und halten
Deduction
uns auch
be- ohne
Deduction
be-to these
entitled
to ascribe
entitled
to ascribe
concepts
a to these concepts a
rechtigt, ihnen einen rechtigt,
Sinn undihnen
eingebileinen Sinn
sense
and a presumed significance,
senseund
andeingebila presumed
significance,
dete Bedeutung zuzueignen,
dete Bedeutung
weil wir jezuzueignen,
je- have
because
we always
becauseweil
we wir
always
experience
at have experience at
20 derzeit
derzeit die Erfahrung
bey die
der Erfahrung
Hand hand
beytoder
Hand
hand to prove
prove
their objective
reality.their objective reality.
B117 (l. 21;
cf. B148, ll. B839–51):
117 (l. 21;
The
cf. designation
B148, ll. 839–51):
‘objective
The reality’
designation
is common
‘objective
throughout
reality’ isthe
common throughout the
[B117] haben, ihre objective
[B117] haben,
Realitätihre
zu objective
Realität
zu There concepts,
are also surreptitious
concepts,
There are
also surreptitious
and ModernMediaeval
periods, and Modern
retains use
periods,
in optics:
and In
retains
contrast
use in
to optics:
the eyepiece,
In contrast
the to the eyepiece, the
beweisen. Es giebt indessen
beweisen.
auch
Es usurgiebt indessen
luck or fate,Mediaeval
which circulate
such asauch
luck usuror fate, such
whichascirculate
lens
at
the
other
end
which
lens
at
aims
the
other
at
an
end
object
which
is
called
aims
the
at
an
‘objective’
object
is
lens
called
(of
the
a
binoculars,
‘objective’
lens (of a binoculars,
pirte Begriffe, wiepirte
etwaBegriffe,
G l ü c k ,wie with
etwanearly
G l ü c kunanimous
, with nearly
accord, unanimous accord,
camera, microscope orcamera,
telescope).
microscope
The sense
or of
telescope).
‘objectiveThe
reality’
sense= of
directed
‘objective
towards
reality’
an =obdirected towards an obS c h i c k s a l , die zwarSmit
c h i cfast
k s aallgemeil , die zwar though
mit fastoccasionally
allgemei- are
though
occasionally
are protested by
protested
by
ject. Despite all naturalistic
ject. Despite
attemptsalltonaturalistic
reduce, explain
attempts
or explain
to reduce,
away
explain
‘objective
or explain
reality’away
or ‘objective reality’ or
25 ner Nachsicht
ner Nachsicht herumlaufen,
aber doch
herumlaufen,
doch posing
the and
question: quid iuris; and
posing aber
the question:
quid iuris;
representational content
representational
in terms of nothing
content but
in terms
the ‘formal
of nothing
reality’but
of the
whatever
‘formalphysical
reality’ of whatever physical
bisweilen durch die Frage:
bisweilen
quiddurch
iuris, die
in Frage:
quid
iuris
, in then
theirinto
deduction one falls into
then by
their
deduction
onebyfalls
objects or events (i.e., objects
their reality
or events
as actual,
(i.e., their
existing
reality
particulars),
as actual,none
existing
haveparticulars),
(remotely) none
suc- have (remotely) sucAnspruch genommenAnspruch
werden; da
genommen
man a werden;
da man quandary,
a not insignificant
quandary, since
not insignificant
since
ceeded (cf. Westphal 2017).
ceeded
About
(cf. Westphal
this duality
2017).
Descartes
Aboutwas
this right
duality
(cf.Descartes
Moran 2014).
was right (cf. Moran 2014).
alsdann wegen der Deduction
alsdann wegen
derselben
der Deduction
derselbenno clear
one can
provide
one can provide
grounds
of no clear grounds of
in nicht geringe Verlegenheit
in nicht geräth,
geringe inVerlegenheit
geräth,whether
in- justification,
whether from experijustification,
from experi30 dem man
dem man keinen deutlichen
Rechtsgrund
keinen deutlichen
or the
by reason,
by which the title
ence, Rechtsgrund
or by reason, byence,
which
title
weder aus der Erfahrung,
wedernoch
aus der
der VerErfahrung,
noch
der
Veruse these
concepts would be made
to use these concepts to
would
be made
nunft anführen kann, nunft
dadurch
anführen
die Befugkann, dadurch
Befug- clear and evident.
clear anddie
evident.
niß ihres Gebrauchs deutlich
niß ihreswürde.
Gebrauchs deutlich würde.
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(l. 36): Within
taxonomy
(l. 36): of
Within
species
hisoftaxonomy
representation
of species
(A320/
of Brepresentation
376–7), hence(within
A320/B376–7), hence within
Unter den mancherleyUnter
Begriffen
den mancherley
aber,
Begriffenamongst
aber, theHowever,
However,
various conamongstB117
the various
con- hisB117
thethe
context
his ‘Deduction’,
the context
Kant
of his
typically
‘Deduction’,
(thoughKant
not exclusively)
typically (though
uses Erkenntniß
not exclusively)
(cog- uses Erkenntniß (cog35 die das
die das sehr vermischte
Gewebe
sehr vermischte
der cepts Gewebe
der cepts
which constitute
the very
which
mixed
constitute
very of
mixed
nition), whether
nition),
or plural,
whether
to designate
singular orsubjective
plural, tostates,
designate
‘perceptions’,
subjectivewhich
states,con‘perceptions’, which conmenschlichen Erkenntniß
menschlichen
ausmachen,
Erkenntniß
ausmachen,
fabric of
human cognition,
fabric of
there
human
are cognition,
there aresingular
nect
to
some
object
distinct
nect
to
to
some
the
Subject
object
distinct
whose
to
perception
the
Subject
it
is.
whose
(Recall
perception
that
by
‘percepit
is.
(Recall that by ‘percepgiebt es einige, die auch
giebt
zum
es reinen
einige, Gedie auch
zumdestined
reinen Gesome
to a pure
someuse
destined
a priorito a pure use a priori
tion’
Kant
does not automatically
tion’ Kant does
mean
not‘apperception’!)
automatically mean
As George
‘apperception’!)
(1981) indicates,
As George
at the(1981) indicates, at the
unabhängig
a priorivon
(völlig(entirely
unabhängig
von (entirely
brauch a priori (völligbrauch
independent
from all independent
experifrom
all experitime,
the
term
Erkenntniß
time,
was
the
used
term
(inter
Erkenntniß
alia)
to
was
denote
used
indexical,
(inter
alia)
demonstrative,
to
denote
indexical,
ostensive
demonstrative, ostensive
aller Erfahrung) bestimmt
aller Erfahrung)
sind, und diebestimmt
sind,
die- ence),toand
ence),
andund
the entitlement
theirtheuse
entitlement to their use
or deictic because
reference toor (putative)
deictic reference
particulars.
to (putative)
Which factor(s)
particulars.
or what
Which
cognitive
factor(s)
achieveor what cognitive achieveser ihre Befugniß 40
bedarf
ser ihre
jederzeit
Befugniß
einerbedarf
jederzeit
einer
always
requires
a deduction:
always requires
because a deduction:
ment(s)
Kant
may
designate
ment(s)
by
Kant
these
may
terms
designate
must
by
be
these
discerned
terms
in
must
context,
be
discerned
which
usually
in context, which usually
Deduction: weil zu der
Deduction:
Rechtmäßigkeit
weil zu der
Rechtmäßigkeit
proofs
from experience
proofs
do not
fromsufexperience do not sufB376–7)
in mind.)
makes
his point
quite clear.
makes(Always
his point
keep
quite
Kant’s
clear.taxonomy
(Always keep
(A320/
Kant’s
taxonomy
(A320/B376–7) in mind.)
eines solchen Gebrauchs
eines Beweise
solchen Gebrauchs
aus fice for
Beweise
aus fice
the legitimacy
of their
for the
usage,
legitimacy
of their
usage,
der Erfahrung nicht der
hinreichend
Erfahrungsind,
nicht yet
hinreichend
one mustsind,
of course
yet one
knowmust
howof course
know
B117 (ll.
47–8):how
On ‘Erklärung’
B117 (ll. and
47–8):
‘explication’,
On ‘Erklärung’
see Band
755–8.
‘explication’,
‘Explanation’
see Bconnotes
755–8. ‘Explanation’
quid facti;
connotes quid facti;
man aber doch wissen
manmuß,
aberwie
doch
diese
wissen
muß,concepts
wie diese
these
can connect
these concepts
to ob- canexplication
connect to
ob- of explication
admits
addressing (normative,
admits of addressing
justificatory)
(normative,
quid iuris.justificatory)
Kant’s reasons
quid for
iuris.re-Kant’s reasons for re45 Begriffe
Begriffe sich auf Objecte
beziehen
sich auf
könObjecte
jects,beziehen
althoughkönthese concepts
jects, although
are notthesejecting
concepts
are not demoting
‘definition’,
jecting ‘definition’,
the status ofdemoting
‘analytic the
truth’
status
andofinstead
‘analytic
advocating
truth’ and
‘explicainstead advocating ‘explication’ in philosophical
tion’
inquiry
in are
philosophical
decisive: All
inquiry
we can
are know
decisive:
by conceptual
All we can analysis
know byis conceptual
the
analysis is the
nen, die sie doch ausnen,
keiner
die Erfahrung
sie doch ausderived
keiner Erfahrung
from any experience.
derived from
I callany experience.
I call
intension
or classificatory
intension
content
or of
classificatory
a concept, none
content
of of
which
a concept,
can be none
justified
of which
as necessary
can be justified as necessary
hernehmen. Ich nenne
hernehmen.
daher die Ich
Erklänennethe
daher
die Erkläexplication
of how
theaexplication
priori con- of how
a priori
conmerely by
conceptual
truth merely
analysis.byExplication
conceptualroots
analysis.
Kant’s
Explication
justificatory
roots
fallibilism
Kant’s justificatory
deeply
fallibilism deeply
a priori
priori to
rung der Art, wie sich
rung
Begriffe
der Art,
wie sichcepts
Begriffe
can aconnect
cepts
objects
can their
connect truth
to objects
their
within
methodological
within
andthe
substantive
methodological
core ofand
KdrV.
substantive core of KdrV.
auf Gegenstände beziehen
auf Gegenstände
können, diebeziehen
können,deduction,
die transcendental
transcendental
and distinguish
deduction,
and the
distinguish
t r a n s s c e n d e n t a50
l e tD
r aendsusccteinodne ndertale D
e d ufrom
c t i o nanderthis
empirical
this from
deduction,
an empirical
B117 (ll.deduction,
47–51): Kant’s
B117
central
(ll. 47–51):
issue is Kant’s
whether
central
or how
issue
pure
is awhether
priori concepts
or how can
pure‘connect’
a priori concepts can ‘connect’
selben und unterscheide
selbensieund
vonunterscheide
der whichsie
von der
indicates
how awhich
concept
indicates
can be how(beziehen)
a concept
can
be
or be referred(beziehen)
to objects.
or be
Such
referred
(possible)
to objects.
reference
Such
to (possible)
objects is reference
the ‘objective
to objects
valid- is the ‘objective valide m p i r i s c h e n Deduction,
e m p i r iwelche
s c h e n die
Deduction,
die acquired
acquiredwelche
from experience
and from
reflec-experience
and reflecity’ of these
concept; to
ity’show
of these
that concept;
a priori concepts
to show have
that asuch
prioriobjective
conceptsvalidity
have such
by demonobjective validity by demonArt anzeigt, wie ein Begriff
Art anzeigt,
durch wie
Erfahein Begriff
durchit,Erfahtion upon
and so addresses
tion uponnot
it, the
and so strating
addresses
thecan be
thatnot
they
strating
referred
thatinthey
determinate,
can be referred
cognitively
in determinate,
legitimate (accurate,
cognitivelytrue,
legitimate
justifi- (accurate, true, justifirung und Reflexion über
rungdieselbe
und Reflexion
erwor- über
dieselbe but
erworlegitimacy
ratherlegitimacy
the fact but
by rather
the
fact
by
able) ways is to ‘realise’able)
these
ways
concepts.
is to ‘realise’
Kant adopted
these concepts.
this sense
Kant
of the
adopted
verb ‘to
thisrealise’
sense of
from
the verb ‘to realise’ from
55 bennicht
ben worden, und daher
worden,
die Rechtund daher
nichtthe
diepossession
Recht- arose.
which
which the possessionTetens
arose.(1775, 1777), who
Tetens
held(1775,
that demonstrating
1777), who held
that
that
a concept
demonstrating
is cognitively
that a legitimate
concept isrecognitively legitimate remäßigkeit, sondern das
mäßigkeit,
Factum sondern
betrifft, das Factum betrifft,
quires indicating, picking
quires
out,indicating,
deicticallypicking
demonstrating
out, deictically
at leastdemonstrating
one relevant instance
at least of
one
that
relevant instance of that
[B118] entsprungen. [B118]
wodurch der Besitz entsprungen.
wodurch der Besitz
concept. Kant realisedconcept.
that thisKant
is precisely
realisedwhat
that must
this isbeprecisely
shown what
of ourmust
purebea shown
priori conof our pure a priori con117, ll.the
34–47).
cepts, the categories (Bcepts,
categories (B117, ll. 34–47).
B117

(ll. 45, 49): Where
B117
English
(ll. 45,has
49):two
Where
terms,
English
Kant has
usestwo
three:
terms,
‘Object’,
Kant‘Gegenstand’
uses three:and
‘Object’, ‘Gegenstand’ and
‘Ding’ (ll. 765, 785, 790,‘Ding’
793, (ll.
808,765,
884);
785,
English
790, 793,
provides
808, 884);
‘object’
English
and ‘thing’.
provides
Kant’s
‘object’
terminoland ‘thing’. Kant’s terminology is flexible and often
ogy vexing
is flexible
to readers,
and often
because
vexing(per
to his
readers,
use ofbecause
conceptual
(per his
explication,
use of conceptual explication,
noted above) he oftennoted
develops
above)
or glosses
he oftenhisdevelops
terms sufficiently
or glosses for
his aterms
particular
sufficiently
contextforofa particular context of
use. He is not inconsistent,
use. He
andis his
notflexibility
inconsistent,
serves
andtohis
avoid
flexibility
entrapment
servesintorigidified
avoid entrapment
termiin rigidified terminology, but it does require
nology,
great
butcare
it does
by his
require
readers.
great
In care
laterby
parts
his of
readers.
the Deduction,
In later parts
he conof the Deduction, he contrasts ‘Object’ to ‘Gegenstand’,
trasts ‘Object’
plainly to
using
‘Gegenstand’,
the former
plainly
to mark
usinga concept
the former
of antoobject
mark as
a concept
such, of an object as such,
whereas the latter canwhereas
be an actual
the latter
particular
can bepresented
an actualtoparticular
us by sensory
presented
intake.
to By
us by
‘given’
sensory intake. By ‘given’
Kant usually means ‘presented’
Kant usually
or ‘available
means ‘presented’
in’; at no or
point
‘available
does he
in’;mistake
at no point
any ‘given’
does he
formistake any ‘given’ for
aconceptual knowledgeaconceptual
of any particulars.
knowledge of any particulars.
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118 (ll.two
58–86):
appeals
(ll. 58–86):
to results
Kant
of appeals
his Transcendental
to results ofAesthetic
his Transcendental
(hereafter: ‘Tr.
Aesthetic (hereafter: ‘Tr.
Wir haben jetzt schonWir
zweierley
haben jetzt
Be- schon
Be- found
Wezweierley
have already
We two
havequite
already Bfound
quiteKantB118
thatwhich
we have two
Aesth.’),
a priori
thatconcepts,
we haveone
twoof
a priori
‘space’,
concepts,
one of ‘time’,
one of which
‘space’,must
one pertain
of ‘time’, which must pertain
griffe von ganz verschiedener
griffe von Art,
ganzdie
verschiedener
distinctive Art,
kindsdieof concepts,
distinctivewhich
kinds ofAesth.’),
concepts,
‘connect’
or ‘connect’
to any objects
(sich beziehen)
of which
to we
anycan
objects
be aware,
of which
because
we can
we can
be aware,
only be
because we can only be
60 doch übereinkomdoch darin mit einander
darin mit einander
übereinkomnevertheless
agree insofar
nevertheless
as both
agree orinsofar
as (sich
bothbeziehen)
aware
of
objects
presented
aware
to
of
us
objects
in
or
presented
through
sensory
to
us
in
intuition,
or
through
which
sensory
is
spatio-temporal
intuition,
which
is spatio-temporal
men, daß sie beiderseits
men,völlig
daß sie
a priori
beiderseits
völlig fully
a priori
connect
a priori
connect
to objects,
fully a priori to objects,
(inofatspace
least and
the of
sense (in
thatatwe
least
arethe
onlysense
sensitive
that we
or responsive
are only sensitive
to spatio-temporal
or responsive
sensory
to spatio-temporal sensory
sich auf Gegenständesich
beziehen,
auf Gegenstände
nämlich namely,
beziehen,thenämlich
concepts namely,
of spacethe
andconcepts
of
stimuli;
this
minimal
sense
stimuli;
is
this
further
minimal
undergirded
sense
is
by
further
his
transcendental
undergirded
by
idealism,
his
transcendental
but
this
idealism, but this
die Begriffe des Raumes
die und
Begriffe
der Zeit
des Raumes
als time
undasder
Zeit of
als sensibility
forms
time as and
forms
theof sensibility and the
latterofisthe
set underaside in these
latterelucidations).
is set aside in
This
these
result
elucidations).
from the Tr.
This
Aesth.
resultis from
here (for
the Tr.
theAesth.
first is here (for the first
Formen der Sinnlichkeit
Formen
und die
derCategoSinnlichkeit
und die Categocategories
as conceptscategories
of the underas concepts
time)
described
as
their
time)
transcendental
described
as
deduction.
their
transcendental
Kant
claims
deduction.
the
parallel
Kant
point
claims
regarding
the
parallel point regarding
65 Verstandes.
rien als Begriffe des
rien als Begriffe
Von ihdes Verstandes.
Von
ih- to standing.
standing. To
want
attempt an
Toemwant to attempt an emcategories,
the categories,
by following
first identified
out the implications
by followingofout
histhe
Table
implications
of twelve of
formal
his Table of twelve formal
nen eine empirische nen
Deduction
eine empirische
versuc- Deduction
versuc-of these
pirical deduction
pirical would
deduction
be ofthethese
would first
be identified
aspects
of
judging
for
aspects
our
most
of
basic
judging
classifications
for
our
most
of
basic
whatever
classifications
we
can
possibly
of
whatever
judge,
we
i.e.,can possibly judge, i.e.,
hen wollen, würde ganz
henvergebliche
wollen, würde
Ar- ganz
an vergebliche
utterly futileArtask, an
because
utterlywhat
futileis task, because what is
the categories as our most
the categories
basic, general
as our
classifications.
most basic, general
To justify
classifications.
a priori his key
To claim
justifythat
a priori his key claim that
beit seyn, weil eben beit
darinseyn,
das weil
Untereben distinctive
darin das of
Untertheir nature
distinctive
lies of
pre-their nature lies prethe a priori categories do
thepertain
a priorior
categories
connect do
to any
pertain
particulars
or connect
we can
to any
possibly
particulars
experience
we can
orpossibly experience or
scheidende ihrer Naturscheidende
liegt, daß ihrer
sie sich
Naturcisely
liegt,indaß
siethat
sichtheycisely
this,
connect
in this,
themthat they connect themjudge is the task of thisjudge
chapter,
is thethe
task
Transcendental
of this chapter,
Deduction
the Transcendental
of the PureDeduction
Concepts of the Pure Concepts of the
70 auf
auf ihre Gegenstände
beziehen,
ihre Gegenstände
ohne et- beziehen,
et-without
selves to ohne
objects
selvesborrowing
to objects without borrowing
Understanding. In contrast,
Understanding.
their connection
In contrast,
to our
their
forms
connection
of sensibility,
to ourand
forms
so to
of particusensibility, and so to particuwas zu deren Vorstellung
was zu
ausderen
der ErfahVorstellung
aus der
Erfahanything
from
experience.
anything
If, then,
from aexperience. If, then, a
lars presented to us inlars
sensory
presented
perception,
to us inmakes
sensory
theperception,
Deduction makes
of ‘space’
the Deduction
and of ‘time’
of ‘space’ and of ‘time’
rung entlehnt zu haben.
rungWenn
entlehnt
also zu
eine
haben.
Wenn also
eine concepts
deduction
of these
deduction
is necesof these concepts is necesstraightforward (cf. ll. 120–5).
straightforward (cf. ll. 120–5).
Deduction derselben Deduction
nöthig ist, so
derselben
wird nöthig
so be
wirdaltogether
sary, it ist,
must
sary, ittranscenmust be altogether transcenB120 (l. 86): Kant
B120
uses(l.the
86):term
Kantbestimmen
often uses
andthe
its term
cognates
bestimmen
in theand
sense
its of
cognates
specify,inrathe sense of specify, ra[…]
[…] often
sie jederzeit transscendental
sie jederzeit
seyn transscendental
müs- dental. seyn müs- dental.
ther than in the sense ther
of ‘to
than
make
in the
to be
sense
as itofis’.
‘toBoth
makesenses
to beare
as italso
is’.common
Both senses
in English,
are also common in English,
75 sen.
[… B119]
[… B119]
sen.
though
contemporary
though
Anglophones
contemporary
too
often
Anglophones
neglect
the
too
former
often
sense,
neglect
illustrated
the
former
in the
sense, illustrated in the
Ob nun aber gleich dieOb
einzige
nun aber
Art eigleich die
einzige
Artsole
ei- possible
Now
if the
Now kind
if theofsole possible kind of
executive request,
executive
determine
request,what
‘Phelps,
became
determine
of the what
Higgins
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of the
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(1959).
‘cause’On
seethe
concept
see B240–1 and Beck (1975,
keit dieser Untersuchungen
keit dieser
dadurch
Untersuchungen
los- from dadurch
los- offrom
the difficulty
suchthe
inquiries
difficulty phal
of such
inquiries
120–9),
whose
elucidation
120–9),
shows
whose
how
elucidation
very
much
shows
Kant
can
how
state
very
and
much
argue,
Kant
accurately,
can
state
inciand argue, accurately, incizuwickeln, daß man sagte:
zuwickeln,
die Erfahrung
daß man sagte:
die Erfahrung
by saying,
experience by
affords
saying,continexperience affords continso very concisely
sivelyin
and
one
sobrief
very aside.
concisely in one brief aside.
böte unablässig Beyspiele
böte einer
unablässig
solchen
Beyspiele
solchen
ual einer
examples
of such
ual examples
regularities of sively
such and
regularities
150 Erscheinungen
Regelmäßigkeit der
Regelmäßigkeit dar,
der Erscheinungen
dar, within
within appearances
which appearances
furnish
which(ll. furnish
B123–4
146–85): Kant
B123–4
highlights
(ll. 146–85):
here (and
Kantrepeatedly
highlightsbelow)
here (and
whatrepeatedly
are in effect
below)
Hume’s
what are in effect Hume’s
die genugsam Anlaß die
geben,
genugsam
den Begriff
Anlaß geben,
den occasion
Begriff abundant
abundant
for abstracting
occasionlessons
for abstracting
about how empirical
lessons evidence
about how
as empirical
understood
evidence
by empiricists
as understood
providesbyno
empiricists
more thanprovides no more than
der Ursache davon abzusondern
der Ursacheund
davon
da- abzusondern
from themund
the daconcept
from
of them
cause the
and concept
of cause
and
customary
associations
customary
which cannot
associations
at all identify
whichorcannot
justifyatthe
all kinds
identify
of or
modality
justify the
involved
kinds of modality involved
durch zugleich die objective
durch zugleich
Gültigkeit
die objective
thus alsoGültigkeit
ratifying the thus
objective
also ratifying
valid- the
objective
either
in any validcausal production
either in any
of an
causal
effect,
production
or in any of
cognitive
an effect,
judgment
or in anyabout
cognitive
what is
judgment
the
about what is the
eines solchen Begriffseines
zu bewähren,
solchen Begriffs
so ityzuofbewähren,
so ityone
such a concept,
of such
thus ane-concept,
thus necase one
regarding
any such
case causal
regarding
modality.
any such
Thiscausal
latter modality.
modal issue
Thisis latter
more modal
explicitissue
later is more explicit later
ll. 612–21;
ll. 1190–1202).
ll. 612–21; B165–6,
Part of ll.
Kant’s
1190–1202).
aim is toPart
demonstrate
of Kant’s that
aim our
is tokey
demonstrate that our key
(B141–2,
(B141–2,
155 daß
bemerkt man nicht,
bemerkt
auf diese
manWeise
nicht, daß
auf that
dieseinWeise
glects
this wayglects
the concept
that in of
this way
the concept
of B165–6,
their
are modally
and their
structured
use are
andmodally
significant
structured
in waysand
which
significant
cannotinbeways
re- which cannot be reder Begriff der Ursache
der Begriff
gar nicht
derentUrsache
garcannot
nicht at
ent-all arise,
cause
causebut
cannot
that at
it all concepts
arise, butand
that
it useconcepts
duced fully
to empiricist
duced toofempiricist
meaning or
accounts
evidence
of (concept
meaning empiricism
or evidenceor(concept
meaningempiricism
emor meaning emspringen kann, sondern
springen
daß er kann,
entweder
sondern
daßeither
er entweder
must
be grounded
mustfully
either
a priori
be grounded
a priori accounts
piricism).
One
surprise
piricism).
is
that
this
One
modal
surprise
significance
is
that
this
(intension)
modal
significance
is
required
(intension)
even
for
(apparis
required
even for (apparpriori im
ge-Verstande
müsse
gevöllig a priori im Verstande
völlig a müsse
in the understanding,in or
theotherwise
understanding, or otherwise
IS
,
in
contrast
to
however
IS
,
in
it
contrast
may
to
however it may
ently)
simple
affirmative
ently)
judgments
simple
affirmative
about
what
judgments
anything
about
what
anything
gründet seyn, oder alsgründet
ein bloßes
seyn,
Hirngeoder als ein
bloßes
Hirngemust
be utterly
abandoned
must be
as utterly
a mere abandoned as a mere
seem to absolutely
one or anotherseem
of us.
to one or another of us.
160 aufgegeben
werden
[B124] aufgegeben
werden
spinst gänzlich [B124]
spinst gänzlich
chimera. For
this concept
chimera.
absolutely
For this concept
müsse. Denn dieser müsse.
BegriffDenn
erfordert
dieser requires
Begriff that
erfordert
something
requires
A be of
thatsuch
something
of such
B124A(l.be
171):
‘Dignity’B124
indicates
(l. 171):
a status
‘Dignity’
or standing.
indicatesKant
a status
paysorconcerted
standing. attention
Kant paystoconcerted
the
attention to the
durchaus, daß etwas A
durchaus,
von derdaß
Art etwas
sei, Aa kind
von der
sei, a else
thatArt
something
kindBthat
follows
something
else Bcontent
follows (intension)
semantic
semanticofcontent
key concepts,
(intension)
especially
of keythe
concepts,
categories,
especially
and thetheprinciples
categories, and the principles
daß ein anderes B daraus
daß einnothwendig
anderes B daraus
from it,nothwendig
necessarily and
from
according
it, necessarily
to
and particular
accordingjudgments
to
and
and (claims)
particular
wejudgments
formulate,(claims)
considerweand
formulate,
often affirm,
consider
and and
howoften
theseaffirm, and how these
und nach e i n e r s c hund
l e c hnach
t h i ne ianl legre -s c h lan
e c altogether
h t h i n a luniversal
l g e - rule.
an altogether
Of course
universalintensions
rule. Of are
course
modallyintensions
specified inareways
modally
whichspecified
cannot be
in ways
defined,
which
identified
cannot or
bejustified
defined,on
identified
a
or justified on a
m e i n e n R e g e l 165
folge.
m e iErscheinungen
n e n R e g e l folge.
Erscheinungen
appearances
provide examples,
appearances
which
provide examples, which
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170

175

180

185

strictly empiricist
(Hume’s
empiricist
theory of
basis
ideas
(Hume’s
+ concept
theory
empiricism
of ideas ++ concept
verification
empiricism
empiri- + verification empirigeben gar wohl Fällegeben
an diegar
Hand,
wohlaus
Fälle can
an die
Hand,
ausaccording
afford
a rule,
can afford
to which
a rule, according
to whichbasisstrictly
cism; En.1,
order En.1,
to pose,
§§1–7),
address
in order
and ultimately
to pose, address
to resolve
andquestions
ultimatelyabout
to resolve
how, questions about how,
denen eine Regel möglich
denen ist,
einenach
Regel
dermöglich
ist, nach
der occurs,
something
usually
something
but never
usually occurs,
but §§1–7),
never in cism;
how well
and with what
howvalidity
well and
or justification
with what validity
(quid iuris)
or justification
we can use (quid
such iuris)
concepts,
we can
form
use such concepts, form
etwas gewöhnlicher maßen
etwas gewöhnlicher
geschieht, a- maßen
geschieht,
a- that be thenecessary.
that the
consequence
consequence
be necessary.
such of
judgments
and affirm
such judgments
(or reject) such
and affirm
claims,(or
in reject)
view ofsuch
the claims,
sharp semantic
in view of
and
themodal
sharp semantic and modal
ber niemals, daß der Erfolg
ber niemals,
nothw
daß
e nder
- Erfolg
o t the
h w esynthesis
n - Hence
Hencento
of cause
to the
andsynthesis
cause and
contrasts
between
our
contrasts
(apparent)
between
empiricist
our
‘basis’
(apparent)
and
the
empiricist
content
‘basis’
of
these
and
claims.
the
content
In
KdrV
of these claims. In KdrV
170Synthesis
d i g s e y : daher der
d i g s e y der
: daher
Ursacder Synthesis
der Ursaceffect pertains
a dignity
effectwhich
pertains
one a dignity which one
Kant
argues
that
we
must
Kant
be
argues
able
to
that
use
we
the
must
categories
be
able
with
to
use
sufficient
the
categories
accuracy
with
and
sufficient
justificaaccuracy and justificahe und Wirkung auchheeine
undDignität
Wirkungan-auchcannot
eine Dignität
at all anexpress
cannot
empirically,
at all express empirically,
tionnot
if we
are ever
even
if we
to think
are ever
‘I think
able …’.
evenOne
to think
key reason
‘I thinkjustifying
…’. Onethis
keyvery
reason
strong
justifying this very strong
hängt, die man gar nicht
hängt,
empirisch
die manausgar nicht
empirisch
ausnamely
that the
effectnamely
not merely
that the
co- effect
merely
co- abletion
thesis,
which
is
equally
thesis,
anti-empiricist
which
is
equally
and
anti-rationalist
anti-empiricist
(and
and
anti-Cartesian)
anti-rationalist
is
(and
developed
anti-Cartesian)
is developed
drücken kann, nämlichdrücken
daß diekann,
Wirkung
nämlichmes
daßafter
die Wirkung
the cause, but
mesis after
positedthe
by cause,
it
but is posited by it
in thestrict
Deduction.
the Deduction.
corollary ofOne
Kant’s
direct
Deduction
corollary isofthat
Kant’s
we could
Deduction
not even
is that
col-we could not even colnicht bloß zu der Ursache
nichthinzu
bloß zu
komme,
der Ursache
and hinzu
issueskomme,
from it. The
andstrict
issues
univerfrom it. The
univer- Oneindirect
lect
the
empiricists’
preferred
lect
the
empirical
empiricists’
evidence
preferred
and
empirical
form
their
evidence
preferred
and
customary
form
their
beliefs,
preferred
customary beliefs,
175 sondern
sondern d u r c h dieselbe
gesetzt
d usei
r c hund
dieselbe
gesetzt
sei rule,
und too,
sality
of the
sality
is not
of the
at all
rule, too, is not at all
unless
we
succeed,
with
unless
sufficient
we
succeed,
if
approximate
with
sufficient
accuracy
if
approximate
and
justifiedness,
accuracy
to
identify
and
justifiedness,
at
to identify at
a u s ihr erfolge. Die astrenge
u s ihr Allgemeinerfolge. Die strenge
Allgemeincharacteristic
of empirical
characteristic
rules,of empirical rules,
least some particulars least
in our
some
surroundings,
particulars so
in our
as tosurroundings,
distinguish them,
so as and
to distinguish
our perceiving
them, and our perceiving
heit der Regel ist auch
heit
garder
keine
Regel
Eigenist auchwhich
gar keine
Eigen- can
by induction
which
obtain
by induction
only a
can obtain only a
them, as we perceive them, from
as we ourselves
perceive them,
as self-consciously
from ourselves
perceiving
as self-consciously
those particulars.
perceiving those particulars.
schaft empirischer Regeln,
schaftdie
empirischer
durch In- Regeln,
die durchuniversality,
In- comparative
comparative
i.e., an exuniversality, i.e., an exThese commonsense discriminations
These commonsense
and identifications
discriminations
of at
and
least
identifications
some perceptible
of at least
particusome perceptible particuduction keine andereduction
als comparative
keine anderetensive
als comparative
usefulness. Now
tensive
the usefulness.
use of
Now the use of
B125,
ll. 205–9;
B126,
B125,
215–43).
ll. 205–9; B126, ll. 215–43).
lars all require competent,
lars all
accurate
requireuse
competent,
of the categories
accurate(cf.use
of the
categories
(cf. ll.
Allgemeinheit, d.i.180
ausgebreitete
Allgemeinheit,
Brauchd.i. ausgebreitete
Brauch- would
the pure categories
the pure
be entirely
categories would be entirely
Such self-conscious self-awareness
Such self-conscious
is a cognitive
self-awareness
achievement,
is a cognitive
not a mere
achievement,
assumptionnot
of aanmere assumption of an
barkeit, bekommen können.
barkeit, Nun
bekommen
würde können.
würde
altered,Nun
if one
wantedaltered,
to treat
if them
one wanted
to
treat
them
ego-centric predicament.
ego-centric
(The question
predicament.
whether(The
Kant’s
question
account
whether
of ‘judgments
Kant’s account
of percepof ‘judgments of percepsich aber der Gebrauch
sichder
aber
reinen
der Gebrauch
Ver- only
derasreinen
Ver-products.
empirical
only as empirical products.
tion’ (Prol. §29), abouttion’
how (Prol.
something
§29), about
merelyhow
appears
something
to oneself,
merely
is consistent
appears towith
oneself,
KdrV
is is
consistent with KdrV is
standesbegriffe gänzlich
standesbegriffe
ändern, wenn
gänzlich ändern, wenn
a pseudo-issue, becausea pseudo-issue,
even to wonder
because
whether
even
thetosun
wonder
warmswhether
a stonethe
requires
sun warms
recognising
a stone requires recognising
man sie nur als empirische
man sie
Producte
nur als beempirische Producte beand identifying both the
andsun
identifying
and the both
stone,the
and
suntheand
warmth
the stone,
of each;
and these
the warmth
identifications
of each; these identifications
handeln wollte. 185 handeln wollte.
require fulfilling the transcendental
require fulfilling
conditions
the transcendental
of the possibility
conditions
of apperceptive
of the possibility
humanofexapperceptive human experience examined only
perience
within examined
KdrV.) only within KdrV.)

§14: Transition
3.2to the
§14:
Transcendental
Transition to
Deduction
the Transcendental
of the Categories.
Deduction of the Categories.
14. Transition to the
§ 14.
TranscendenTransition to 3.2
the Transcenden§ 14. Uebergang zur§ 14.
transscendentalen
Uebergang zur§ transscendentalen
Deduction der Categorien.
Deduction
der Categorien.
[…B125]
[…B125] of the tal
tal Deduction
Categories.
Deduction Bof
the(ll.Categories.
125
188–97): KantB125
acknowledges
(ll. 188–97):two
Kant
unproblematic
acknowledges
cases
twoinunproblematic
which object and
casesconcept
in which object and concept
Ist aber das zweite, weil
Ist aber
Vorstellung
das zweite,
an weil
[…] Vorstellung
In the second
an case,
[…] because
In the second
rep- case,
because rep-if either
may correspond:
may one
correspond:
producesifthe
either
other
one(see
produces
above, the
§2.15).
other
Surprisingly,
(see above,neither
§2.15).
is Surprisingly, neither is
sich selbst (denn vonsich
deren
selbst
Causalität
(denn vonresentation
deren Causalität
in itself resentation
(since causality
in itselfrelevant
(since tocausality
Kant’s Deduction,
relevant to
regardless
Kant’s Deduction,
of his transcendental
regardless of
idealism
his transcendental
and how often
idealism
it
and how often it
190 vermittelst des Willens
190 vermittelst
ist hier gar
desnicht
Willensthrough
ist hier the
gar will
nichtis not
through
here attheissue)
will is suggests
not herewe
at do
issue)
create suggests
at least we
the do
structure
create of
at least
objects
theofstructure
empiricalofexperience
objects of and
empirical
knowl-experience and knowldie Rede) ihren Gegenstand
die Rede)dem
ihren
D aGegenstand
- does notdem
D a - itsdoes
produce
object
notwith
produce
re- its
object
with
re- edge.
edge.
Kant’s
Deduction
turns
Kant’s
instead
Deduction
on identifying
turns instead
necessary
onaidentifying
priori conditions
necessary
of thought
a priori conditions of thought
s e y n n a c h nicht hervorbringt,
s e y n n a c h so
nicht
ist hervorbringt,
so ist nevertheless
spect to its existence,
spect to its existence,
the and
nevertheless
the
judgment, and arguing
and judgment,
that we must
and satisfy
arguingthese
that conditions
we must satisfy
if we these
are toconditions
be at all aware
if we are to be at all aware
doch die Vorstellungdoch
in Ansehung
die Vorstellung
des representation
in Ansehung des
in regard
representation
to its objectin regard
to its object
of ourselves
as being aware
of ourselves
of any as
being(intuited)
aware of particular(s)
any sensed (intuited)
sensed
(apperception),
particular(s)
as his (apperception),
next
as his next
indicatesit (ll. question
205–9, 215–32,
indicates247–53).
(ll. 205–9,
Kant’s
215–32,
disuse247–53).
of the first
Kant’s
twodisuse
models,
of the
by first two models, by
a priori bestimGegenstandes alsdannGegenstandes
alsdannis aa priori
priori bestimdetermining,
is aif priori
through
determining,
it question
if through
the object
produces
eitherthe
therepresentation
object produces
or vice
theversa,
representation
is a considerable
or vice versa,
reason
is aforconsiderable reason for
195 mend, wenn durch
195sie
mend,
alleinwenn
es möglich
durch siealone
alleinitesis möglich
possible to alone
know something
it is possible
as towhich
knoweither
something
as which
stressingtwo
Kant’s
use ofstressing
the second,
Kant’spresuppositional
use of the second,
sensepresuppositional
of ‘constitution sense
of objects’
of ‘constitution
(aof objects’ (aist, etwas a l s e i n e n ist,
G eetwas
g e n s taal ns de iznue n G
e g e nThere
s t a n darez uhowever
object.
object. two
There
condiare however
condii.e., examining
bove, the
§2.15),
a priori
i.e., conditions
examining required
the a priori
to conditions
constitute objects
requiredastoobjects
constitute
of objects as objects of
e r k e n n e n . Es sind eaber
r k e nzwei
n e n . BedinEs sind tions
aber zwei
underBedinwhich alone
tions the
under
cogniwhich bove,
alone§2.15),
the cognihuman
thought,
perception
human
or
thought,
experience.
perception
Here
Kant
or
experience.
expressly
contrasts
Here
Kant
the
expressly
existence
contrasts
of
the existence of
gungen, unter denen gungen,
allein dieunter
Erkenntdenen allein
dieanErkennttion of
object is possible,
tion of first
an object
intu- is possible, first intuobjects
and
any
knowledge
objects
we
and
may
any
have
knowledge
of
them
as
we
objects
may
have
(ll.
192–7,
of
them
202–4).
as
objects
(ll.
192–7,
202–4).
niß eines Gegenstandes
nißmöglich
eines Gegenstandes
ist, erst- ition,
möglich
ist, erstby which,
though
ition,only
by as
which,
ap- though only as ap-
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B125
(ll. 197–204):
B125
clearly
(ll. 197–204):
and unambiguously,
Kant clearlythough
and unambiguously,
briefly, recalls though
his key briefly,
doctrinerecalls his key doctrine
lich A n s c h a u u n200
g , lich
dadurch
A n s cderselbe,
h a u u n g , pearance,
dadurch derselbe,
it is given; pearance,
second concept,
it is given;
second
concept, Kant
two distinct,
of the two
integrated
distinct,roles
mutually
of sensory
integrated
intuition
rolesand
of sensory
intellectual
intuition
concepand intellectual concepaber nur als Erscheinung,
aber nur
gegeben
als Erscheinung,
wird; by which
gegeben
wird; isbythought
an object
which which
an object of
is the
thought
which mutually
304–5),
and at(B126
75–6,(ll.304–5),
215–32).
and at B126 (ll. 215–32).
within human
tualisation
experience
within
andhuman
knowledge
experience
(B75–6,and
knowledge
[…] to this tualisation
zweitens B e g r i f f , dadurch
zweitenseinB eGegeng r i f f , dadurch
ein Gegencorresponds
to this intuition.
corresponds
intuition. […]
stand gedacht wird, der
stand
dieser
gedacht
Anschauwird, der dieser Anschauung entspricht. […] ung entspricht. […]
B125 (ll. 206–10):
B125
hints
(ll.at206–10):
the key Kant
to thehints
transcendental
at the key to
deduction
the transcendental
of the categories,
deduction of the categories,
Nun frägt es sich,
205 obNun
nichtfrägt
auchesBesich, obHere
nichtarises
auch the
Be- question,
Here whether
arises the question,
whether Kant
their use
is necessary
that in
their
order
usefor
is necessary
us at all toin think
orderoffor
something
us at all to
wethink
(apparently)
of something
intuit we (apparently) intuit
griffe a priori vorausgehen,
griffeals
a priori
Bedingunvorausgehen,
als Bedingunany concepts
a priori precede,
any concepts
as cona priorithat
precede,
as conthrough
sensation
to
be
through
some
sensation
object
or
to
other,
be
some
so
as
object
to
be
able
or
other,
to
experience
so
as
to
it.
be
This
able
point
to
experience it. This point
gen, unter denen allein
gen, unter
etwas, denen
wenn allein
etwas,
ditions
underwenn
which alone,
ditions
if not
under
now
which alone, if not now
B126 (ll.he
215–43).
B126 (ll. 215–43).
he
amplifies
at
amplifies
at
gleich nicht angeschauet,
gleich dennoch
nicht angeschauet,
als intuited,
dennoch
als intuited,
something
nevertheless
something
is
nevertheless is
Gegenstand überhaupt
Gegenstand
gedacht überhaupt
wird; thought
gedacht
wird;
as [an]
objectthought
as such;assince
[an] object as such; since
126]alle inempirische
denn alsdann ist210
alledenn
empirische
alsdann [Bist
that case all[B126]
empirical
in that
cognition
case allofempirical
cognition
of 220–7,
B125–6
(ll. 210–5,
B125–6
227–32):
(ll. 210–5,
Kant 220–7,
formulates
227–32):
his key
Kant
claim
formulates
three times,
his key
thatclaim
only three
by times, that only by
Erkenntniß der Gegenstände
Erkenntniß solchen
der Gegenstände
solchen accords
objects necessarily
objectswith
necessarily
such accords
assumingwith
thatsuch
objects assuming
of humanthat
experience
objects conform
of humantoexperience
the categories
conform
is anything
to the categories
possibly is anything possibly
an object
of our experience
an object
(cf. ofabove,
our experience
§2.15). Kant’s
(cf. above,
formulation
§2.15).is Kant’s
consistent
formulation
with theis consistent with the
Begriffen nothwendiger
Begriffen
Weise nothwendiger
gemäß, concepts,
Weise since
gemäß,
without
concepts,
their presupsince without
their presupof ‘constitution’sense
of objects,
of ‘constitution’
that the proper
of objects,
use ofthat
the the
categories
proper be
use of the categories be
weil ohne deren Voraussetzung
weil ohne deren
nichtsVoraussetzung
nichtsis possible
position nothing
position as
nothing
[an] ispresuppositional
possible as [an]sensepresuppositional
necessary
to constitute
necessary
any particular
to constitute
as an object
any particular
of our apperceptive
as an objectexperience.
of our apperceptive
This read- experience. This readals O b j e c t d e r E r als
f a hO
r ubnj eg c möglich
t d e r E r fobject
a h r uofn gexperience.
möglichNowobject
besides
of experience.
intui- Now
besides
intuiKant’s transcendental
ing disregards Kant’s
idealism,
transcendental
yet it may suffice
idealism,
for his
yet Deduction.
it may suffice
‘Proper’
for his Deduction. ‘Proper’
ist. Nun enthält215aber
ist. alle
NunErfahrung
enthält aber
tionalleof Erfahrung
the senses, by
tion
which
of the
somesenses, ing
by disregards
which someuse
is
an
ambitious
claim,
use
justifying
is
an
ambitious
which
claim,
requires
justifying
also
the
which
Analytic
requires
of
Principles.
also
the
Analytic
of Principles.
außer der Anschauung
außer
der der
Sinne,
Anschauung
wo- thing
derisSinne,
wo-experience
given, all
thing isalso
given,
conall experience also condurch etwas gegebendurch
wird, etwas
noch gegeben
einen tains
wird, anoch
concepteinen
of an object
tains a which
concept isof an object which is
B e g r i f f von einem Gegenstande,
B e g r i f f vonder
einem
in Gegenstande,
der inor [which]
given in intuition
given inappears:
intuition or [which] appears:
der Anschauung gegeben
der Anschauung
wird oder ergegeben
wird oderconcepts
er- Accordingly
Accordingly
of objects concepts
as
of objects as
scheint: demnach220werden
scheint:
Begriffe
demnach
von werden
von a such
such Begriffe
as conditions
priori as
of conditions
experia priori of experiGegenständen überhaupt
Gegenständen
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require
and options
and receive
whichmore
require
extensive
and receive
treatment
morethroughout
extensive treatment
the
throughout the
lichkeit Verstand nennen
lichkeit
muß,Verstand
so ist alle
nennen
muß,that
so istallalle
follows
combination
follows that
– wheall combination
wheTranscendental
Analytic.
Transcendental
Kant’s
key
points
Analytic.
stand
Kant’s
independently
key
points
of
stand
issues
independently
about
sensory
of
atissues
about
sensory atVerbindung, wir 300
mögen
Verbindung,
uns ihrerwirbe-mögen
ihrer
be- ther
ther uns
we are
conscious
of itwe
or are
not,conscious
be
of it or not, be
though Kant
omism,raises
though
issues
Kant
about
rightly
what
raises
are issues
now called
aboutthe
what
‘binding
are now
problems’
called the ‘binding problems’
wußt werden oder nicht,
wußt es
werden
mag eine
oder nicht,
es mag eineof the
it a combination
it a manifold
combination
in ofomism,
the manifold
in rightly
in
perception,
concerning
in
perception,
how
sensory
concerning
intake
can
how
be
sensory
integrated
intake
at
any
can
one
be
time
integrated
within
atany
any one time within any
Verbindung des Mannigfaltigen
Verbindungder
desAnMannigfaltigen
intuition orderinAnseveralintuition
concepts,
or and
in several concepts, and
one
sensory
modality,
one
and
sensory
again
synchronically
modality,
and
across
again
sensory
synchronically
modalities;
across
and
sensory
likewise
modalities;
how
and likewise how
schauung oder mancherley
schauung
Begriffe,
oder und
mancherley
und be in
in theBegriffe,
former case
it athe
sensory
former
orcase
a be it a sensory or a
it can be integrated over
it can
timebewithin
integrated
any one
oversensory
time within
modality,
any one
and sensory
again diachronically
modality, andac-again diachronically acan der ersteren deran sinnlichen
der ersteren
oder dernon-sensory
sinnlichen intuition
oder non-sensory
– is an act intuition
of
– is an act of
ross sensory modalities.
ross
However
sensory those
modalities.
issues However
are resolved,
those
Kant’s
issueskey
arepoint
resolved,
pertains
Kant’s
to inkey point pertains to in305 nichtsinnlichen
nichtsinnlichen Anschauung
seyn, eine
Anschauung
seyn, eine to which
the understanding
the understanding
we would to which we would
formation extraction, how
formation
sensory
extraction,
information
howcan
sensory
be, toinformation
speak with can
Dretske,
be, todecoded
speak with
so Dretske, decoded so
Verstandeshandlung, Verstandeshandlung,
die wir mit der all- die
der allgivewir
themit
general
appellation
give theofgeneral
synthe- appellation of synthe-
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that we arethat
ablewe
to sense
thatour
we surroundings
are able to sense
(or also
our surroundings
our proprioception),
(or alsoand
ouryet
proprioception),
again, how and yet again, how
gemeinen Benennunggemeinen
S y n t h e sBenennung
i s bele- sis,
S y nsot hase sto
i s mark
bele- expressly,
sis, so asthat
to we
mark expressly,
information
can be extracted
information
fromcan
andbeexploited
extractedinfrom
express
and judgments,
exploited inbeliefs
express
or judgments,
claims
beliefs or claims
gen würden, um dadurch
gen würden,
zugleichum
be-dadurch
be-anything
cannotzugleich
represent
cannotasrepresent
bound anything
as bound
we perceive
about
in our
what
surroundings
we perceive(orinalso
our within
surroundings
our own
(orbodies).
also within
Hereour
especially
own bodies). Here especially
merklich zu machen, merklich
daß wir uns
zu machen,
nichts daß
wir uns
nichts
together
within
an object,
together
which
within
we an about
object,what
which
we
Kant’s bound
discernment
these discernment
issues about of
processes
these issues
of sensory
about integration
processes of(quid
sensory
facti) integration
pose
(quid facti) pose
310 als im
als im Object verbunden
vorstellen
Object verbunden
kön- havevorstellen
not firstkönourselves
have bound
not first
to- ourselves
to- ofKant’s
important
issues of how
important
our sensory-perceptual
issues of how our
systems
sensory-perceptual
function, which
systems
pose yet
function,
more imwhich pose yet more imnen, ohne es vorher selbst
nen, ohne
verbunden
es vorher
zu selbst
verbunden
zu all gether,
gether,
and among
representations
and among all
representations
portant
epistemological
portant
issues
epistemological
(quid
iuris)
of
how
issues
our
(quid
judgmental
iuris)
of
capacities
how
our
judgmental
can
accurately
capacities can accurately
haben, und unter allenhaben,
Vorstellungen
und unterdieallencombination
Vorstellungenisdie
uniquely
combination
that which
is uniquely that which
and justifiedly
exploit and
information
justifiedlyextracted
exploit information
from sufficiently
extracted
reliable
from
andsufficiently
accurate sensory
reliable and accurate sensory
Verbindung die einzige
Verbindung
ist, die die
nichteinzige
ist, bedie
nicht
cannot
given
by objects,
cannotbut
be rather
given by objects,
but rather
B
131n.,
ll.
334–49)
that
B
131n.,
for
us
ll.
to
334–49)
think that for us to think
perception.
Most
importantly,
perception.
Kant
Most
soon
importantly,
stresses
(
Kant
soon
stresses
(
durch Objecte gegeben,
durchsondern
Objecte nur
gegeben,
sondern
is effected
onlynur
by the
is subject
effecteditself,
only by the subject itself,
whatsoever
anything
anywhatsoever
sensed particular
about any
at allsensed
requires
particular
discerning,
at alldifferentiating,
requires discerning, differentiating,
315 vom
vom Subjecte selbst
verrichtet
Subjecte
werden
selbst because
verrichtetit is
werden
an actus because
of its own
it isselfan actusanything
of its own
self- about
identifying
and
integrated
identifying
some
plurality
and
integrated
of
its
features
some
plurality
so
as
to
of
form
its
features
any,
even
so
as
candidate
to form any, even candidate
kann, weil sie ein Actus
kann,seiner
weil sie
Selbstein Actus
seiner
Selbstactivity.
Here
it is readily
activity.
understood
Here it is readily understood
cognitive judgment about
cognitive
that particular.
judgmentThis
about
intellectual,
that particular.
judgmental
This intellectual,
achievement,
judgmental
whateverachievement, whatever
thätigkeit ist. Man wird
thätigkeit
hier leicht
ist. Man
ge- wird
thathier
thisleicht
actionge-must
thatoriginally
this action
be must originally be
concepts (classifications)
concepts
it invokes,
(classifications)
involves both
it invokes,
analysis involves
and synthesis;
both analysis
it holdsand
independsynthesis; it holds independwahr, daß diese Handlung
wahr, ursprünglich
daß diese Handlung
strictlyursprünglich
one and is equally
strictly
valid
oneforand
all is equally valid for all
ently of questions about
ently
whether
of questions
or howabout
such ‘unity’
whether
amongst
or howdiverse
such ‘unity’
aspects
amongst
or features
diverse
of aspects or features of
einig und für alle Verbindung
einig und gleichgelfür alle Verbindung
gleichgelcombination,
and thatcombination,
the resolution,
and that the resolution,
things may (not) ‘enter’things
our cognizance
may (not) ‘enter’
via ourour
sensory
cognizance
channels.
via our sensory channels.
tend seyn müsse, 320
und tend
daß die
seyn
Auflösung,
müsse, und daß
die Auflösung,
analysis,
which seems analysis,
to be itswhich
oppo-seems to be its oppoB130 presupposes
(ll. 290–317): Kant
B130
stresses
(ll. 290–317):
his key Kant
point,stresses
that anyhisand
keyallpoint,
connecting
that any
(Verbindung)
and all connecting
as
(Verbindung) as
A n a l y s i s , die ihr Gegentheil
A n a l y s i s ,zudieseyn
ihr Gegentheil
zu seynalways
site, nevertheless
site,presupposes
nevertheless always
such is a spontaneous
such
act of
is our
a spontaneous
capacity to act
represent,
of our capacity
an act oftointellection,
represent, an
regardless
act of intellection,
of
regardless of
scheint, sie doch jederzeit
scheint,voraussetze;
sie doch jederzeit
it; for voraussetze;
where understanding
it; for where
has not
understanding
has not
whether
(i)
we
are
conscious
whether
of
(i)
the
we
connecting
are
conscious
or
not,
of
the
(ii)
connecting
the
connected
or
not,
manifold
(ii)
the
be
connected
intumanifold
be intudenn wo der Verstanddenn
vorher
wonichts
der Verstand
ver- already
vorher nichts
ver- there
conjoined,
already
it cannot
conjoined,
at there it cannot at
itive
(sensory)
oritmay itive
be a (sensory)
plurality of
or concepts,
may be a (iii)
plurality
whether
of concepts,
a form of(iii)
intuition
whether
is sensory
a form of intuition is sensory
bunden hat, da kann er
bunden
auch nichts
hat, daaufkann erallauch
nichts
auf- as
disjoin,
inasmuch
all only
disjoin,
through
inasmuch
it
as only
through
or
non-sensory.
Human
or
intuiting
non-sensory.
is
sensory;
Human
Kant
intuiting
sets
aside
is
sensory;
the
last
Kant
option,
sets
but
aside
each
the
of
lasttheoption, but each of the
lösen, weil es nur325d ulösen,
r c h i weil
h n als
es nur
ver- d ucan
r c hanything
i h n als asvercombined
can anything
be offered
as combined be offered
others is central to KdrV,
othersand
is especially:
central to KdrV,
whether
and
weespecially:
are conscious
whether
of various
we are factors
conscious
re- of various factors rebunden der Vorstellungskraft
bunden der
hat Vorstellungskraft
gege- to our power
hat gegeof representing.
to our power of representing.
IR
relevant:
‘transparency
IR
relevant:
of
consciousness’
‘transparency
is
a of consciousness’ is a
quired
of,
or
involved
quired
in
our
of,
cognisance
or
involved
is
in
our
cognisance
is
ben werden können. ben werden können.
Cartesian
myth,
followed
Cartesian
faithfully
myth,
by
Hume,
followed
which
faithfully
by-passes
by
Hume,
Kant’s
which
key
issue:
by-passes
How
Kant’s
are
we
key issue: How are we
Aber der Begriff der
AberVerbindung
der Begriff der
Verbindung
However,
the conceptHowever,
of combinathe concept of combinaat all able to achieve self-conscious
at all able to achieve
awareness?
self-conscious
Kant’s KdrV
awareness?
is guidedKant’s
by thisKdrV
insight:
is guided
‘Now by this insight: ‘Now
führt außer dem Begriffe
führtdes
außer
Mannigfaldem Begriffe
Mannigfaltiondes
carries
with it, besides
tion carries
the conwith it, besides the conit is indeed very enlightening,
it is indeed
thatvery
whatever
enlightening,
I must presuppose
that whatever
in Iorder
mustatpresuppose
all to knowin any
order at all to know any
330 tigen
tigen und der Synthesis
desselben
und der noch
Synthesis
desselben
cept
of the noch
manifold
ceptand
of of
the itsmanifold and of its
[…]be
’ (Aknown
402). as object […]’ (A402).
object, cannot itself beobject,
knowncannot
as object
itself
den der Einheit desselben
den der
beyEinheit
sich. Verdesselben
bey sich.
synthesis,
alsoVerthe concept
synthesis,
of also
their the concept of their
130representation
(ll. 306–33): KantB130
approaches
(ll. 306–33):
moreKant
closely
approaches
his ultimate
more
point
closely
by stressing
his ultimate
that point
knowing
by stressing that knowing
bindung ist Vorstellung
bindung
der s yistn tVorstellung
h e t i - unity.
der Combination
s y n t h e t i - isunity.
representation
Combination Bis
requires recognising
any objectthat
requires
withinrecognising
it various features
that within
or aspects
it various
arefeatures
integrated,
or aspects
but are integrated, but
131] ofof
s c h e n Einheit des Mannigfaltigen.*
s c h e n Einheit[B131]
des Mannigfaltigen.*
of the synthetic[Bunity
a manifold.*
the synthetic unity any
of a object
manifold.*
our representing any
ourintegration
representing of
anya such
plurality
integration
of features
of awithin
plurality
anyofone
features
particular
within
re-any one particular re* Ob die Vorstellungen
* Ob
selbst
die Vorstellungen
identisch * Whether
selbst identisch
the representations
* Whether are
the representations
are such
quires
that
we
differentiate
quires
those
that
we
features
differentiate
and
re-integrate
those
features
them
so
and
as
re-integrate
to
ascribe
them
so
all
as
to to ascribe them all to
sind, und also eine335durch
sind,die
und
andere
also eine
ana- durch
die
andere
anathemselves identical, so
themselves
that the identical,
one
so that the one
that
particular
insofar
as
that
we
particular
recognise
insofar
these
as
features
we
recognise
to
be
integral
these
features
to
it.
Any
to
particular
be
integral
is
to
an
it. Any particular is an
lytisch könne gedacht
lytischwerden,
könne das
gedacht
werden,
das can
through
the other
through
be thought
the other can be thought
actual synthetic
unity of
actual
manifold
synthetic
features;
unity both
of manifold
sensoryfeatures;
perception,
both
and
sensory
also knowing
perception,
or re-and also knowing or rekommt hier nicht inkommt
Betrachtung.
hier nicht
Das in analytically,
Betrachtung.is Das
not pertinent
analytically,
here. isIn-not pertinent
here. Incognising
that
particular,
cognising
require
that
actually
particular,
integrating
require
(synthesising)
actually
integrating
at
least
(synthesising)
some
of
its
sevat least some of its sevBewußtseyn der einenBewußtseyn
ist, so fernder
vom
einensofar
ist, so
vom here
as fern
the topic
sofar
is the
as the
manitopic here is the manieral
features.
actively
features.
integrate
That ‘we’
sensory
actively
intake
integrate
does not
sensory
entail intake
that wedoes
do not
so selfentail that we do so selfMannigfaltigen die Rede
Mannigfaltigen
ist, vom Bedie Rede
vom Be- offold,
fold, ist,
consciousness
the consciousness
one is of
of the
one isThat
of ‘we’eral
consciously;
sensory
integration
consciously;
is
sensory
active,
yet
integration
entirely
sub-personal;
is
active,
yet
entirely
express
sub-personal;
cognitive
judgexpress cognitive judg340 wußtseyn
wußtseyn der anderen
doch immer
der anderen
zu course
doch immer
always zu
to becourse
distinguished
always to be distinguished
ment
is
self-conscious,
ment
but
may
is
self-conscious,
involve
or
require
but
may
many
involve
further
or
implicit
require
features
many
further
or
aspects
implicit
features or aspects
unterscheiden, und aufunterscheiden,
die Synthesis und
die- auffrom
die Synthesis
die- offrom
consciousness
the other,
consciousness
and
of the other, and
of judging. Kant here of
stresses
judging.
the Kant
spontaneous
here stresses
act ofthe
judgmental
spontaneous
synthesis
act ofor
judgmental
integrationsynthesis
of
or integration of
ses (möglichen) Bewußtseyns
ses (möglichen)
kommt Bewußtseyns
es the sole kommt
concerneshere the
is the
solesynthesis
concern here is the synthesis
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conceived (classified) features
conceived
of (classified)
any one object
features
judged
of any
(ll. 299–17).
one object
Such
judged
spontaneous
(ll. 299–17).
judgSuch spontaneous judghier allein an.
hier allein an.
of this (possible) consciousness.
of this (possible) consciousness.
mental
mental
for any
integration
and all holds
forms for
of judging,
any and and
all forms
whatever
of judging,
conceptsand
arewhatever
inteconcepts are inteDie Vorstellung dieser
DieEinheit
Vorstellung
kann dieser
kann of The
TheEinheit
representation
this representation
unity can
of thisintegration
unity can holds
within a judgment
grated
(ll. 317–20).
within a judgment (ll. 317–20).
also nicht aus der345
Verbindung
also nichtentstehen,
aus der Verbindung
thus notentstehen,
arise from conjunction;
thus not arisera-fromgrated
conjunction;
rasie macht vielmehr dadurch,
sie macht
daßvielmehr
sie zur dadurch,
sie zur
ther, bydaß
coming
to thether,
representation
by coming to the
representation
B131n.
(ll. 334–43): Kant’s
B131n.footnote
(ll. 334–43):
(*) rightly
Kant’sstresses
footnote
that(*)therightly
relevant
stresses
syntheses
that the
concern
relevant syntheses concern
Vorstellung des Mannigfaltigen
Vorstellung hinzudes Mannigfaltigen
hinzu- [this
of the manifold,
of the
unity]manifold,
first
[thisown
unity]
first whether
our
judgments,
our ownthese
judgments,
concernwhether
specifications,
these concern
marks or
specifications,
Merkmale within
marksany
or Merkmale within any
kommt, den Begriff der
kommt,
Verbindung
den Begriff
al- der
Verbindung
makes
possible althe concept
makes possible
of com- the one
concept
of
comconcept (intension),
oneorconcept
aspects (intension),
of any one particular,
or aspectsincluding
of any onethose
particular,
whichincluding
can only those
be which can only be
a priolererst möglich. Dieselererst
Einheit,
möglich.
die a prioDiese bination.
Einheit, die
This
unity, bination.
which precedes
This unity,distinguished
which precedes
by reason
distinguished
because there
by is
reason
no real
because
distinction
there between
is no realthem
distinction
(e.g., colour
between
and them (e.g., colour and
ri vor allen Begriffen
350 ri der
vor Verbindung
allen Begriffena priori
der Verbindung
all concepts of acombination,
priori all concepts
is of
combination,
is
extension),
or various
extension),
relations between
or various
anyrelations
plurality between
of particulars.
any plurality
Each ofof the
particulars.
relevant Each of the relevant
vorhergeht, ist nicht etwa
vorhergeht,
jene Categorie
ist nicht etwa
not jene
as it Categorie
were that category
not as itofwere
unitythat aspects
categorymust
of unity
be differentiated,
aspects must
identified
be differentiated,
and integrated
identified
within and
someintegrated
judgment,within
so as some
to as-judgment, so as to asder Einheit (§ 10); denn
der alle
Einheit
Categorien
(§ 10); denn
alle since
Categorien
(§ 10);
all categories
(§ 10);
aresince
groundall categories
are
groundcribe those characteristics
cribeorthose
relations
characteristics
to relevantorconcepts
relations or
to to
relevant
relevant
concepts
particulars.
or toThis
relevant particulars. This
gründen sich auf logische
gründen
Functionen
sich auf in
logische
Functionen
in ed upon
ed upon
logical functions
of judging,
logical functions
of about
judging,
key point
judgmental
key point
differentiation,
about judgmental
integration
differentiation,
and attribution
integration
(ascription)
and attribution
is one key (ascription) is one key
reason
why Kant’s
reason why Kant’s
deduction
transcendental
can succeed,deduction
independently
can succeed,
of his transcendenindependently of his transcendenUrtheilen, in diesen aber
Urtheilen,
ist schon
in diesen
Ver- aber
schonisVeryet ist
in these
alreadyyetthought:
in theseconis already
thought:
con- transcendental
tal idealism,
justifying
tal idealism,
the presuppositional
by justifyingsense
the presuppositional
of ‘constitution of
sense
objects’
of ‘constitution
as constitut-of objects’ as constitutbindung, mithin 355
Einheit
bindung,
gegebener
mithinBeEinheit
gegebener
junction,
henceBeunityjunction,
of givenhence
con- unity
of given by
coning objects
as objects
ingour
objects
self-conscious
as objectsawareness
of our self-conscious
(above, §2.15).
awareness (above, §2.15).
griffe gedacht. Die Categorie
griffe gedacht.
setzt also
Die Categorie
setztthealso
cepts. Thus
category
cepts.
already
Thusprethe category
already
pre- of
schon Verbindung voraus.
schon Also
Verbindung
müssen voraus.
Alsoconjunction.
müssen suppose
suppose
Thus weconjunction.
must
Thus
we must As BWolff
B131
(ll. 344–64):
131 (ll.(2017)
344–64):
notes,
Ascognitive
Wolff (2017)
judgments
notes,are
cognitive
complex;
judgments
they integrate
are complex; they integrate
wir diese Einheit (alswirqualitative,
diese Einheit
§ 12) (alsseek
qualitative,
§ 12)
this unity
(as qualitative,
seek this unity
§ 12) (as several
qualitative,
§ 12) and several
judgments
several judgments
functions of
andjudgment
several functions
in discriminating
of judgment
whatever
in discriminating
particular(s) whatever particular(s)
noch höher suchen, nämlich
noch höher
in demjenisuchen, nämlich
in demjenistill further
up, namely,
still
in further
whatever
up,isnamely,
in whatever
is
we do
so as to identify
weit do
(or so
them)
as toand
identify
its (orit their)
(or them)
features.
and Any
its (orcategory
their) features.
used in aAny
judgcategory used in a judg360 Grund
gen, was selbst den
gen, was
derselbst
Einheit
den Grund
der Einheit
the ground
of the unity
the ground
of diverse
of the ment
unityintegrates
of diverse
at leastment
thoseintegrates
features indicated
at least those
by (at
features
least) two
indicated
concepts,
by (atbut
least)
categories
two concepts,
are
but categories are
verschiedener Begriffeverschiedener
in Urtheilen, Begriffe
mit- concepts
in Urtheilen,
mit- judgments,
within
concepts or
within
in judgments,
or
in
used and logical functions
used of
andjudging
logical are
functions
exercised
of in
judging
complex
are combinations
exercised in complex
which we
combinations
do
which we do
hin der Möglichkeit des
hin Verstandes
der Möglichkeit
so- des
Verstandes
so- thewhatever
whatever
contains
possibility
contains
of - the
possibility
- fundamental
integrate.
Thisof
most
integrate. This
integration,
most fundamental
conjunction
integration,
or ‘synthesis’
conjunction
makes possible
or ‘synthesis’
the makes possible the
gar in seinem logischen
gar Gebrauche
in seinem logischen
ent- theGebrauche
ent- in its
understanding
thelogical
understanding
use.
inuse
its of
logical
use. and of use
any one
any of
plurality
any one
of and
categories,
of any plurality
and of any
of categories,
plurality ofand
logical
of any
functions
pluralityofof logical functions of
hält.
hält.
judging. To be effective
judging.
at all, these
To becomplex
effectivesyntheses
at all, these
must
complex
be possible
syntheses
for us,
must
butbe
they
possible
are for us, but they are
not made by possible not
by any
made
onebycategory,
possiblenor
by any
by several
one category,
categories
norseverally
by several
(individually).
categories severally (individually).
There must be a moreThere
comprehensive,
must be a more
fundamental
comprehensive,
form of fundamental
synthesis to effect
form of
cognitive
synthesis to effect cognitive
judgment at all; this is judgment
Kant’s quarry,
at all;first
this expressly
is Kant’s identified
quarry, first
in expressly
§16.
identified in §16.

3.4 §16: Unity
Of the Original-Synthetic
3.4 §16: Of the
Unity
Original-Synthetic
of Apperception.Unity of Apperception.
§ 16. Von der 365ursprünglich-syntheti§ 16. Von der ursprünglich-syntheti§ 16. Of the Original-Synthetic
§ 16. Of the
Unity
Original-Synthetic
schen Einheit der Apperception.
schen Einheit der Apperception.
of Apperception.
of Apperception.
B131–2 (ll. 367–74): Kant’s
B131–2
key(ll.thesis
367–74):
aboutKant’s
the ‘I key
think’
thesis
is expressly
about themodal;
‘I think’
theisself-reflexive
expressly modal; the self-reflexive
Das: I c h d e n k e , muß
Das: alle
I c hmeine
d e n k e , muß
The I alle
thinkmeine
must be able
ThetoI think
accommust be able to accomthought, ‘I think …’, can
thought,
accompany
‘I think
any…’,
representations
can accompany
ofany
which
representations
any one of usofcan
which
be selfany one of us can be self[B132] können;
können;
Vorstellungen begleiten
Vorstellungen
begleiten
pany[B132]
all my
representations;
pany allfor
myothrepresentations; for othaware. Kant again acknowledges
aware. Kantthat
again
many
acknowledges
representations
that many
may occur
representations
within one’s
may
(sooccur
to within one’s (so to
denn sonst würde etwas
denninsonst
mir würde
vorge- etwas
in mir
vorge- would
erwise
something
erwisebesomething
reprewould
be
represpeak) mentality without
speak)
evermentality
being connected
without with
ever self-conscious
being connected
apperception,
with self-conscious
or without
apperception, or without
370 stellt werden, was370
gar stellt
nichtwerden,
gedachtwas
wer-gar nicht
sentedgedacht
in me werwhich could
sentednot
in me
be at
whichpossibly
could not
besoat connected.
being
possiblyE.g.,
being
Kant
so connected.
follows Tetens
E.g., (1777,
Kant follows
1:306, 338,
Tetens
375–6)
(1777,
and1:306,
Reid 338, 375–6) and Reid
den könnte, welches den
ebenkönnte,
so viel welches
heißt, eben
so viel which
heißt, would
all thought;
all thought;
mean that
which (1765,
would Cmean
that20–22;
h. 6, §§8,
cf. below,
Ch. 6, §5)
§§8,by20–22;
holding
cf. below,
that typically
§5) by visual
holding
sensations
that typically
themselves
visual sensations themselves
(1765,
als die Vorstellung würde
als dieentweder
Vorstellung
un- würde
entweder un- itself
the representation
thewould
representation
either itself
would
either
are rarely if ever objectsare
of our
rarely
self-conscious
if ever objects (apperceptive)
of our self-conscious
awareness.
(apperceptive)
Rather, typically,
awareness.
sen- Rather, typically, senmöglich, oder wenigstens
möglich, fürodermich
wenigstens
für mich
be impossible
or else be
beimpossible
nothing foror else
be nothing
for
sations
are sub-personal
sations
statesare
or sub-personal
events which states
are aspects
or events
of acts
which
of awareness
are aspects
ofofsome
acts of
par-awareness of some parnichts seyn. Diejenige
nichts
Vorstellung,
seyn. Diejenige
die me.
Vorstellung,
die me.which
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ticular, inwhether
a particular inorone’s
surroundings
or aofparticular
condition of one’s own
ticular, whether
a particular
one’s surroundings
a particular
condition
one’s own
vor allem Denken
375gegeben
vor allem
seynDenken
kann, gegeben
seyn to
kann,
given prior
all thought,
given prior
is called
to all thought,
is called
body. This
contrast between
sub-personal
and perceptual
states (and whatever proThis contrast
sub-personal
sensory and
perceptualsensory
states (and
whatever proheißt A n s c h a u u n gheißt
. AlsoA nhat
s c h aalles
u u n g .intuition.
Also Thus
hat alles
all the intuition.
manifoldThus
of in-all thebody.
manifold
of in- between
cessingrequires)
such sensory
intake
requires) and
any self-conscious
awareness of our surroundings
cessing
such sensory
and any
self-conscious
awareness
of our surroundings
Mannigfaltige der Mannigfaltige
Anschauung eine
der Anschauung
eine tuition
tuition has a necessary
connection
has a necessary
to
connection
to intake
or ourKant
ownmarks
internal
Kant marks
by distinguishing
(as did
Leibniz) between ‘percepour own
internal
by states
distinguishing
(as did
Leibniz) between
‘percepnothwendige Beziehung
nothwendige
auf das: Beziehung
Ich the: auf
das:of Ich
I think
that same
the: Isubject
think ofin thatorsame
subject
in states
tion’Hence
and ‘apperception’.
Hence
Kant’s readiness
to acknowledge
that various representation’
‘apperception’.
Kant’s readiness
to acknowledge
that various
representadenke, in demselben denke,
Subject,indarin
demselben
die- Subject,
darin
die- which
which this
manifold
is found.
this This
manifold
is and
found.
This
tional
states
may
occur
within
‘me’
of
which
‘I’
am
unaware
(ll.
367–71).
tional
states
may
occur
within
‘me’
of
which
‘I’
am
unaware
(ll.
367–71).
ses Mannigfaltige 380
angetroffen
ses Mannigfaltige
wird. Die-angetroffen
wird. Dierepresentation
is however
representation
an act ofis however an act of
uses the
German
Gemüt tothe
render
German
Kant
the ordinaryKant
German
termordinary
Gemüt to
render term
into German
Latininto
term
ani- the Latin term anise Vorstellung aber se
ist Vorstellung
ein Actus der
aber ist
ein Actusi.e.,der
spontaneity,
it cannot
spontaneity,
be regarded
i.e., it cannot
be uses
regarded
mus,
familiar
from
the
Latin
title
to
Aristotle’s
de
Anima,
pertaining
to whatever makes a livmus,
familiar
from
the
Latin
title
to
Aristotle’s
de
Anima,
pertaining
to
whatever
makes
a
livSpontaneität, d. i. sie Spontaneität,
kann nicht alsd. zur
i. sie kann
nicht alstozur
as belonging
sensibility.
as belonging
I call this
to sensibility. I call this
ing being
aliveprovides
and active.
English
provides
us only
‘mind’ and
‘body’, obscuring utterly
ing
alive and
English
us only
‘mind’
and ‘body’,
obscuring
utterly
Sinnlichkeit gehörig angesehen
Sinnlichkeitwerden.
gehörig angesehen
werden. to
the pure apperception,
thedistinguish
pure apperception,
it
to being
distinguish
it active.
Kant’s
concern
with
human
embodiment
and
whatever
animates
us = our human Gemüt.
Kant’s
concern
with
human
embodiment
and
whatever
animates
us
=
our
human
Gemüt.
Ich nenne sie die r e iIch
n e nenne
A p p e rsie
c z die
e p -r e i nfrom
e A pthe
p e rempirical;
c z e p - from
it maythealsoempirical;
be
it may also be
thisa term
takingdualism
a standof
onmens
Cartesian
dualism
mens and corpora – a dualKant uses this term to Kant
avoiduses
taking
standtoonavoid
Cartesian
and corpora
– a of
dual385 der
t i o n , um sie von
t i o empirischen
n , um sie von
zu der
empirischen
zu apperception,
called
the original
called the inasoriginal apperception, inasof mindadvocates
and bodyinDescartes
advocates
in the Meditations
and Principles, though otherwise
ism of mind and bodyism
Descartes
the Meditations
and Principles,
though otherwise
unterscheiden, oder unterscheiden,
auch die u roder
- much
auchas die
u r - self-consciousness
it is that
much as it is that self-consciousness
advocating
much
more nuanced
advocating a much more
nuanced aview
(Ferrini
2015). view (Ferrini 2015).
s p r ü n g l i c h e A p psepr rcüe np gt iloi cnh, e weil
A p p ewhich,
r c e p tsince
i o n , it weil
produces
which,
the represensince it produces the represen376–80):
states
(ll.that
376–80):
any and
Kant
all intuitive
states thatmanifold(s)
any and allare
intuitive
necessarily
manifold(s)
connected
are necessarily connected
sie dasjenige Selbstbewußtseyn
sie dasjenige
ist, Selbstbewußtseyn
was, tation I think,
ist, was,
which must
tationbeI think,
able towhichB132
must(ll.be
able toKantB132
to the
think’. That
to the
are‘Iconnected
think’. That
necessarily
they aredoes
connected
not entail
necessarily
they are
does
connected
not entail
directly
they are connected directly
indem es die Vorstellung
indem
Ichesdenke
die Vorstellung
her- accompany
Ich denkeallherothers,accompany
and whichallinothers,
and‘I which
in they
by
by self-conscious
Kant’s introspection!
statement neither
Kant’s
invokes
statement
nor endorses
neither invokes
Cartesian
nor endorses Cartesian
vorbringt, die alle390
andere
vorbringt,
muß begleiten
die alle andere
muß begleiten is alloneconsciousness
all consciousness
and the
is self-conscious
one and the introspection!
self-transparency,
nor
any
self-transparency,
form
of
intellectual
nor
any
intuition.
form
of
intellectual
intuition.
können, und in allem
können,
Bewußtseyn
und ineinallemsame,
Bewußtseyn
cannot beein
accompanied
same, cannot
by any
be accompanied by any
und dasselbe ist, vonund
keiner
dasselbe
weiterist,be-von further
keiner representation.
weiter be- further
I also representation.
call the
also376–93):
call theHaving
B132I (ll.
B132
stressed
(ll. 376–93):
the spontaneous
Having stressed
act ofthe
discerning,
spontaneous
differentiating
act of discerning,
and inte-differentiating and integleitet werden kann. Ich
gleitet
nenne
werden
auchkann.
die Ich
nenne
auch
unity
within
it die
the transcendental
unity within
unity
it the transcendental
unity
grating various
factorsgrating
(‘cognitions’,
various whether
factors (‘cognitions’,
concepts, sensed
whether
features
concepts,
or identified,
sensed features
local- or identified, localEinheit derselben dieEinheit
t r a n s sderselben
c e n d e n - die of
t r aself-consciousness,
n s s c e n d e n - oftoself-consciousness,
indicate the
indicate
the
isedtosensed
particulars)
ised
in sensed
(candidate)
particulars)
cognitive
in judgments
(candidate) (§§15–17),
cognitive judgments
and that this
(§§15–17),
most and that this most
t a l e Einheit des 395
Selbstbewußtseyns,
t a l e Einheit desum
Selbstbewußtseyns,
um possibility
possibility it affords
of cognition
it affords
a
of
cognition
a
fundamental synthetic fundamental
conjoining issynthetic
more fundamental
conjoining than
is more
any fundamental
specific combination
than any (synspecific combination (syndie Möglichkeit der Erkenntnis
die Möglichkeit
a priori
der Erkenntnis
priori
priori. For athe
manifold
priori.representaFor the manifold
thesis) representaby using any one
thesis)
category
by using
to classify,
any oneorcategory
any onetojudgment
classify, or
to any
integrate,
one judgment
categorialto integrate, categorial
aus ihr zu bezeichnen.
ausDenn
ihr zudiebezeichnen.
man- tions
Denn
dieare
manwhich
given tions
in anywhich
one intuare given
in any one intuclassifications
in any one
classifications
instance (§§15–17),
in any one
Kant
instance
now contends
(§§15–17),that
Kant
thisnow
most
contends
fundamenthat this most fundamennigfaltigen Vorstellungen,
nigfaltigen
die inVorstellungen,
einer ition die
in einer
would
not be ition
collectively
would my
not betal collectively
my integrating
active, synthetic
tal active,issynthetic
expressedintegrating
(if incompletely)
is expressed
by the(ifapperceptive,
incompletely)self-referby the apperceptive, self-refergewißen Anschauunggewißen
gegebenAnschauung
werden, representations,
gegeben werden,
if theyrepresentations,
did not collec- if they
did‘Inot
collecential
think
…’, which
ential
of course
‘I thinkrequires
…’, which
its complement
of course requires
content(s).
its complement content(s).
400 würden
würden nicht insgesamt
meine
nicht
Vorstelinsgesamt
meine
Vorsteltively
belong
to one tively
single belong
self-conto one single self-conB132 (ll. 378–411): The
B132
‘original’
(ll. 378–411):
apperception
The ‘original’
expressedapperception
by the ‘I think
expressed
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nicht insgesamt
seyn, wenn
zusie nicht
insgesamt
zumy sciousness,
sciousness,
i.e., as
representations
i.e., as my representations
far as one and the same
far active
as oneself-conscious
and the samesubject
active self-conscious
thinks each and
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every thinks
one ofeach
its variand every one of its varieinem Selbstbewußtseyn
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d. i. (even
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if I am d.
noti. presently
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I amofnot presently
awareincluding
of
ous thoughts,
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thoughts,
thoughts
including
about those
whatever
thoughts
it mayabout
apperceptively
whatever itexperience.
may apperceptively experience.
als meine Vorstellungen
als (ob
meine
ichVorstellungen
mich ih- them
(ob as
ichsuch),
mich hence
ih- them
necessarily
as such),
theyhence
necessarily
they‘I think’
The
unity of this
TheKant
unitycalls
of this
the‘I‘transcendental
think’ Kant calls
unity
theof‘transcendental
self-consciousness’
unity of
because
self-consciousness’ because
rer gleich nicht als solcher
rer gleich
bewußt
nichtbin)
als solcher
bewußtwith
bin)the condition
must accord
must accord
under
with thefrom
condition
under
it can be deducedfrom
further
it can
knowledge
be deduced
a priori.
further
Thisknowledge
matches his
a priori.
initialThis
glossmatches
on ‘transcenhis initial gloss on ‘transcen405 Bedingung
müssen sie doch der
müssen sienotwendoch der Bedingung
notwenwhich alone
they canwhich
stand alone
together
they can
stand(Tr.
together
B40), namely:
‘the §3,
explication
B40), namely:
of a concept
‘the explication
as a principle
of a concept
which afas a principle which afdental’
Aesth. §3,dental’
(Tr. Aesth.
dig gemäß seyn, unterdig
dergemäß
sie allein
seyn,
in unter
ei- in
derone
sie allein
in ei- self-consciousness,
universal
in one universal self-consciousness,
fords the possibility of
fords
other
thesynthetic
possibility
cognitions
of othera synthetic
priori. This
cognitions
aim requires
a priori.
(1) This
that such
aim requires (1) that such
nem allgemeinen Selbstbewußtseyn
nem allgemeinen
zu-Selbstbewußtseyn
zu- they
because otherwise
because
would otherwise
not all they
would actually
not all flow
cognitions
cognitions
from theactually
given concept,
flow from
(2)the
thatgiven
theseconcept,
cognitions
(2) are
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these
possible
cognitions are only possible
[B133] weil können,
sie belong
[B133]
weil From
sie this
sammenstehen können,
sammenstehen
to me.
belong
original
to me.
conFromunder
this original
conthe presupposition
under
of athe
specific,
presupposition
given explication
of a specific,
of this
given
concept’.
explication of this concept’.
sonst nicht durchgängig
sonstmirnicht
angehören
durchgängig
mir angehören
junction
much can be junction
inferred.much can be inferred.
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first major
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about
major
human
conclusion
apperception
aboutfrom
human
his apperception from his
bindung läßt sich vieles
bindung
folgern.läßt sich vieles folgern.
This is to say, this thorough-going
This is to say, thisB133
thorough-going
explication
its transcendental
explicationunity:
of its Even
transcendental
if we wereunity:
to grant
Even
that
if we
individual
were toperceptions,
grant that individual perceptions,
Nemlich diese durchgängige
NemlichIdentität
diese durchgängige
identity ofIdentität
apperception
identity
of that
ofmaniapperception
of thatof
manias perceptive
states
perceptive
werestates
also self-conscious
or events, were
states,
also these
self-conscious
are only states,
individually,
these are only individually,
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derinApperception
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givenAnschauin [an] intuition
fold given
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a intuition
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a orasevents,
distributively
perceptive
distributively
or
also
apperceptive
perceptive
states.
or
also
As
apperceptive
such
and
in
states.
principle
As
none
such
and
of
them,
in principle none of them,
ung gegebenen Mannigfaltigen,
ung gegebenen
enthält
Mannigfaltigen,
synthesis ofenthält
representations
synthesis and
of representations
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and is
whether
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whether
can orsingle
does or
account
plural,for
canany
or one
doesconscious
account (or
for self-conscious)
any one conscious
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eine Synthesis der415
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eine Synthesis
und
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ist only
only possible
the possible
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of
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those
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perceptive
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those
states.
individual
If
such
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states.
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nur durch
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norabout
do they
onebundle
another;
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bundleinto
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möglich. Denn
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cal consciousness
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any
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any
conscious
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state.
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conscious
awareness
state.
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awareness
or
more
percepof
any
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various representations
is as such
representations
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which
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consciousness
two or more
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und connection
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the
connection
to the higher-order
tual
states
of
consciousness
tual
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content
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Hume
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quite
object.
right
Hume
that
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was
quite
in right that nothing in
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account for
cansuch
or does
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for such
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Hume’s official
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the term
his‘judgment’,
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ousI perceptual
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comprehensive
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rate such comprehensive
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such comprehensive
may be is
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represendiscussion) apperceptive
discussion)
states afforded
apperceptive
by the states
Cartesian
afforded
equation
by the
of Cartesian
sensationsequation
with whatof sensations with whatder Vorstellungen ist,der
so Vorstellungen
setzt er doch ist,tations,
so setztit ernevertheless
doch tations,
presupposes
it nevertheless
presupposes
ever one
takes oneself ever
to sense
one (Med.
takes oneself
2, AT 7:29)
to sense
and(Med.
its progeny
2, AT within
7:29) and
the its
empiricist
progeny(senwithin the empiricist (sendie Möglichkeit der letzteren
die Möglichkeit
voraus, d.i.
der letzteren
voraus, of
d.i.thisthe
the possibility
latter,
possibility
i.e. onlyof this
i.e. traditions
only
sorylatter,
atomist)
sory
to the
atomist)
unitary
traditions
collectivetoself-consciousness
the unitary collective
required
self-consciousness
to recognise any
required to recognise any
nur dadurch, daß445
ichnur
dasdadurch,
Mannigfaltige
daß ich because
das Mannigfaltige
I can comprehend
because
their
I can
mancomprehend
manplurality their
of such
states as
plurality
one’s own.
of such
Suchstates
recognition
as one’s requires
own. Sucha single
recognition
comprehensive
requires a grasping
single comprehensive grasping
derselben in einem Bewußtseyn
derselben inbegreieinem Bewußtseyn
ifold in onebegreiconsciousness
ifold indoone
I call
consciousness do I call
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of some multitude
of some multitude
states together
of perceptive
in one unitary
states thought
together inofone
those
unitary
statesthought
as one’sof those states as one’s
fen kann, nenne ich dieselbe
fen kann,
insgesammt
nenne ich dieselbe
them insgesammt
all my representations;
them all my
sincerepresentations;
since of perceptive
own. as
Even
granting (generously)
own. Even that
granting
individual
(generously)
perceptive
that states
individual
may perceptive
also be apperceptive
states may also be apperceptive
meine Vorstellungen; meine
denn sonst
Vorstellungen;
würde otherwise
denn sonstI würde
would have
otherwise
as many-colI would have
many-coldistributive
only suffices
apperception
for distributive
of each such
apperception
state; in principle
of each such
it does
state;
notin principle it does not
ich ein so vielfärbiges,
ich ein
verschiedenes
so vielfärbiges,
verschiedenes
oured,
diverse a self as
oured,
I have
diverse
repre-a selfstates
as I only
have suffices
repre- forstates
and
cannot
suffice
for
and
unitary
cannot
awareness
suffice
for
of
any
unitary
plurality
awareness
of
such
of
states
any
plurality
as
one’s
of
own.
such
In
states
ex- as one’s own. In ex450 Vorstellungen
Selbst haben, als ich
Selbst haben, habe,
als ich Vorstellungen
sentations ofhabe,
which Isentations
am consciousof which I am consciousthis manifold
regard Kant actly
stresses
thisthe
regard
synthetic
Kant unity
stresses
of any
the manifold
synthetic sensory
unity of intuition(s)
any manifold
as sensory
the
intuition(s) as the
deren ich mir bewußtderen
bin. Synthetische
ich mir bewußtness.
bin. Synthetic
Synthetische
unity of
ness.
theSynthetic
manifoldunityactly
of the
ground
for
the
possibility
ground
of
any
for
identical
the
possibility
apperception
of
any
by
identical
which
apperception
one
can
identify
by
which
that
pluralone
can
identify
that pluralEinheit des Mannigfaltigen
Einheit
derdes
AnschauMannigfaltigen
der Anschauof intuition,
as given of
a priori,
intuition,
is thus
as given a priori, is thus
ity of
(perceptions)
sensory intuition(s)
as one’s own
(perceptions)
perceptions
as one’s
(ll. 436–56).
own perceptions (ll. 436–56).
a priori
der gegeben,
ist also der
ungen, als a priori gegeben,
ungen, ist
als also
the ground
of the
the identity
ground ofof ity
theof sensory
identity intuition(s)
of
Grund der Identität Grund
der Apperception
der Identität apperception
der Apperception
itself, which
apperception
a priori preitself, which
a priori
preB134 (ll.
451–6),
B135 B
(ll.134
469–76):
(ll. 451–6),
Kant’s
B135
thesis
(ll. 469–76):
is that theKant’s
synthetic
thesis
unity
is that
of the
the manifold
synthetic of
unity of the manifold of
455allem
m edie
i n eampriori
be- allem
e i n and
e m all
be-of mycedes
selbst, die a priori
selbst,
cedesmany
specific
any thinkand all of sensory
my specific
think-is thesensory
intuition
groundintuition
of the identity
is the ground
of apperception
of the identity
holdsofdistributively
apperceptionforholds
any distributively for any
stimmten Denken vorhergeht.
stimmten Denken
Verbin- vorhergeht.
Verbining. However,
conjunction
ing. However,
never liesconjunction
liesinstance
humanlynever
possible
humanly
of ‘I possible
think …’.instance
This thesis
of ‘Idoes
thinknot
…’.address
This thesis
how does
extensive
not address
or per- how extensive or perdung liegt aber nicht dung
in denliegt
Gegenstänaber nicht in
Gegenstänin den
the objects
and cannot
in thepossibly
objectsbe
and cannot
sisting possibly
anyone’sbe
personal
sisting
identity
anyone’s
may be.
personal
It explicates
identitya may
prioribe.
conditions
It explicates
required
a priori
to conditions
think (ll. required to think (ll.
den und kann von den
ihnenundnicht
kannetwa
von borrowed
ihnen nichtfrom
etwathemborrowed
through from
per- them
through
per472–6)
any such
apperceptive
472–6) any
identity.
such apperceptive identity.
durch Wahrnehmungdurch
entlehnt
Wahrnehmung
und in ception
entlehntandund
onlyinthusception
taken up
andinto
only thus taken up into
B134–5 (ll. 456–68): Kant
B134–5
again
(ll. claims
456–68):
thatKant
combining
again claims
or Verbindung
that combining
is not due
or Verbindung
to objects is not due to objects
460 denallererst
den Verstand dadurch
Verstand
aufgedadurch
aufge- instead
theallererst
understanding;
the understanding;
it is eninstead it is enand cannot be absorbed
andfrom
cannot
them.
be absorbed
Certainly conjoining
from them.orCertainly
binding as
conjoining
activitiesorarebinding
not ef-as activities are not efnommen werden, sondern
nommen
ist allein
werden,
[B135]sondern
[B135]
tirelyistanallein
achievement
tirely
of understandan achievement of understandfected within or by anyfected
objects;
within
objects
or byhave
anywhatever
objects; plurality
objects have
of features
whateverthey
plurality
do. The
of features
key
they do. The key
eine Verrichtung deseine
Verstandes,
Verrichtung
der desing,
Verstandes,
which itselfder
is nothing
ing, which
other itself
than is nothing
other
than
point is indeed intellective:
point that
is indeed
recognising
intellective:
any object
thattorecognising
have anyany
features
objectrequires
to haverecognisany features requires recognisselbst nichts weiter istselbst
als dasnichts
Vermögen,
weiter ist the
als das
Vermögen,
capacity
to conjoin
thea priori
capacity
andtotoconjoin
prioriascribing
and to to ing
ing ita and
it some
it andplurality
ascribing
of features.
to it someThis
plurality
requires
of features.
(i) discriminating,
This requires
recognis(i) discriminating, recognisa priori zu verbinden und
a priori
daszu
Mannigfalverbinden und
dasthe
Mannigfalbring
manifold of bring
given the
represenmanifold of
given
represening and integrating those
ing features
and integrating
into thethose
sensory
features
perception
into the
of sensory
that particular
perception
and (ii)
of that
ex- particular and (ii) extige gegebener Vorstellungen
unter EinVorstellungen
unter Ein465 tige gegebener
tations under
the unity
tations
of appercepunder the unity
of discriminating,
appercepplicitly
plicitly
identifying
discriminating,
(classifying)identifying
and integrating
(classifying)
those and
(classified)
integrating
features
thosein (classified) features in
heit der Apperceptionheit
zu der
bringen,
Apperception
wel- tion;
zu bringen,
wel- is
this principle
tion;
thethis
ultimate
principleany
is judgment
the ultimate
by which
any
one
judgment
ascribes those
by which
features
one to
ascribes
that particular.
those features
Those
to are
thattwo
particular.
different
Those are two different
cher Grundsatz der oberste
cher Grundsatz
im ganzen
der oberste
principleimin ganzen
all human principle
cognition.in all human
cognition.
sets of achievements;sets
laterof (§§24,
achievements;
26n.) Kant
laterascribes
(§§24, 26n.)
the former,
Kant ascribes
sensory-perceptual
the former, sensory-perceptual
menschlichen Erkenntniß
menschlichen
ist.
Erkenntniß ist.
achievements to the transcendental
achievements power
to the of
transcendental
(productive) power
imagination
of (productive)
(functioning
imagination
sub-per- (functioning sub-perDieser Grundsatz derDieser
nothwendigen
Grundsatz derNow
nothwendigen
this principle of Now
the necessary
this principlesonally),
of the necessary
and the lattersonally),
to the understanding
and the latter as
to our
the capacity
understanding
to make
as our
express,
capacity
explicit
to make
judg- express, explicit judg470 Einheit
Einheit der Apperception
ist der
nunApperception
zwar unity istofnun
zwar unityis of
apperception
itselfapperception
of
itselfanything
of
mentsisabout
we
ments
canabout
or do anything
perceive.we can or do perceive.
selbst identisch, mithin
selbst
ein identisch,
analytischer
mithin
ein analytischer
course
identical, thuscourse
an analytical
identical, thus an analytical
B135 (ll. 461–8): The most
B135 fundamental
(ll. 461–8): The
characteristic
most fundamental
of our capacity
characteristic
to judge
of atour
all,capacity
i.e., ourto judge at all, i.e., our
Satz, erklärt aber dochSatz,
eine erklärt
Synthesis
aberdes
doch proposition,
eine Synthesis
yetdes
it explains
proposition,
the necesyet it explains the necesunderstanding, is its capacity
understanding,
to combine
is itsaccording
capacity to combine
its own aaccording
priori functions
to its pluralities
own a priorioffunctions pluralities of
in einer Anschauung gegebenen
in einer Anschauung
Mannig- gegebenen
Mannigsary synthesis
of the sary
manifold
synthesis
givenof the manifold given
representations so thatrepresentations
they can be brought
so thatunder
they can
the be
unity
brought
of apperception.
under the unity
This of
is, apperception.
Kant
This is, Kant
faltigen als nothwendig,
faltigen
ohne
als welche
nothwendig,
welchewithout
in anohne
intuition,
in anwhich
intuition,
that without
which
thatprinciple
states, the
highest
states,ofthe
human
highest
cognition.
principle of human cognition.
jene durchgängige475Identität
jene durchgängige
des Selbst- Identität
des Selbstthorough-going
identity
thorough-going
of self-con- identity of self-conBbe
135thought.
(ll. 470–82):
expressly
(ll. 470–82):
contrasts
Kant
theexpressly
conceptual
contrasts
simplicity
theof
conceptual
the thought,
simplicity
‘I think’,
of the thought, ‘I think’,
bewußtseyns nicht gedacht
bewußtseyns
werden nicht
kann.gedacht
werdencannot
kann. besciousness
sciousness
thought. cannot
For
ForKantB135
which is
‘identical’ by which
default:is it‘identical’
neither expresses,
by default:integrates
it neithernor
expresses,
differentiates
integrates
any nor
plurality
differentiates any plurality
Denn durch das Ich Denn
als einfache
durch das
Vor-Ich through
als einfache
Vorthe ‘I’
as simple
through
representathe ‘I’ as simple
representawhatsoever;
hence
it
is
whatsoever;
‘analytic’
by
hence
default:
it
is
it
‘analytic’
has
no
internal
by
default:
semantic
it
has
(intensional)
no
internal
semantic
com(intensional) comstellung ist nichts Mannigfaltiges
stellung ist nichts
gege- Mannigfaltiges
tion nothing gegemanifoldtion
is given;
nothingonly
manifold is given; only
plexityiswhich
could beplexity
explicated,
whichexplicitated
could be explicated,
or otherwise
explicitated
articulated.
or This
otherwise
very simplicity
articulated. This very simplicity
ben; in der Anschauung,
ben; die
in der
davon
Anschauung,
un- in the
die davon
un-which
intuition,
in the
is different
intuition, which
different
highlights
that
any
use
highlights
of
this
thought,
that
any
or
use
any
of
occasion
this
thought,
for
thinking
or
any
this
occasion
thought,
for
thinking
must
have
this thought, must have
480 es
terschieden ist, kann
terschieden
nur gegeben
ist, und
kann esfrom
nur gegeben
that, can und
it be given
fromand
that,bycan
con-it be given and by conits
judgmental,
intensional
its
judgmental,
or
sentential
intensional
complement:
or
sentential
some
thought
complement:
thunk
by
some
any
thought
‘I’.
No
thunk by any ‘I’. No
durch V e r b i n d u n g durch
in einem
V e rBewußtb i n d u n g junction
in einem
Bewußtin one
consciousness
junction can
in one
it be
consciousness can it be
such complement can such
be provided
complement
by thecan
‘I think’
be provided
itself; itbymust
the ‘Ibethink’
otherwise
itself;provided.
it must beThe
otherwise provided. The
[…] gedacht werden.
[B136] […]
seyn gedacht werden. seyn
thought. […] [B136] thought. […]
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most general answer can
most
only
general
be that
answer
somecan
sensory
only intuition(s)
be that some
presents
sensorysome
intuition(s)
comprehensipresents some comprehensible content which can be
blethought
content(conceived,
which can bejudged),
thoughtand
(conceived,
conceivedjudged),
as one’sand
ownconceived
thought of
as one’s own thought of
___ (whatever is sensorily
___ presented).
(whatever isThought
sensorilywithout
presented).
content
Thought
is empty;
without
merecontent
sensoryisconempty; mere sensory consinceare
they
do not
andsince
cannot
theyprovide
do notorand
afford
cannot
anyprovide
apperceptive
or afford any apperceptive
tent(s) are ‘blind’ (B75),
tent(s)
‘blind’
(B75),
thought of or throughthought
them about
of or anything
through whatever.
them about
In anything
these regards
whatever.
KantIn
examines
these regards
the Kant examines the
most basic logical functions
most basic
of thought
logical and
functions
judgment
of thought
to highlight
and judgment
that the Cartesian
to highlight
cogito
that the Cartesian cogito
can only be a result, indeed
can only
an abstraction
be a result, from
indeed
a result;
an abstraction
it is not the
fromautomatic,
a result; itfixed
is not
starting
the automatic, fixed starting
point it is so widely presumed
point it istosobe.
widely
Any presumed
occasion to
to think
be. Any
‘I think
occasion
…’ istoparasitic
think ‘I upon
think …’ is parasitic upon
some actual occasion(s)
some
in which
actual one
occasion(s)
at least in
presumptively
which one atperceives
least presumptively
something of
perceives
one’s something of one’s
surroundings. The Deduction
surroundings.
underscores
The Deduction
that no thought
underscores
and nothat
thinking
no thought
is at all
and
humanly
no thinking is at all humanly
possible without exercising
possible
(if wittingly,
without exercising
sub-personally
(if wittingly,
or implicitly)
sub-personally
some of or
ourimplicitly)
most basicsome of our most basic
judgmental capacities to
judgmental
discriminate,
capacities
differentiate,
to discriminate,
and integrate
differentiate,
various features
and integrate
of anyvarious
one features of any one
perceived particular in perceived
order to perceive
particular
thatinindividual.
order to perceive that individual.
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§17:
The Principle
3.5
the Synthetic
The Principle
Unityofofthe
Apperception
Synthetic Unity
is theofHighest
Apperception
Principle
is the Highest Principle
3.5 of§17:
§ 17. Der Grundsatz§ 17.
der synthetischen
Der Grundsatz§ der
17. synthetischen
The Principle of
§ 17.
theThe
Synthetic
Principle3.5
of the
Synthetic
the Use of the Understanding.
of the Use of the Understanding.
Einheit der Apperception
Einheit
ist der
das Apperception
Unity ist
of das
Apperception
Unityis of
the Apperception isofthe
485 alles oberste
oberste Princip
VerstandesPrincip allesHighest
VerstandesPrinciple of Highest
all Use of
Principle
of
all
Use
of
B136–7 (ll. 487–508, cf.B136–7
ll. 477–82):
(ll. 487–508,
Kant begins
cf. ll. 477–82):
by notingKant
a parallel
beginsbetween
by noting
theatranscenparallel between the transcengebrauchs.
gebrauchs.
the Understanding. the Understanding.
dental deduction of the
dental
concepts
deduction
‘space’
of and
the ‘time’
concepts
in the
‘space’
Transcendental
and ‘time’ inAesthetic
the Transcendental
(§13,
Aesthetic (§13,
Der oberste Grundsatz
Derderoberste
MöglichGrundsatz
MöglichTheder
ultimate
principleThe
of the
ultimate
possi-principle
of
the
possiB121, cf. Tr. Aesth. §§3,
B121,
5, Bcf.
40,Tr.
48,Aesth.
63–4),§§3,
that5,anything
B40, 48,which
63–4),appears
that anything
to us by
which
sensibility
appears to us by sensibility
keit aller Anschauungkeit
in Beziehung
aller Anschauung
auf bility
in Beziehung
auf inbility
of all intuition
connection
of all intuition
to
in connection
to andmust
must
be temporal,
muchbeoftemporal,
it must also
andbe
much
spatial;
of ithence
must the
alsoconcepts
be spatial;
‘time’
hence
andthe
‘space’
concepts ‘time’ and ‘space’
die Sinnlichkeit war laut
die Sinnlichkeit
der transscenwar laut
der transscensensibility
was, according
sensibility
to was,
the according
to tothe
must pertain
these must
domains
pertain
(respectively).
to these domains
(Kant’s (respectively).
Transcendental(Kant’s
Idealism,
Transcendental
his hallmark Idealism, his hallmark
dentalen Ästhetik:490
daßdentalen
alles MannigfaltiÄsthetik: daßTranscendental
alles MannigfaltiAesthetic,
Transcendental
this: that Aesthetic,
this:
thatitselfthesis
thesis that
space
= nothing
that space
but aitself
human
= nothing
form of but
sensory
a human
receptivity
form of
+ time
sensory
itself
receptivity
=
+ time itself =
ge derselben unter den
ge formalen
derselbenBedinunter denallformalen
Bedinits manifold
must stand
all its manifold
under the mustnothing
stand under
the
B59–60),
but a human
nothing
form of but
sensory
a human
receptivity
form of
(Tr.sensory
Aesth. receptivity
§§6, 8, esp.(Tr.
Aesth. may
§§6, be
8, esp. B59–60), may be
gungen des Raums und
gungen
der Zeit
des Raums
stehe. und
der Zeit
stehe. of formal
formal
conditions
space and
conditions
time. ofelided
spacehere
andand
time.
throughout
elidedmuch
here and
of Kant’s
throughout
Deduction
much by
of substituting
Kant’s Deduction
a weaker
by thesis,
substituting
that a weaker thesis, that
Der oberste Grundsatz
Dereben
oberste
derselben
Grundsatz
derselben
Theeben
ultimate
principle
The
of ultimate
that same
principle
of that form
same of sensory
our human
our human
receptivity
form ofis sensory
only receptive
receptivity
(sensitive,
is onlyresponsive)
receptive (sensitive,
to spatio-responsive) to spatioin Beziehung auf deninVerstand
Beziehung
ist:auf
daßden possibility
Verstand ist:
in daß
connection
possibility
to underin connection
under- cf.temporal
temporaltoparticulars;
above, §2.15.)
particulars; cf. above, §2.15.)
alles Mannigfaltige495deralles
Anschauung
Mannigfaltige
un- derstanding
Anschauung
is: thatunall manifold
standingofis:intuthat all manifold of intuB136–7 (ll. 487–508): Kant’s
B136–7parallel
(ll. 487–508):
claim about
Kant’sapperception
parallel claimis about
expressly
apperception
modal: Whatever
is expressly modal: Whatever
ter Bedingungen derterursprünglich-synBedingungen der ition
ursprünglich-syn(would) stand under
ition conditions
(would) stand under conditions
can at all be thought can
must
at in
all principle
be thought
be must
integratable
in principle
with and
be integratable
by the original
withunity
and by
of the original unity of
thetischen Einheit thetischen
der Apperception
Einheit der
Apperception
of the
original synthetic
of theunity
original
of synthetic
unitysoof
apperception
as to apperception
be at all a candidate
so as tofor
be my
at all
express,
a candidate
self-conscious
for my express,
thoughtself-conscious
that suchthought that suchstehe. Unter dem ersteren
stehe. Unter
stehen dem
alle ersteren
stehen All
allemanifold
apperception.
apperception.
represenAll manifold
represenand-so.
and-so.
mannigfaltige Vorstellungen
mannigfaltige
der AnVorstellungen
An- stand
tations ofderintuition
tationsunder
of intuition
the
stand under the
B137
510–26):
B137 (ll.
generally,
510–26):
Kant
Speaking
glossesgenerally,
understanding
Kant glosses
as the capacity
understanding
for cognias the capacity for cognischauung, so fern500
sie uns
schauung,
g e g e bso
e nfern
wer-sie uns
g e g eso
b efar
n werformer,
as theyformer,
are givensotofarus;as they
are(ll.given
to us;Speaking
tions,
and
any
cognition
tions,
as
and
the
determinate
any
cognition
connection
as
the
determinate
of
given
representations
connection
of
to
given
an
obrepresentations
to an obden, unter dem zweiten,
den, so
unter
ferndem
sie in
zweiten,
fernthe
sie latter,
in and
and so
under
so far
under
as they
the latter, so far as they
This determinate
ject.
connection
This determinate
is ascriptive:connection
ascribing features
is ascriptive:
to some
ascribing
sensed,
features
localised
to some sensed, localised
einem Bewußtseyn müssen
einem Bewußtseyn
verbunden müssen
must beverbunden
able to be conjoined
must be able
within
to be ject.
conjoined
within
particular
as
its
features.
particular
This
is
a
as
key
its
features.
point
at
which
This
is
Kant’s
a
key
point
concern
at
which
with
process
Kant’s
highlights
concern
with process highlights
[B137] werden können;
[B137]
denn
werden
ohne können;
das one
denn
das one single
singleohne
consciousness;
for without
consciousness; for without
a
key
epistemological
issue
a
key
about
epistemological
cognitive
semantics,
issue
about
which
cognitive
requires
semantics,
at
least
which
putative
requires
deictic
at least putative deictic
kann nichts dadurchkann
gedacht
nichts
oder
dadurch
er- such
gedacht
oder er- nothing
conjunction
such conjunction
can be
nothing can be
reference and putativereference
ascription
andof putative
features ascription
to some particular(s).
of features to
These
someepistemological
particular(s). These epistemological
kannt werden, weil505diekannt
gegebene
werden,
Vorstelweil die thought
gegebeneor
Vorstelcognised,thought
becauseor the
cognised, because the
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issues
must
Analytic
must
of await
Principles;
the Analytic
here Kant
of Principles;
anticipates here
that Kant
whatever
anticipates
we maythat whatever we may
lungen den Actus der
lungen
Apperception:
den Actus der
givenApperception:
representations given
wouldrepresentations
have nowould
haveawait
no- the issues
putatively
putatively(and
know,
however
and however
well) we(and
mayhowever
putativelywell)
know
we it,
may
requires
putatively
of usknow it, requires of us
I c h d e n k e , nicht gemein
I c h d ehaben
n k e , nicht
und gemein
und with
thing inhaben
common
thing
theinactus
common
of
with the know,
actus ofand however
actively
actively discerning,
identifying
differentiating,
and integrating
identifying
some plurality
and integrating
of information
some plurality of information
dadurch nicht in einem
dadurch
Selbstbewußtnicht in einem
Selbstbewußtapperception,
I think,apperception,
and so wouldI think,
and discerning,
so would differentiating,
by which
alonesinwe canby(even
whichputatively)
alone we localise
can (even
anyputatively)
candidate localise
particular
anyobject
candidate
of knowlparticular object of knowlseyn zusammengefaßtseyn
seynzusammengefaßt
würden.
seynbe
würden.
not
brought together
notinto
be brought
one sin-together
into one
edge and ascribe (evenedge
putatively)
and ascribe
any features
(even putatively)
to it. Allany
of features
this requires
to it.that
All we
of can
this exrequires that we can exgle self-consciousness.gle self-consciousness.
pressly
and
explicitly
pressly
make
such
and
cognitive
explicitly
judgments,
make
such
which
cognitive
requires
judgments,
that
we
which
can
indeed
requires
that we can indeed
510
Verstand ist, allgemein
Verstand
zu reden,
ist,das
allgemein
zu reden,
das
Generally
speaking,
understanding
Generally speaking, understanding
‘I think’
in connection
think ‘Iwith
think’
whatever
in connection
judgments
withwe
whatever
considerjudgments
making about
we consider
this or these
making about this or these
Vermögen der E r k eVermögen
n n t n i s s e .der
Diese
E r k e is
n nthe
t n i scapacity
s e . Diese
for cognitions.
is the capacity
These forthink
cognitions.
These
particular(s).
Only
by
particular(s).
such
intellectual,
Only
judgmental
by
such
intellectual,
integration
judgmental
of
some
plurality
integration
of
sensory
of
some
plurality of sensory
bestehen in der bestimmten
bestehenBeziehung
in der bestimmten
Beziehung
consist in
determinateconsist
connection
in determinate
of
connection of
and to
classificatory
and classificatory
can our proto-cognitive
information canstates
our proto-cognitive
have any ‘objective
states
validity’
have any
as ‘objective validity’ as
gegebener Vorstellungen
gegebener
auf einVorstellungen
Object. given
auf representations
ein Object. given
to anrepresentations
object.
an object.information
(re)presenting
this
apperceived
(re)presenting
state
of
this
affairs.
apperceived
Only
insofar
state
of
as
affairs.
we
can
Only
engage
insofar
actively
as
we
in
scrucan
engage actively in scruO b j e c t aber ist das,Oinb jdessen
e c t aber
Begriff
ist das, However,
in dessen object
Begriff
is thatHowever,
in the concept
object is that in the concept
tinising whatever we experience
tinising whatever
and identifying
we experience
at leastand
some
identifying
of it, do at
weleast
havesome
and of
exercise
it, do we have and exercise
das Mannigfaltige515einer
das gegebenen
Mannigfaltige
An- einer
An- ofofwhich
of gegebenen
which the manifold
a given
theinmanifold of a given inany understanding whatsoever.
any understanding whatsoever.
schauung v e r e i n i g t schauung
ist. Nun erfordert
v e r e i n i g t tuition
ist. Nunis erfordert
united. Nowtuition
all unification
is united. Now all unification
B137–8
527–76): Kant
B137–8
further
(ll. 527–76):
explicatesKant
his thesis
furtherconcerning
explicates the
his principle
thesis concerning
of the origithe principle of the origiaber alle Vereinigung aber
der Vorstellungen
alle Vereinigung of
der representations
Vorstellungen requires
of representations
unitary
requires(ll. unitary
synthetic
unity of apperception,
nal synthetic unity
by highlighting
of apperception,
that, merely
by highlighting
because our
that,
sensibility
merely because
pre- our sensibility preEinheit des Bewußtseyns
Einheit
in der
desSyntheBewußtseyns
in der Syntheconsciousness
in their
consciousness
synthesis. in nal
their
synthesis.
sentsoftoconsciousus whatever itsents
may within
to us whatever
space andit time
may within
and in space
some and
regard
time
or and
other
in assome
spatial
regard
andor other as spatial and
sis derselben. Folglichsis
istderselben.
die EinheitFolglich
des Consequently
ist die Einheitthe
desunity
Consequently
of consciousthe unity
does not at temporal,
all specify,does
individuate
not at all
or specify,
discriminate
individuate
any particular(s)
or discriminate
within any
space
particular(s)
or
within space or
520 Bewußtseyns
Bewußtseyns dasjenige,
was alleindasjenige,
die nesswas
alleinwhich
die alone
is that
ness constitutes
is that which temporal,
alone constitutes
time.
That
the
concept
time.
‘time’
That
as
such
the
concept
cannot
‘time’
serve
as
to
such
delimit
cannot
any
periods
serve
to
of
delimit
time,
and
any
so
periods
of
time, and so
Beziehung der Vorstellungen
Beziehungaufdereinen
Vorstellungen
auf einen
the connection
of representations
the connection
to of representations to
cannot
to delimit
cannot
any appearance(s)
serve to delimit
within
any any
appearance(s)
period of within
time, isany
underscored
period of by
time, is underscored by
Gegenstand, mithin ihre
Gegenstand,
objective mithin
Gül- ihre
objective
Gül- ),anand
an object
(Gegenstand
object
thus(Gegenstand
their
), and serve
thus their
Kant’s
reason
why
the
Kant’s
Tr.
Aesth.
reason
cannot
why
the
include
Tr.
Aesth.
even
the
cannot
mere
include
concept
even
‘alteration’
the
mere
(Verconcept
‘alteration’ (Vertigkeit, folglich daß tigkeit,
sie Erkenntnisse
folglich daß objective
sie Erkenntnisse
validity, soobjective
that theyvalidity,
be- so that they beänderung)
its a priori
änderung)
data,among
because
itsany
a priori
alteration
data, because
must instead
any alteration
be some must
altering
instead
withinbe some altering within
werden, ausmacht, und
werden,
worauf
ausmacht,
folglich und
worauf
folglich and
come
cognitions,
come
thuscognitions,
is that and
thusamong
is that
time
at
some
time
or
time
during
at
some
period
time
or
of
during
time,
some
and
would
period
require
of
time,
some
and
perception
would
require
of some perception of
525 selbst
selbst die Möglichkeit
des die
Verstandes
Möglichkeitupon
des which
Verstandes
rests theupon
possibility
which of
rests the possibility of
A41/
B58); mutatis
mutandis,
A41/B
the
58);
same
mutatis
mutandis, the same
something
existing
which
something
exhibits
existing
successive
which
features
exhibits
(
successive
features
(
beruht.
beruht.
the understanding itself.
the understanding itself.
B195).
Hence
these(cf.concepts
B195). Hence
do notthese
suffice
concepts
for cog-do not suffice for cogwould hold of the concept
would‘space’
hold of(cf.the
concept
‘space’
Das erste reine Verstandeserkenntnis
Das erste reine Verstandeserkenntnis
Thus the first pure cognition
Thus theoffirst
the pure cognition of the
nition (of particulars; l.nition
513, cf.(ofll.particulars;
539–40), though
l. 513,they
cf. ll.are
539–40),
required
though
for the
they
possibility
are required
of their
for the possibility of their
also, worauf sein ganzer
also, worauf
übriger sein
Ge- ganzer
übriger Ge- upon
understanding,
understanding,
which is upon which is
cognition (ll. 534–38). cognition
Kant appeals
(ll. 534–38).
to his earlier
Kantpoint
appeals
about
to his
theearlier
concepts
point
‘space’
aboutand
the‘time’,
concepts ‘space’ and ‘time’,
brauch sich gründet, brauch
welchessich
auch
gründet,
zu- grounded
welches auch
zu- further
its entire
grounded
use, which
its entire further use, which
that they indicate unbounded
that theycontinuous
indicate unbounded
manifolds,continuous
one successive,
manifolds,
the other
one concurrent
successive, the other concurrent
530 gleich von
gleich von allen Bedingungen
derallen
sinnliBedingungen
der sinnli- independent
also is altogether
also is altogether
of all independent of all
though extended (spatially),
thoughyetextended
these concepts
(spatially),
canyet
bethese
arbitrarily
concepts
delimited
can besoarbitrarily
as to circumdelimited so as to circumchen Anschauung ganz
chenunabhängig
Anschauung
ist, ganz
unabhängig
ist, conditions
conditions
of sensible
intuition, isofthe
sensible intuition, is the
47–8).
Here Kant
adds47–8). Here Kant adds
scribe periods of time scribe
or regions
periods
of space,
of timeororboth
regions
together
of space,
(B39–40,
or both
together
(B39–40,
ist nun der Grundsatz
ist der
nun ursprünglider Grundsatz
der ursprüngliprinciple
of the original
principle
syntheticofunity
the original
synthetic
unity usethat
that any
cognitive
of such
any cognitive
specifications
use of
of such
spatio-temporal
specifications
scope
of spatio-temporal
requires that one
scope
can requires that one can
chen s y n t h e t i s c h e nchen
Einheit
s y n t der
h e t iAps c h e nofEinheit
der Ap-Thusofthe
apperception.
apperception.
mere form Thus
the
mere
form
be aware of the unity of
be each
awareorofany
thesuch
unitybounded
of each region,
or any such
so as bounded
to be ableregion,
to know
so as
thattorebe able to know that reperception. So ist dieperception.
bloße Form
So der
ist dieofbloße
Formsensory
der intuition,
our outer
of our outer
space,
sensorygion
intuition,
as one space,
specific particular
gion as one
region
specific
(ll. 534–48),
particular
andregion
(prospectively)
(ll. 534–48),
to and
be able
(prospectively)
to know anyto be able to know any
535 äußeren
äußeren sinnlichen
Anschauung,
sinnlichen
der is
Anschauung,
der isitnot
not yet a cognition;
onlyyetaffords
a cognition;
it onlyoccupying
affords that
particular
particular
region (§26).
occupying that region (§26).
Raum, noch gar keine Raum,
Erkenntnis;
noch gar
er gibt
keine Erkenntnis;
er gibt of
a priori the manifold
a priori
intuition
the manifold
to a
of intuition to a
B138
539–57):
138 (ll. 539–57):
unity ofThe
consciousness
synthetic unity
required
of consciousness
to delimit andrequired
to designate
to delimit and to designate
a
a Yet
nur das Mannigfaltigenur
der das
Anschauung
Mannigfaltige
der Anschauung
possible
cognition.
possible
actually
cognition.
to
Yet (ll.actually
toTheBsynthetic
any
such
spatio-temporal
any
region
such
spatio-temporal
is
thus
‘an
objective
region
condition
is
thus
‘an
of
objective
all
cognitions’,
condition
insofar
of
all
as cognitions’, insofar as
priori zu einem möglichen
priori zu
Erkenntnis.
einem möglichen
Erkenntnis.
know anything
whatever
know
in space,
anything
e.g.,whatever in space, e.g.,
it
is
required
to
have
any,
it
is
even
required
putative
to
have
particular
any,
even
object
putative
of
awareness
particular
or
object
prospective
of
awareness
ascripor prospective ascripUm aber irgend etwasUm
im aber
Raume
irgend
zu eretwasaim
Raume
zu draw
er- ita and
line,
I must
line, so
I must
effectdraw it and so effect
tion within some indicated
tion within
region,some
as anindicated
object one
region,
presumes
as anto
object
be aware
one presumes
of, becausetowhatbe aware of, because whatkennen, z.B. eine540
Linie,
kennen,
muß ich
z.B.sieeine
zie-Linie,
muß ich siea ziesynthetically
determinate
synthetically
conneca determinate connec-
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ever particular(s)
everknow
particular(s)
occupy such
we can
regions,
know and
occupy
because
such any
regions,
possible
and thought
because one
any possible thought one
hen und also [B138] eine
henbestimmte
und also [VerB138] eine
bestimmte
Ver- manifold,
tion
of the given
tion of so
the that
given manifold,
so thatwe can
have ofalso
anythe
one such
can have
particular
of anyrequires
one such
thatparticular
one can (and
requires
often
that
does)
one self-consciously
can (and often does) self-consciously
bindung des gegebenen
bindung
Mannigfaltigen
des gegebenen
the Mannigfaltigen
unity of this act is the
equally
unityalso
of this
the act can
is equally
integrate
suchconcognitively
integrate
crucialsuch
information
cognitively
socrucial
that any
information
of us can think:
so that‘I any
think
of …’
us can
in rethink: ‘I think …’ in resynthetisch zu Standesynthetisch
bringen, so
zu daß
Standeunity
bringen,
so daß unity
of consciousness
(in of
theconsciousness
con(in the
gard
to
this
designated,
gard
circumscribed,
to
this
designated,
localised,
circumscribed,
sensorily
presented
localised,
particular.
sensorily
The
presented
sense
of
particular. The sense of
die Einheit dieser Handlung
die Einheit
zugleich
dieser
dieHandlung
diethatcept
cept ofzugleich
a line), so
thereby
of a an
line),
ob-so that thereby an ob‘objective’
that such condition
thoughts can
is that
have
such
objective
thoughts
validity
can have
by actually
objective
being
validity
aboutby actually being about
545 Einheit(imdesBegriffe
Einheit des Bewußtseyns
Bewußtseyns
Begriffe space)
ject (a(imdeterminate
ject (a isdeterminate
at all
space) iscondition
at all is‘objective’
particulars
one
judges
particulars
–
or
mis-judges
one
judges
as
the
–
case
or
mis-judges
may
be,
though
as
the
case
Kant’s
may
transcendental
be,
though
Kant’s transcendental
einer Linie) ist, und dadurch
einer Linie)
allererst
ist, und
ein dadurch
ein known.
known.allererst
The synthetic
unity of
Theconsynthetic unity of conof (Critical
proof of (Critical
direct perceptual)
commonsense,
realism
direct
rules
perceptual)
out the sceptical
realism rules
generalisaout the sceptical generalisaObject (ein bestimmter
Object
Raum)
(einerkannt
bestimmter
Raum) erkannt
sciousness
is thus an objective
sciousnesscondiis thus anproof
objective
condi-commonsense,
tion
from
the
occasional,
tion
yet
from
ubiquitous
the
occasional,
possibility
yet
ubiquitous
of
perceptual
possibility
errors
or
of
illusions
perceptual
to
the
errors or illusions to the
wird. Die synthetische
wird.
Einheit
Die synthetische
des Be- tion
Einheit
Be- tion
of all des
cognition,
not only
of alltocognition,
ennot only to englobal perceptual
hypothesisscepticism.
of global perceptual
(This is thescepticism.
key point (This
of hisisRefutation
the key point of his Refutation
wußtseyns ist also eine
wußtseyns
objectiveistBedinalso eineable
objective
me to Bedinknow an able
object,
mebut
to know
one ansceptical
object, hypothesis
but one ofsceptical
B275–87.)of Idealism, B275–87.)
of
Idealism,
550 gung
gung aller Erkenntniß,
nicht
allerderen
Erkenntniß,
ich under
nichtwhich
deren must
ich stand
under any
which
intu-must stand any intubloß selbst bedarf, um
bloßeinselbst
Object
bedarf,
zu um
einif Object
zu ition,
ition,
it is to become
an object
if itforis me,
to become
an (ll.
object
for me,MostB138
B138
539–57):
directly,
(ll. 539–57):
for any Most
objectdirectly,
to be anfor
object
any for
object
me requires
to be anthat
object
I can
forthink
me requires that I can think
erkennen, sondern unter
erkennen,
der jede
sondern
An- unter
der injede
because
anyAnother way
because
and without
in any otherinway
andtowithout
regard
it ‘I think …’.
in regard
This analytically
to it ‘I thinksimple
…’. This
apperceptive
analyticallythought
simple isapperceptive
a necessary thought
aspect is a necessary aspect
any suchwould
thought about
of any
anysuch
particular
thoughtofabout
which
anyany
particular
human being
of which
can be
anyself-aware.
human being
And can be self-aware. And
schauung stehen muß,
schauung
um f ü rstehen
m i c hmuß,thisumsynthesis,
f ü r m i cthe
h manifold
this synthesis,
would the ofmanifold
analytically
simple,this
self-referential
analytically simple,
apperceptive
self-referential
thought only
apperceptive
occurs, and
thought
only only
pertains
occurs, and only pertains
O b j e c t z u w e r d e nO, bweil
j e c tauf
z uandere
w e r d e nnot
, weil
andere
be auf
united
within not
one be
single
united
con-withinthis
one
single conto knowledge, insofar to
as knowledge,
one thinks ‘Iinsofar
think …’
as one
in connection
thinks ‘I think
to some
…’ insynthetic
connection
unity,tosome
some synthetic unity, some
555 Synthesis
Art und ohne diese
Art und ohne
das Mandiese Synthesis
das Man- sciousness.
sciousness.
judgmentally integratedjudgmentally
classifications
integrated
of the spatial
classifications
region occupied
of the spatial
by some
region
particular
occupied
ex-by some particular exnigfaltige sich nicht nigfaltige
in einem sich
Bewußtnicht in einem Bewußthibiting
such-and-so
(identified,
hibiting
such-and-so
classified,
ascribed)
(identified,
features
classified,
(however
ascribed)
approximately).
features
(however
approximately).
seyn vereinigen würde.seyn vereinigen würde.
Dieser letzte Satz ist,
Dieser
wie letzte
gesagt,Satz This
ist, wie
last gesagt,
propositionThis
itselflastis, proposition
as
itself
is, as Kant
B138 (ll.
558–70):
B138
again
(ll. contrasts
558–70): the
Kantconceptual
again contrasts
simplicity
the of
conceptual
the thought,
simplicity
‘I think’,
of the thought, ‘I think’,
selbst analytisch, ob erselbst
zwar analytisch,
die synthetiob ermentioned,
zwar die synthetianalytic, though
mentioned,
it makes
analytic,which
though
it
makes
B135, is
ll. ‘identical’
469–82) or(cf.‘analytic’,
B135, ll. which
469–82)
is or
decisive
‘analytic’,
precisely
whichbecause
is decisive
its precisely because its
is ‘identical’ (cf.which
sche Einheit zur 560
Bedingung
sche Einheit
alles Denzur Bedingung
alles Denthe synthetic
unity intothe
a condition
synthetic unity
of into
a condition
of some
possibility
requires
possibility
(one orrequires
another,some
however
(oneepisodic
or another,
or extensive)
however episodic
synthetic unity,
or extensive)
and
synthetic unity, and
kens macht; denn er kens
sagt nichts
macht; weiter,
denn er sagt
nichts weiter,
all thinking;
for it saysallno
thinking;
more than
for it says
no
more
than
it makes possible any self-conscious
it makes possible
thought
any self-conscious
about any particulars
thoughtwe
about
can think
any particulars
of or about.
we can think of or about.
als, daß alle meine Vorstellungen
als, daß alle meine
in ir- Vorstellungen
that all of inmyir- representations
that all of my
in representations in
gend einer gegebenen gend
Anschauung
einer gegebenen
unter whatever
Anschauung
unter
given
intuition
whatever
must given
stand intuition must stand
der Bedingung stehender
müssen,
Bedingung
unter stehen
der under
müssen,the
unter
der under
condition
underthewhich
condition under which
ich sie allein als 565
m e ich
i n e sie
Vorstellungen
allein als m e ialone
n e Vorstellungen
I can ascribe them
alone
as Imycan
repreascribe them as my repreB138 (571–6):
B138 (571–6):
that his
Kant
explication
underscores
of any
thathumanly
his explication
possible
of‘Iany
think
humanly
…’, under
possible ‘I think …’, under
zu diesem identitschen
zu Selbst
diesemrechnen,
identitschen
Selbst rechnen,
sentations
to this identical
sentations
self, toand
this identical
self, Kant
and underscores
what necessary
conditions
whata necessary
priori it is possible,
conditions
and
a priori
what itcognitive
is possible,
achievements
and what cognitive
its occurrence
achievements its occurrence
und also, als in einer und
Apperception
also, als insyneiner Apperception
syn- synthetically
thus, as conjoined
thus, as conjoined
within synthetically
within
are not conceptual
represents,
truths
are as
notsuch;
conceptual
they cannot
truthsand
as such;
do not
they
belong
cannot
to and
any ‘analytic
do not belong to any ‘analytic
thetisch verbunden, durch
thetisch
denverbunden,
allgemei- durch
den allgemei- [I one
one apperception,
can] apperception,
summarily [Irepresents,
can] summarily
B
755–8)
and
pertain
to
B
a
755–8)
specific
and pertain to a specific
transcendental
argument’;
transcendental
they
are
conceptual
argument’;
explications
they
are
(per
conceptual
explications
(per
nen Ausdruck I c h d enen
n k eAusdruck
zusammenfaI c h d e ngrasp
k e zusammenfathem all together
grasp
withthem
the genall together with the genkind
of
understanding
kind
qua
capacity
of
understanding
to
judge,
namely
qua
capacity
any
kind
to
judge,
whose
namely
apperceptive
any
kind
thought,
whose
‘Iapperceptive thought, ‘I
570 ßen kann.
ßen kann.
eral expression: I think.eral expression: I think.
think
does
think …’, does
contain
not or
automatically
provide anything
containmanifold.
or provide
Its anything
very simplicity
manifold.
is Its very simplicity is
Aber dieser GrundsatzAber
ist doch
diesernicht
Grundsatz
doch
nicht is ofYet
Yetistthis
principle
course
this not
principle
a
is of …’,
course
notnot
a automatically
Kant’s
key
to
demonstrating
Kant’s
that
key
thinking
to
demonstrating
this
thought
that
is
thinking
parasitic
this
(dependent)
thought
is
upon
parasitic
other
(dependent)
cogupon other cogein Prinzip für jedenein
überhaupt
Prinzip für
möglijeden principle
überhauptformögliany possible
principle
understanfor any possible understannitiveonly
achievements,
conditions
achievements,
necessaryasfor
conditions
the possibility
necessary
of human
for theapperception.
possibility of Only
human apperception. Only
chen Verstand, sondern
chen nur
Verstand,
für den,
sondern
für but
den,rather
ding nur
as such,
ding
only
as such,
for that
but rather
for that asnitive
very
few
of
these
conditions
very
few
are
of
identified
these
conditions
within
the
are
Deduction;
identified
most
within
are
the
identified
Deduction;
in
the
most
An-are identified in the Andurch dessen reine Apperzeption
durch desseninreine
der Apperzeption
in whose
der kind,
kind, through
pure through
appercep-whose pure appercepBalytic
122–3
(ll.
88–145),
B164–5
B122–3
(ll.
(ll.
1128–70)
88–145),
re:
B164–5
transcendental
(ll.
1128–70)
affinity,
re:
transcendental
and
affinity, and
alytic
of
Principles;
cf.
of
Principles;
cf.
Vorstellung: I c h 575
b i nVorstellung:
, noch gar nichts
I c h b i ntion
, noch
garrepresentation:
nichts tion in
in the
I am,
thenothrepresentation: I am, nothB162 (ll. 1084–99) re: seeing
B162 a(ll.house
1084–99)
(and re:
KCE
seeing
, Pt 2).a house (and KCE, Pt 2).
Mannigfaltiges gegeben
Mannigfaltiges
ist. […]
[Bgegeben
139]
ist.at[…]
[B139] is yet
[…]
ing
all manifold
inggiven.
at all manifold
is yet given. […]
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3.6 Unity
§18:of What
Objective
§18:Unity
What
of Self-Consciousness.
is Objective Unity of Self-Consciousness.
§ 18. What
Objective
§ 18.
Unity
What
of Selfis Objective
Self- is 3.6
§ 18. Was objective §Einheit
18. Was
des objective
Selbst- Einheit
des isSelbstConsciousness.
Consciousness.
bewußtseyns sei.
bewußtseyns sei.
B139 (ll. 579–84): TheB139
transcendental
(ll. 579–84):unity
The of
transcendental
apperceptionunity
is that
of unitary
apperception
consciousness
is that unitary consciousness
of apperceptranscendental unity of appercepDie t r a n s s c e n d e n Die
t a l e t rEainnshseciet n d e nThe
t a l etranscendental
E i n h e i t unityThe
which integrates whatever
which
manifold
integrates
of sensed
whatever
features
manifold
mayofbesensed
presented
features
in sensory
may beintuition
presented in sensory intuition
is that durch
unity through
tion iswhich
that unity
all through
which of
allthe object
der Apperception580istderdiejenige,
Apperception
durch isttion
diejenige,
into a concept
into a concept
so presented.
of theKant’s
objectphrase,
so presented.
‘vom Object
Kant’s
’, may
phrase,
be more
‘vom concise
Object ’, may be more concise
the manifoldgegewithin the
an intuition
manifold iswithin
anwe
intuition
is
welche alles in einer welche
Anschauung
alles ingegeeiner Anschauung
than
would wish,
than
but itwe
clearly
would
contrasts
wish, but
to his
it clearly
previous
contrasts
locutions
to his
which
previous
expressly
locutions
con- which expressly conwithin vom
a concept
united
of anwithin
object.
a concept
of
an
object.
bene Mannigfaltige inbene
einenMannigfaltige
Begriff vom in united
einen Begriff
cern concepts of an ‘object
cernasconcepts
such’, of
to an
which
‘object
no presented
as such’, tomanifold
which no
ofpresented
sensory intuition
manifoldperof sensory intuition perthus called
Thisobjective,
unity isand
thus called
and
Object vereinigt wird.Object
Sie heißt
vereinigt
darumwird.This
Sie unity
heißt isdarum
tains. objective,
The conclusion
tains.
of §17
Theexpressly
conclusion
concerns
of §17constraints
expressly upon
concerns
intuition
constraints
and sensory
upon intuition and sensory
must
frombe
thedistinguished
subjecfrom therequired
subjec- formanifolds
o b j e c t i v und muß von
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Das mannigfaltige
sinnlichen in The
einermanifold
sinnlichen
in anything
The given
manifold
in a in anything
given in a govern
and its constraints
and its
anyconstraints
representations
governwhich
any representations
can be something
which
for oneself,
can be something
by con- for oneself, by conAnschauung Gegebene
Anschauung
gehört nothwenGegebenesensory
gehört intuition
nothwen-necessarily
sensory belongs
intuition necessarily
belongs
tributing to any of one’s
tributing
apperceptive
to any episodes.
of one’s apperceptive
(Kant’s concern
episodes.
with what
(Kant’s
oneconcern
can consider,
with what one can consider,
dig unter die ursprüngliche
dig unter
synthetische
die ursprüngliche
under synthetische
the original synthetic
under the
unity
original
of synthetic
unity
of of is
judge or be
aware
judge
reiterated
or be at
aware
the start
of is of
reiterated
§21.) The
at the
key start
points
of Kant
§21.) highlights
The key points
con- Kant highlights conEinheit der Apperception,
Einheit weil
der durch
Apperception,
weil durch
apperception,
becauseapperception,
only throughbecause
only
through
cern validity, specifically:
cernconditions
validity, specifically:
under which
conditions
integrated
under
cognitions
which integrated
can have objective
cognitions can have objective
660 diese die E i n h e 660
i t der
diese
Anschauung
die E i n h eali t der
thatAnschauung
[unity] is theal-unitythat
of the
[unity]
intuition
is the unity
of the
reality
(in intuition
the sense of reality
being (in
directed
the sense
towards
of being
objects
directed
one can
towards
experience)
objectsand
onecan
canbeexperience)
objecand can be objeclein möglich ist (§ 17).lein
Diejenige
möglich Handist (§ 17).possible
Diejenige
Hand(§ 17).
However,
possible
that (§act
17).
of However,
that insofar
act of as these
tively valid
tively integrated
valid insofar
cognitions
as theseare
integrated
now realised
cognitions
(in Tetens’
are now
sense)
realised
in and
(inby
Tetens’ sense) in and by
lung des Verstandes aber,
lung des
durch
Verstandes
die das aber,
durch die das by the
the understanding
which
understanding
the man- by
the manthiswhich
particular
one nowthis
judges
particular
to be one
such-and-so.
now judges
Kant
to recalls
be such-and-so.
from §17 Kant
that any
recalls
sensory
fromin§17 that any sensory inMannigfaltige gegebener
Mannigfaltige
Vorstellungen
gegebener
ifoldVorstellungen
of given representations
ifold of given
(whe-representations
tuition which(whecan be ‘given’
tuition or
which
presented
can beto‘given’
any humanly
or presented
possible
to any
apperceptive
humanly ‘I
possible
think’ reapperceptive ‘I think’ re(sie mögen Anschauungen
(sie mögen
oder Begriffe
Anschauungen
Begriffe or ther
ther oder
intuitions
concepts)
intuitions
is orquires
concepts)
necessarilyis the quires
synthetic
necessarily
unity which
the synthetic
makes possible
unity which
such apperception
makes possible
of such
any senapperception of any sen665 seyn) unter eine Apperception
665 seyn) unter
überhaupt
eine Apperception
brought überhaupt
under an apperception
brought under
as an sorily
apperception
presented as
manifold.
sorilySuch
presented
unification
manifold.
and identification
Such unification
requires
and identification
exercise of our
requires
basic exercise of our basic
gebracht wird, ist diegebracht
logische wird,
Function
ist die such,
logische
Function
is the
logical function
such, isofthejudglogical logical
function
of judg-of judging
functions
logical(§19).
functions
Exercising
of judging
these(§19).
logical
Exercising
functionsthese
of judging
logicalrequires
functions
thatof judging requires that
whatever
is judged canwhatever
be properly
is judged
(if approximately)
can be properly
classified
(if approximately)
under at leastclassified
some ofunder
our at least some of our
der Urtheile (§ 19). Also
derist
Urtheile
alles Mannig(§ 19). Also
ist alles
Mannigments
(§ 19).
Therefore,
mentseverything
(§ 19). Therefore,
everything
basic in
categories
most
(§13).basic
Thuscategories
Kant’s conclusion
(§13). Thus
follows:
Kant’sAny
conclusion
(sensoryfollows:
or conceptual)
Any (sensory or conceptual)
faltige, so fern es in faltige,
Einer empirischen
so fern es in Einer
empirischen
manifold,
so far as it manifold,
is given insoone
far as most
it is given
one
manifold
of which
manifold
(of of
us which
humananyone
beings)(of
canusbehuman
apperceptively
beings) can
aware
be apperceptively
necessarily
aware necessarily
Anschauung gegebenAnschauung
ist, in Ansehung
gegeben empirical
ist, in Ansehung
intuition, isempirical
determined
intuition,
by
is determined
by anyone
conforms
to
(or
accords
conforms
with)
the
to
(or
categories.
accords
This
with)
is
the
a
conditional
categories.
This
necessity,
is
a
conditional
and
states
a
necessity,
and states a
670 einer der logischen
670 Functionen
einer der logischen
zu ur- Functionen
zu
urone of the logical functions
one of of
thejudglogical functions of judgtranscendental
constraint
transcendental
upon
the
integratability
constraint
upon
of
any
the
sensory
integratability
intuitions
of
any
and
sensory
of
any
conintuitions
and
of any contheilen bestimmt, durch
theilen
die bestimmt,
es nämlichdurch
die by
es which
nämlich
ment,
function
ment,
it can
by which
at all function it can at all
classifications
ceptual
which can
classifications
be judged to
which
indicate
can be
features
judgedoftoany
indicate
particular
features
regarding
of any particular regarding
zu einem Bewußtseyn
zu überhaupt
einem Bewußtseyn
ge- be brought
überhauptto geone consciousness
be brought toasone ceptual
consciousness
as
which
one
can
judge
that
which
it
is
one
such-and-so
can
judge
–
that
however
it
is
such-and-so
approximate
–
however
or
inaccurate
approximate
one’s
judgor inaccurate one’s judgbracht wird. Nun sind
bracht
aber wird.
die CNun
a t e - sindsuch.
aberHowever,
die C a t ethe
- categories
such. However,
are noth- the categories are nothment may
and however
ment may
logically
be, and
or causally
howevercontingent
logically ormay
causally
be thecontingent
relation ofmay
the be
fea-the relation of the feag o r i e n nichts andres
g o rals
i e neben
nichts
diese
andres
ebenthan
diese
ingals
other
precisely
ing other
these functhan precisely
thesebe,functure(s)
ascribed
to
the
ture(s)
particular
ascribed
which
to
exhibits
the
particular
them.
which
exhibits
them.
675 Functionen zu urtheilen,
675 Functionen
so fernzu das
urtheilen,
das tions
tions so
of fern
judgments,
so farof asjudgments,
the
so far as the
Mannigfaltige einer gegebenen
Mannigfaltige
Anschaueiner gegebenen
manifold Anschauof a given manifold
intuition of
is be
a given intuition is be
ung in Ansehung ihrer
ung in
bestimmt
Ansehung
ist ihrer
bestimmtin ist
determined
their determined
regard (§ 13).
in their regard (§ 13).
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52

52
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53

(§ 13). Also steht auch(§das
13).Mannigfaltige
Also steht auchHence
das Mannigfaltige
also the manifold
Hencein also
a given
the manifold in a given
in einer gegebenen Anschauung
in einer gegebenen
noth- Anschauung
noth- intuition
intuition necessarily
stands under
necessarily stands under
680 wendig unter Categorien.
680 wendig unter Categorien.
[B144]
categories. [B144] categories.

685

690

695

700

705

710
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3.9 §21: Remark.3.9 §21: Remark.
§ 21. Anmerkung. § 21. Anmerkung. § 21. Remark.
§ 21. Remark.
Ein Mannigfaltiges, das
EininMannigfaltiges,
einer Andas
in einer AnA manifold
which is Acontained
manifold inwhichB144
is contained
in states
(682–8): Kant
B144concisely
(682–8):his
Kant
conclusion
states concisely
to §20, his
though
conclusion
indicating
to §20,
herethough
that it perindicating here that it perschauung, die ich die meinige
schauung,
nenne,
die ich
entdie meinige
nenne,which
ent- I call
an intuition
an intuition
my own,which
is
Itains
call tomythose
own,cognitions
is
tains
which
to those
one cognitions
can call one’s
which
own,
one
and
can
more
call clearly
one’s own,
indicating
and more
that the
clearly indicating that the
halten ist, wird durchhalten
die Synthesis
ist, wird des
durch represented
die Synthesis
des the
through
represented
synthesisthrough
of
the synthesis
of of the
relevant
synthesis
relevant
understanding
synthesis–ofthe
theconjoining
understanding
effected
– the
or conjoining
identified ineffected
any judging
or identified in any judging
Verstandes als zur685
nothwendigen
Verstandes als
Einheit
zur nothwendigen
Einheit as belonging
the understanding
the understanding
to the asofbelonging
to thecognitions
any manifold
of any(whether
manifoldconcepts
cognitions
or (whether
sensory intuitions,
concepts or
including
sensorysensory
intuitions,
pre-including sensory predes Selbstbewußtseyns
des gehörig
Selbstbewußtseyns
vorge- necessary
gehörigunity
vorgeof self-consciousness,
necessary unity of self-consciousness,
sentations) – is required
sentations)
for including
– is required
this complex
for including
cognitionthis
within
complex
the necessary
cognitionunity
within
of the necessary unity of
stellt, und dieses geschieht
stellt, und
durch
dieses
die geschieht
die through
and thisdurch
transpires
and thisthetranspires
catethrough the cate- Kant’s
self-consciousness.
self-consciousness.
claims here include
Kant’sboth
claims
the here
synthetic
include
andboth
the the
analytic
synthetic
unity and
of the analytic unity of
Categorie.*
Categorie.*
gory.*
gory.*
apperception by adroitly
apperception
not mentioning
by adroitly
expressly
notthis
mentioning
pair of unities.
expressly this pair of unities.
* Der Beweisgrund beruht
* Der auf
Beweisgrund
der vor- beruht
der of
vor* The auf
ground
proof* rests
The ground
upon the
of proof rests upon the
B144 (ll. 689–96): Kant’s
B144
(footnoted
(ll. 689–96):
*) ground
Kant’s of
(footnoted
proof for*)this
ground
conclusion
of proof
stresses
for this
both
conclusion
the
stresses both the
gestellten E i n h e i690
t der
gestellten
Anschauung,
E i n h dae i t derrepresented
Anschauung,unity
da- ofrepresented
the intuition
unity of the intuition
unitary representationunitary
of some
representation
unified, hence
of some
integrated,
unified,
sensory-intuitive
hence integrated,
manifold
sensory-intuitive
by
manifold by
durch ein Gegenstand
durch
gegeben
ein Gegenstand
wird, through
gegeben
wird,
which
an object
throughis which
given, an object is given,
which any object can which
be presented
any object
(in sensation
can be presented
or sensory
(in sensation
intuition), or
where
sensory
this intuition),
unitary where this unitary
welche jederzeit eine Synthesis
welche jederzeit
des Maneine Synthesis
des Manwhich always
containswhich
a synthesis
always of
contains a synthesis of
representation of thatrepresentation
integral, complex
of that
object-presentation,
integral, complexasobject-presentation,
presented, is connected
as presented,
to
is connected to
nigfaltigen zu einer Anschauung
nigfaltigen zuGegeeiner Anschauung
the manifoldGegeof something
the manifold
given by
of something
given by –unitary
unitary apperception
where apperception
this unitary apperception
– where thismust
unitary
be apperception
synthetic, andmust
can (also)
be synthetic,
be
and can (also) be
benen in sich schließt,
benen
undinschon
sich schließt,
die an und
schonand
die thus
intuition,
an already
intuition,
conand thus
already
con- by the
analytic,
expressed
analytic,
‘I think
expressed
…’. by the ‘I think …’.
Beziehung dieses695lezteren
Beziehung
auf Einheit
dieses lezteren
auf connection
Einheit tains
tains the
of thisthelatter
connection
to
of this latter to
B144 (ll. 697–703): Kant’s
B144conclusion
(ll. 697–703):
thusKant’s
showsconclusion
that any (humanly
thus shows
possible)
that any
empirical
(humanly
conpossible) empirical conder Apperception enthält.
der Apperception enthält.
the unity of apperception.
the unity of apperception.
sciousness
of
any
manifold
sciousness
presented
of
any
within
manifold
a
sensory
presented
intuition
within
is
subject
a
sensory
both
intuition
to
sensible
is
subject
both to sensible
Diese zeigt also an: daß
Diese
daszeigt
empirialso an: Thus
daß das
thisempiriindicates that
Thus
the this
empiriindicates that the empirito intellectual
and to intellectual
a priori, thus
conditions
achievinga the
priori,intended
thus achieving
parallelism
the of
intended
the twoparallelism of the two
sche Bewußtseyn eines
sche
gegebenen
Bewußtseyn
Man-einescalgegebenen
Man-of acal
consciousness
given
consciousness
manifold ofand
a given
manifold conditions
Deductions,
one
of
the
Deductions,
concepts
‘space’
one
of
and
the
‘time’,
concepts
the
other
‘space’
of
and
the
‘time’,
categories.
the
other
of
the categories.
nigfaltigen einer Anschauung
nigfaltigeneben
einerso-Anschauung
eben so-stands
of an intuition
of equally
an intuition
well stands equally well
wohl unter einem700reinen
wohlSelbstbewußtunter einem reinen
Selbstbewußtunder
one pure self-consciousness
under one purea self-consciousness
B144 (ll. 703–6): aThis Bresult
144 (ll.marks
703–6):
the This
‘beginning’
result marks
of Kant’s
the ‘beginning’
Deduction of the
Kant’s
categories,
Deduction of the categories,
is expressly
whichtois§26
expressly
(l. 714–25),
assigned
as istoalso
§26reflected
(l. 714–25),
in the
as title
is also
to reflected
§26, by appeal
in the title to §26, by appeal
seyn a priori, wie empirische
seyn a priori
Anschauung
, wie empirische
priori, Anschauung
as empirical intuition
priori, as stands
empirical which
intuition
stands assigned
to the result
restated here
to the
from
result
§20restated
(l. 719). here from §20 (l. 719).
unter einer reinen sinnlichen,
unter einer
die reinen
gleich-sinnlichen,
die pure
gleich-sensible
under one
under[consciousone pure sensible
[consciousstehe.a priori
– Im obigen
Statt hat, stehe.
Im obigen
falls a priori Statt hat, falls
ness], –which
likewise ness],
holds which
a priori.likewise
–
holds
a
priori.
–
B144 (ll. 703–12): Kant’s
B144
start
(ll. on
703–12):
his Deduction
Kant’s start
indicates
on hishisDeduction
key interest
indicates
in this his
Deduction,
key interest in this Deduction,
Satze ist also der Anfang
Satzeeiner
ist also
D e dder
u cAnfang
- In this
einerproposition
D e d u c - thus
In this
begins
proposition
a dethususe
begins
a dethat
of categories
that
is touse
be shown
of categories
necessary
is tofor
beany
shown
unitynecessary
contributed
for any
by understanding
unity contributed by understanding
t i o n der reinen 705
Verstandesbegriffe
t i o n der reinenge-Verstandesbegriffe
ge- concepts
duction of the pure
duction ofofthethepurewithin
concepts
of the
intuition.
This may
within
sound
intuition.
merelyThis
likemay
comment
soundabout
merelyalleged
like comment
process, about
but hisalleged
express
process, but his express
macht, in welcher ich,macht,
da dieinCategorien
welcher ich,understanding,
da die Categorien
in which,
understanding,
because thein which,
because
the
contrast between the mere
contrast
subjective
betweenvalidity
the mere
of psychological
subjective validity
laws of
of psychological
association, and
laws
theof association, and the
unabhängig von S i n nunabhängig
l i c h k e i t bloß
von im
S i n n categories
l i c h k e i t bloß
im independently
originate
categories originate
of
independently
of
conceptual,
judgmental
conceptual,
conditionsjudgmental
which alone
conditions
can provide
which
for alone
the possibility
can provide
of objective
for the possibility of objective
Verstande entspringen,
Verstande
noch von
entspringen,
der sensibility,
noch von
derin the
merely
sensibility,
understandmerely invalidity
the understand(at the end of §19;
validity
(at ll.
the634–50),
end of §19;
B142,
suggest
B142,
instead
ll. 634–50),
his concern
suggest
with
instead
the conditions
his concern with the conditions
Art, wie das Mannigfaltige
Art, wie
zu das
einerMannigfaltige
em- ing, Izumust
einer still
em- abstract
ing, I from
must the
still abstract
required from
for anythe
(putative)
required
experiential
for any judging
(putative)
which
experiential
can be objectively
judging which
valid.can be objectively valid.
710 pirischen
pirischen Anschauung
gegebenAnschauung
werde, manner
gegeben
werde,the manner
in which
manifoldin towhich
an the manifold to an
abstrahiren muß, um nur
abstrahiren
auf die Einheit,
muß, um nur
auf die intuition
Einheit, beempirical
empirical
given, in intuition
order be given, in order
die in die Anschauung
die vermittelst
in die Anschauung
der to attend
vermittelst
solelyder
to thetounity
attend
provided
solely to the unity provided
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B145
(ll. 714–25):
unity(ll.required
714–25):forIf objectively
the unity required
valid (humanly
for objectively
possible)
valid
judgments
(humanlycan
possible) judgments can
Categorie durch denCategorie
Verstanddurch
hinzu-den toVerstand
hinzuthe intuition
by the to
category
via theby the
the intuition
category
via theIf theB145
exactlybethat
shown
formtoofbeunity
exactly
afforded
that form
by use
of unity
of theafforded
categories
by (per
use §20)
of the
in categories
re(per §20) in rekommt, zu sehen. Inkommt,
der Folge
zu sehen.
(§ 26) Inunderstanding.
der Folge (§ 26)
In theunderstanding.
sequel (§ 26) In be
theshown
sequelto(§be26)
sensory intuitions
gardoftoparticulars
sensory intuitions
presentedoftoparticulars
us within presented
sensation,tosousthat
within
suchsensation,
use of so that such use of
715 wird aus der Art,715
wie wird
in der
ausSinnlichkeit
der Art, wie shall
in derbe
Sinnlichkeit
shown, by shall
the manner
in bygard
be shown,
thetomanner
in
categories
holds valid
the of
categories
any andholds
all objects
valid we
of any
can and
senseall(and
objects
identify
we can
ourselves
sense (and
as sensidentify ourselves as sensdie empirische Anschauung
die empirische
gegebenAnschauung
which the gegeben
empirical intuition
is given
which the
empiricalthe
intuition
is given
ing),
the Deduction
ing), succeeds.
then the Kant’s
Deduction
remark
succeeds.
here about
Kant’sthe
remark
categories
here prescribing
about the categories prescribing
daß die[BEin145] werden,
die Ein- that
wird, gezeigt [B145] werden,
wird, gezeigt
withindaß
sensibility,
its unity
is
within
sensibility,
that then
its unity
is
forms
of
unity
to
any
forms
given
intuitions
of
unity
to
as
any
such
given
suggests
intuitions
the
generative
as
such
suggests
sense
of
the
‘constitution
generative sense of ‘constitution
heit derselben keine andere
heit derselben
sei, als welkeine andere
sei, alsthan
wel-that none
none other
whichother
the catethan that which the cate(above,
of objects’
but this(above,
may merely
§2.15),bebut
a suggestive
this may merely
connotation
be a suggestive
of Kant’s connotation
concise
of Kant’s concise
che die Categorie nachche
dem
dievorigen
Categorie
§ 20nachgory
dem(according
vorigen § 20
to the
preceding,
§ to of
gory
(according
theobjects’
preceding,
§ §2.15),
expression.
Kant’s
Deduction
expression.
may
Kant’s
succeed
Deduction
by
demonstrating
may
succeed
conditions
by
demonstrating
which
must
conditions
be
satwhich
must be sat720 dem Mannigfaltigen
720 dem
einerMannigfaltigen
gegebenen 20)
einer
gegebenen
prescribes
to the20)
manifold
of ato the manifold of a
prescribes
isfiedand
by any
isfied
we by
canany
be particulars
aware of via
wesensation;
can be aware
i.e., Kant’s
of via locution
sensation;concerning
i.e., Kant’s locution concerning
Anschauung überhaupt
Anschauung
vorschreibt,überhaupt
und given
vorschreibt,
intuitionund
as such,
andintuition
thus, in-as such,
given
thus,particulars
in‘prescription’
may
only
‘prescription’
indicate
that
may
his
Deduction
only
indicate
does
that
entail
his
Deduction
constraints
does
upon
entail
those
constraints
parupon those para priori
dadurch also, daß ihredadurch
Gültigkeit
also,a priori
daß ihresofar
Gültigkeit
as their
a priori validity
regard
sofar asintheir
a priori validity in regard
ticulars of which we can
ticulars
be aware
of which
in sensory
we canperception,
be aware in
though
sensory
which
perception,
constraints
though
thesewhich
are, constraints these are,
in Ansehung aller Gegenstände
in Ansehung
unserer
aller Gegenstände
unserer
to all objects
of ourtosenses
is thusof our senses is thus
all objects
and whether anything and
we do
whether
sense satisfies
anythingthem,
we docan
sense
remain
satisfies
issues
them,
for the
can Analytic
remain issues
of Prinfor the Analytic of PrinSinne erklärt wird, dieSinne
Absicht
erklärt
derwird,
De- dieexplicated,
Absicht der
thatDethe aim
of the deducexplicated,
that the aim of the deducciples.
ciples.
725 duction allererst 725
(…) achieved.
(…)
völlig
duction
erreicht
allererst
werden.
völligtion
erreicht
is firstwerden.
fully achieved.
tion is first fully
[…]

[…]

B145–6
727–48):
Kant
B145–6
reiterates
(ll. 727–48):
and elaborates
Kant reiterates
his dual
andcapacity
elaborates
account
his dual
of human
capacity account of human
[…]sind
die Categorien […]
die nur
Categorien
Regeln […](…)
sind
Regeln are(…)
thenur
categories
only
therules
categories
for are
only (ll.
rules
for
cognisance:
understanding
cognisance:
and sensibility,
understanding
which and
eachsensibility,
make theirwhich
distinctive
each make
provisions,
their distinctive
but
provisions, but
für einen Verstand, dessen
für einen
ganzes
Verstand,
Ver- dessen
ganzes Ver- theanentire
an understanding,
understanding,
capacity the
entire capacity
which
can
only
work
together
which
can
for
only
any
work
humanly
together
possible
for
apperceptive
any
humanly
thought
possible
or
apperceptive
experience.
thought
or experience.
mögen im Denken besteht,
mögen im
d.i. Denken
in der besteht,
d.i.consists
in der in of
of which
thinking,
which i.e.,
consists
in in thinking, i.e., in
Kant’s
all concern
Kant’sprocess
remarks(subjective
all concern
deduction),
process (subjective
and highlight
deduction),
that his Deduction
and highlight that his Deduction
730 Handlung,
Handlung, die Synthesis
des Mannigfaltidie Synthesis
Mannigfaltithedes
action
of bringing
thethe
action
synthesis
of bringing
theremarks
synthesis
appeals
to
some
logically
appeals
contingent
to
some
premises.
logically
This
contingent
entails
premises.
that
he
must
This
provide
entails
that
credible
he must provide credible
gen, welches ihm anderweitig
gen, welches
in derihm
An-anderweitig
in der An-which
of the manifold,
of the
is otherwise
manifold, which is otherwise
reasons
thinkofthese reasons
premisestohold
thinktrue
these
of premises
us homo sapiens
hold true
sapientes.
of usKant
homodoes
sapiens
provide
sapientes.
rea-Kant does provide reaschauung gegeben worden,
schauung
zurgegeben
Einheit worden,
zurinEinheit
provided
intuition, provided
to the unity
in intuition,
of
to thetounity
sons
for
his
premises,
sons
though
for
not
his
premises,
in
this
paragraph.
though
not
By
focussing
in
this
paragraph.
on
necessary
By
focussing
a
priori
foron necessary a priori forder Apperception zuder
bringen,
Apperception
der also zu apperception,
bringen, der also
which apperception,
as such thuswhich as such thus
mal
conditions
for
the
mal
possibility
conditions
of
human
for
the
apperception,
possibility
of
Kant
human
avoids
apperception,
one
hopeless
Kant
conunavoids
one hopeless conunfür sich gar nichts erkennt,
für sichsondern
gar nichts
nur erkennt,
knowssondern
nothing,nur
but rather
knowsonly
nothing,
com- but rather only comdrum of infallibilist global
drumperceptual
of infallibilist
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by the
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§ 22.
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(ll. 753–68):
thoughtKant
or thinking
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perience.
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knowing
object
of some
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by object
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der the
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upremarks
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things
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is
in
to
ascriptive
things
as
objects
reference
to things as objects
r u n g angenommen werden.
r u n g angenommen werden.
(Gegenstände) of possible
(Gegenstände)
experience.ofKant’s
possible
conclusion
experience.
is provisional
Kant’s conclusion
insofar is
as provisional
this §22 is insofar as this §22 is
preliminary, preparing preliminary,
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insofar asfor
his§26,
nextand
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as his nexttheuntitled
philosophical
§ explicates the philosophical
importance of this preliminary
importance
conclusion.
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3.11 §23: [untitled] 3.11 §23: [untitled]
§ 23. [Ohne Überschrift]§ 23. [Ohne Überschrift]§ 23. [untitled]
§ 23. [untitled]
B148 is(ll.of818–25):
B148provisional
(ll. 818–25):
conclusion
Kant’s provisional
is ‘of the highest
conclusion
importance’,
is ‘of the because
highest itimportance’, because it
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von obige
der größten
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der größten
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Theis above
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proposition
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(bestimmt)
limits of(bestimmt)
our possible
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bestimmt ebenso
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bestimmt ebenso
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deter- thespecifies
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the
Tr.
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as
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the
Tr.
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the
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of
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of
form
the
of
use
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of
the
sensory
pure
intuform
of our sensory intu820 wohl die Grenzen
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der des
mines
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the limits
der of mines
the usetheof limits
the of the use of the
itionunderstanding
(receptivity). Hereition
is an(receptivity).
instance of Here
Kant’s
is chronic
an instance
fluidity
of Kant’s
regarding
chronic
human
fluidity
sensibility.
regarding human sensibility.
reinen Verstandesbegriffe
reineninVerstandesbegriffe
Ansehung pure in
Ansehung
concepts
of thepure
understanding
concepts of the
He
has
the
resources
to
He
make
has
the
important,
resources
specific
to
make
distinctions,
important,
and
specific
often
distinctions,
does
so,
yet
and
he
also
often does so, yet he also
der Gegenstände, als die
der transscendentaGegenstände, als die
in transscendentaregard to objects, in
as regard
[in their
to reobjects, as [in their reoften
conflatesthe
the following.
often conflates
Taking the
‘FORM
following.
‘FORM
’ as any Taking
condition
which
’ asallows
any condition
items to which
be or- allows items to be orle Ästhetik die Grenzen
le Ästhetik
des Gebrauchs
die Grenzen
desthe
Gebrauchs
gard]
Aesthetic determined
gard] the Aesthetic
the
determined
dered,
and
‘
dered,
and
‘
MATTER
’
as
whatever
MATTER
is
conditioned
’
as
whatever
by
a
form,
is
conditioned
so
that
it
can
by
a
be
form,
ordered,
so
that
Kant
it can be ordered, Kant
der reinen Form unserer
der reinen
sinnlichen
Form
Anunserer
sinnlichen
An-of the
limits
of the use
limits
pureofform
the use
of of the pure form of
distinguishes
two
senses
distinguishes
of
‘form
of
two
intuition’,
senses
of
also
‘form
‘formal
of
intuition’,
intuition’
also
and
‘formal
two
senses
intuition’
of
and two senses of
825 schauung bestimmte.
825 schauung
Raum und
bestimmte.
Zeit our
Raum
undintuition.
Zeit our
sensible
Space
sensible
and time
intuition. Space and time
sensibility’: ‘form of sensibility’:
gelten als Bedingungen
gelten
der Möglichkeit,
als Bedingungencount
der Möglichkeit,
as conditions ofcount
the possibility
as conditions‘form
of theofpossibility
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Intuition:
(a) Form
a ‘form
of of
Intuition:
intuiting’:
(a) aa formal
‘form of
feature
intuiting’:
of some
a formal
modefeature
of intuiting;
of some mode of intuiting;
wie uns Gegenständewiegegeben
uns Gegenstände
werden ofgegeben
werden
how objects
can be
of given
how objects
us, no can beForm
givenofus,
no
(b)
a
‘form
of
an
intuited’:
(b)
a
a
‘form
formal
of
feature
an
intuited’:
of
something
a
formal
so
feature
intuited.
of
something
so
intuited.
können, nicht weiter als
können,
für Gegenstände
nicht weiter alsfurther
für Gegenstände
than as objectsfurther
of thethan
senses,
as objects of the senses,
Formalintuition,
Intuition:the
a sensible
characterintuition,
of whichthedepends
character
solely
of which
upon the
depends solely upon the
der Sinne, mithin nur
der der
Sinne,
Erfahrung.
mithin nur
der of
Erfahrung.
hence
experience.hence
Beyond
of these
experience. Formal
Beyond Intuition:
these a sensible
form at
of the
form of the
andmode
not upon
of intuiting,
particular
and
objects
not upon
givenparticular
within that
objects
formgiven within that form
830 Über
Über diese Grenzen
hinausdiese
stellen
Grenzen
sie limits
hinausthey
stellen
sie limits
represent
nothing
theyat represent
all;
nothing
all; mode of intuiting,
intuiting.
of intuiting.
gar nichts vor; denn sie
gar sind
nichts
nurvor;
in den
denn sie
den in for
forsind
theynur
areinonly
the they
senses
areand
only in the of
senses
and
Sinnen und haben außer
Sinnenihnen
und haben
keine außer
ihnen
keine
otherwise
have
no actuality.
otherwise
Thehave
pureno actuality.
pure
FormThe
of Sensibility:
(i)Form
a ‘form
of Sensibility:
of receptivity’,
(i) aor‘form
a form
of receptivity’,
of sensibly intuiting;
or a form(ii)
of asensibly
form intuiting; (ii) a form
Wirklichkeit. Die reinen
Wirklichkeit.
VerstandesbeDie reinen
Verstandesbeconcepts
of the understanding
concepts of are
the understanding
are qua sensibly
of particulars
of particulars
intuited. (Allison
qua sensibly
1983,intuited.
6–7, 96–7;
(Allison
Paton1983,
1936,6–7,
1:101ff.)
96–7; Paton 1936, 1:101ff.)
griffe sind von dieser griffe
Einschränkung
sind von dieser
frei Einschränkung
frei free
free of this restriction,
andofextend
this restriction,
to
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Theand
parallel
Kanttorequires
The between
parallel Kant
the Deduction
requires between
of the Categories
the Deduction
and that
of the
regarding
Categories
space
and that regarding space
835auf
und erstrecken sich
und
Gegenstände
erstrecken sich
der aufobjects
Gegenstände
der as
of intuition
objects
such, of
regardintuitionand
as time
such,concerns
regard- theand
a priori
timeconcepts
concerns
‘space’
theand
a priori
‘time’,
concepts
which
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likewise
andcan
‘time’,
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likewise
by uscan only be used by us
Anschauung überhaupt,
Anschauung
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der unswhether
it be like
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of whether
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sensed particulars
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sensed particulars
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ähnlich
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and not
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they
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of time(or
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nur sinnlich und nicht
nur intellectuell
sinnlich und
ist.nicht
intellectuell
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This
further extension
concepts
extensionKant
of concepts
here states that space
Kant here
and time
states(asthat
such)
space
only
and
pertain
time (as
to objects
such) only
we can
pertain
sense,
to objects
bewe can sense, beDiese weitere Ausdehnung
Diese der
weitere
Begriffe,
Ausdehnung
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Begriffe,
beyond
sensible beyond
intuition,ourhowsensiblecause
intuition,
they arehow(nothingcause
but) they
conditions
are (nothing
of ourbut)
possibly
conditions
being of
presented
our possibly
with particulars
being presented
we with particulars we
840 über
über u n s e r e sinnliche
Anschauung
u n s e r e sinnliche
hin- ever,
Anschauung
helps us hinnot at all.
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For
helps
theyusarenot atcan
all.sense.
For they
Thatare
is Kant’s
can sense.
transcendental
That is Kant’s
idealism.
transcendental
Even settingidealism.
that aside,
Even
Kant’s
setting
subordithat aside, Kant’s subordiaus, hilft uns aber zuaus,
nichts.
hilft Denn
uns aber
es zuthen
nichts.
Denn
es then
empty
concepts
of objects,
empty concepts
reobjects,
re-We can
nateofclaims
hold:
nateonly
claims
sense
hold:
spatio-temporal
We can only sense
particulars,
spatio-temporal
and we canparticulars,
only use the
anda we can only use the a
priori whether
conceptsthey
‘space’ priori
and ‘time’
concepts
in (referential)
‘space’ and connection
‘time’ in (referential)
to sensed connection
particulars. to
Only
sensed
in particulars. Only in
sind alsdann leere Begriffe
sind alsdann
von Objecleere Begriffe
Objecgardingvon
which
[objects],
garding
whether
which
they[objects],
withatparticulars
connection
sensedwith
within
particulars
space and
sensed
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can we
space
specify
andany
timeactuality
can we(ll.
specify any actuality (ll.
ten, von denen, ob sieten,
nurvon
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denen,
mögob sieeven
nur be
einmal
mög-or not,
possible
even
webecannot
possible
at or connection
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832–3),
whether
of
particulars
832–3),
whether
themselves,
of
particulars
or
of
spatial
themselves,
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temporal
or
features
of
spatial
or
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structures.
temporal
features
or structures.
lich sind oder nicht, wir
lich durch
sind oder
jene nicht,
gar wir
durchbyjene
garconcepts,
all judge
those
all judge
which
by those
are concepts, which are
845 nichtbloße
nicht urtheilen können,
urtheilen
Gedankönnen,
bloße
Gedan[in this
case]
mere forms
[in this
of thought
case] mere forms
of thought
B148 (ll. 833–8): Kant B
contrasts
148 (ll. 833–8):
the categories
Kant contrasts
to (the concepts
the categories
of) space
to (the
andconcepts
time, indicating
of) space and time, indicating
kenformen ohne objective
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weilobjective
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objective
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because
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which concepts,
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of the
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particulars,
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of our cognitive
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s that
thenothing
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nothing belongporal.
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fundamental
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cognitive
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structure
to
the
of
cognitive
the
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condition.
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the
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human
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u n g Gintuition
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to sensible
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intuition pertains to it:
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transcendental
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idealism,
of transcendental
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of (non-)Euclidean
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hence
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B149would
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B149 (ll. 852–4):
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Our
becategories
provided can
senseonly
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provided sense
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sensory
significance by our sensory
Dauer desselben keine
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Zeit desselben
sei, daß inkeineanyZeit
sei,that
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time,
it notime,
alteration
that within
no alteration
andit empirical
intuition(s).
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Anglophones)
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by Frege:
(to Anglophones) by Frege:
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ihm(Folge
keine der
Veränderung
Be- (succession
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(succession of
in determinations
in or sense
sense and meaning
reference.
and meaning
Kant’s explication
or reference.
of our
Kant’s
concepts
explication
and their
of our
possibly
concepts
valid
and their possibly valid
cognitive
use does make
cognitive
Frege’suse
points
does(so
make
far Frege’s
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pertain(so
to far
empirical
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pertain to empirical
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stimmungen in 865
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Zeit) angetroffen
in der time)
Zeit) isangetroffen
to be found,time)
etc. However,
is to be found,
etc. However,
more emphatically
the Schematism:
emphaticallyOnly
in the
as connected
Schematism:
or Only
referred
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to sensed objects
or referred
do to sensed objects do
werde, usw. Allein das
werde,
ist doch
usw.kein
Allein
ei- dasthat
ist isdoch
kein ei-cognition,
no proper
that is ifnoI proper
mere- cognition,
if I mere- in more
The
specific(B‘sense
185–7).
andThe
significance’
specific ‘sense
whichand
must
significance’
be sup- which must be supBedeutung
concepts
(B185–7).
have
Bedeutung
gentliches Erkenntnis,gentliches
wenn ich Erkenntnis,
bloß an- lywenn
ich bloß
indicate
howan-the intuition
ly indicateof how
the theconcepts
intuitionhave
of the
plied
the to
categories
plied
is their
to more
the categories
specific intension
is their more
by which
specific
alone
intension
they can
bypertain
which alone
to fea-they can pertain to feazeige, wie die Anschauung
zeige, wie
des die
Objects
Anschauung
Objects
object des
is not,
without being
objectable
is not,
to without
say
beingtoable
say
tures
of
particulars
localised
tures
of
and
particulars
discriminated
localised
within
and
space
discriminated
and
time.
within
(This
space
is
the
and
topic
time.
of (This is the topic of
n i c h t s e i , ohne sagen
n i czu
h t können,
s e i , ohne
wassagen
zu können,
anything
aboutwas
what anything
then thatabout
intu- what then that intuthe Schematism.)
specific,
Schematism.)
fully-fledged
The cognitive
specific,‘sense
fully-fledged
and significance’
cognitive ‘sense
of theand
categories
significance’ of the categories
870 insei;
in ihr denn enthalten
ihrdenn
dennalsdenn
enthalten ition
sei; denn
alsdenn forition
may contain;
in this
maycase
contain;
I
for
in this case IThe the
required
for
empirical
required
knowledge
for
is
empirical
supplied
knowledge
to
the
(schematised)
is
supplied
categories
to
the
(schematised)
by
referring
categories by referring
habe ich gar nicht die habe
Möglichkeit
ich gar enicht
i n e sdie Möglichkeit
i n erepresented
s have not
have not ateall
theatposall represented the posthem
spatio-temporally
themlocalised
to spatio-temporally
particulars welocalised
discriminate
particulars
and identify
we discriminate
within (spatioand identify within (spatioO b j e c t s zu meinem O
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b j e cVerstandest s zu meinem reinen
sibility Verstandesof an object forsibility
my pure
of an
conobject for
mytopure
contemporal)
experience;
this
temporal)
is
the
topic
experience;
of
Kant’s
this
‘System
is
the
topic
of
Principles’,
of
Kant’s
‘System
both
topics
of
Principles’,
belong
to both topics belong to
begriff vorgestellt, weil
begriff
ich vorgestellt,
keine An- weil
An- cept ofbecause
ceptichof keine
the understanding,
the understanding,
I
because I
Kant’s
‘Analytic
of
Principles’.
Kant’s
‘Analytic
My
disambiguation
of
Principles’.
of
My
Kant’s
disambiguation
distinctions
of
regarding
Kant’s
distinctions
space,
regarding space,
schauung habe gebenschauung
können, habe
die ihm
geben have
können,
die ihm
not been
able to have
assignnot
anybeen
intu-able to assign any intutime and forms of intuiting
time and
mayforms
suggest
of intuiting
that the concepts
may suggest
‘space’that
andthe
‘time’
concepts
might
‘space’
then and
also‘time’ might then also
korrespondierte, 875
sondern
korrespondierte,
nur sagensondern
nur would
sagen correspond
ition which
ition which
to would
it; I correspond to it; I
have a broader scope (or
havea less
a broader
specific
scope
intension)
(or a less
thanspecific
required
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for usingthan
these
required
a priorifor
conusing these a priori conkonnte, daß die unsrige
konnte,
nichtdaßfürdieihnunsrige
couldnicht
onlyfür
say ihn
that incould
its regard
only say
ourthat in its regard our
cepts (only) in connection
ceptswith
(only)
ourinhuman
connection
formswith
of sensory
our human
receptivity.
forms of
This
sensory
is correct,
receptivity.
yet This is correct, yet
gelte. Aber das Vornehmste
gelte. Aber
ist hier,
das daß
Vornehmste
ist hier,
daß Above
intuition
is invalid.
intuitionall ishowinvalid. Above all howcognitively useless to cognitively
us (with regard
useless
to to
particulars)
us (with regard
for thetosame
particulars)
reasons for
as the
the broader
same reasons as the broader
auf ein solches Etwasauf
auch
einnicht
solches
einmal
Etwas ever
auch the
nichtkey
einmal
point here
ever isthethat,
key topoint here is that, to
scope, i.e. less specific scope,
intension,
i.e. less
of any
specific
of theintension,
categoriesof(see
any§4).
of the
Kant
categories
suggests(see
(just§4).
below)
Kant suggests (just below)
eine einzige Categorie eine
angewandt
einzige werden
Categorie angewandt
werden notsuch
such a something
a single
a something
cate- not a single catehe agrees, at least regarding
he agrees,
the concept
at least regarding
‘time’: If we
theassume
concept(for
‘time’:
the If
sake
weofassume
discussion)
(for the
an sake of discussion) an
könnte: z.B. der 880
Begriff
könnte:
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Substanz,
der Begriff
einer
Substanz,
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non-sensory
object
intuition,
of non-sensory
it may perhaps
intuition,
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may perhaps
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‘a duration
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niemals
das als
Subject,
niemals i.e.,
cept
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cept
of of
something
a substance,(Bi.e.,
ofll.something
149,
862–3).
(B149, ll. 862–3).
aber als bloßes Prädicat
aber
existieren
als bloßes
könne,
Prädicatwhich
existieren
couldkönne,
exist onlywhich
as subject,
could but
exist only as subject, but
B149–50of(ll.
855–88):
B149–50
expressly
(ll. 855–88):
indicates
Kant
his proscription
expressly indicates
of the his
cognitive
proscription
use ofof
indirect
the cognitive use of indirect
wovon ich gar nicht wovon
weiß, obichesgar
irgend
nicht weiß,
irgend
never ob
as aesmere
predicate;
neverofaswhich
a mereI predicate;
which
I Kant
proof
(disjunctive
syllogism
proof
plus
(disjunctive
negation
syllogism
elimination)
plus
in
negation
any
cases
elimination)
in
which
we
in
any
cannot
cases
indiin which we cannot indiein Ding geben könne,
ein das
Dingdieser
gebenGekönne,
das dieser
Ge- whether
cannot
at all know,
cannot any
at allsuch
know, whether any such
catecorresponding
– localise, ostend,cate
demonstrate
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ble, the power der
of imagination,
ble, the power
due toof imagination,
due to appears
A77–8/
B103);inrecall
comment:
B103); recall
‘Syn-Kant’s comment: ‘Syncern with synthesis
cern with
muchsynthesis
earlier inappears
KdrV (much
earlier
KdrVKant’s
(A77–8/
subjectiven Bedingung
subjectiven
wegen, unter
Bedingung
der the
wegen,
unter der conditions
subjective
the subjective
under conditions under
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as such,
as we shall
thesis
seeas
presently,
such, as iswethe
shall
mere
seeeffect
presently,
of imagination,
is the mereaeffect
blind of
yetimagination,
indispens- a blind yet indispenssie allein den Verstandesbegriffen
sie allein den eine
Verstandesbegriffen
which alone iteine
can provide
which alone
an intuit can thesis
provide
an intuable
of the soul,
ablewithout
function
which
of the
wesoul,
would
without
have altogether
which we no
would
knowledge;
have altogether
[yet] to bring
no knowledge; [yet] to bring
correspondirende Anschauung
correspondirende
geben Anschauung
geben to
ition corresponding
ition
thecorresponding
concepts
to function
the concepts
thisthus
synthesis
to to
conceptsthis
is asynthesis
functiontoexercised
concepts is
byaunderstanding,
function exercised
by which
by understanding,
understandingbyfirst
which understanding first
kann, zur Sinnlichkeit;kann,
so fern
zuraber
Sinnlichkeit;
doch of
sothe
fernunderstanding,
aber doch of
thus
thebelongs
understanding,
to
belongs
A
77/
B
103).
Kant’s
doubled
A
77/
B
roles
103).
for
Kant’s doubled roles for
provides
us
knowledge
provides
in
the
proper
us
knowledge
sense
of
in
the
the
term’
proper
(
sense
of
the
term’
(
960Ausübung
ihre Synthesis eine
ihre Synthesis
der Sponeine Ausübung
der however,
Spon- sensibility;
sensibility;
insofar as however,
its
insofar as its
A79/B104–5.
category-guided
category-guided
of synthesis is first
forms
stated
of at
synthesis
is first stated at A79/B104–5.
taneität ist, welche taneität
bestimmend
ist, welche
und synthesis
bestimmend
is ofund
coursesynthesis
an exercise
is ofofcourse
an exercise forms
of
bloß bestimmnicht wie der Sinn [B152]
nichtbloß
wie bestimmder Sinn [B152]
spontaneity
which is determining
spontaneity which
and isB151
determining
and
(ll. 954–9):
Kant Bhere
151 assigns
(ll. 954–9):
power
Kant
of here
imagination
assigns to
power
sensibility,
of imagination
and stresses
to sensibility,
that tran- and stresses that transeiner
a priorinot
den
seiner merely
bar ist, mithin a priori
barden
ist, Sinn
mithin
likeSinn
the senses
not like
determinathe senses merely
determinascendental
power of imagination
scendental power
and its of
figurative
imagination
(sensory-perceptual)
and its figurativesynthesis
(sensory-perceptual)
is required synthesis is required
Form nach der Einheit
Form
dernach
Appercepder Einheit
Appercepble,der
hence
can determine
ble, hence
a priorican
thedetermine
priori theof the
for theaconcepts
for understanding
the concepts of
(i.e.,thetheunderstanding
categories) ever
(i.e.,tothehave
categories)
‘a corresponding
ever to have ‘a corresponding
965 tionkann,
tion gemäß bestimmen
gemäß
so bestimmen
ist die senses
kann,according
so ist dieto senses
its formaccording
in ac- tointuition’,
its formi.e.,
in aacsensoryintuition’,
presentation
i.e., aof
sensory
any particular
presentation
properly
of any
classified
particular
or characterised
properly classified
by or characterised by
Einbildungskraft so fern
Einbildungskraft
ein Vermögen,
so fern
Vermögen,
cordeinwith
the unity of
cord
apperception,
with the unityany
of category
apperception,
(or any specification
any category of
(oraany
category)
specification
used asofa apredicate
category)inused
(evenasa acandidate)
predicate in (even a candidate)
bestimmen,
a priori
bestimmen,
die Sinnlichkeit a priori
die zu
Sinnlichkeit
the zu
power
of imagination
the power
is thusof inimagination
thus in Hence
cognitiveis judgment.
cognitive
this judgment.
sub-personal
Hence
sensory-perceptual
this sub-personal
integration
sensory-perceptual
is crucial tointegration
any
is crucial to any
und ihre Synthesis der
undAnschauungen,
ihre Synthesis der
thatAnschauungen,
regard a capacitythat
to regard
determine
a capacity
to thought
determineever human
human
being about
thought
any sensed
ever being
particulars
about any
= anything
sensed particulars
other than= ourselves,
anything other than ourselves,
within
our surroundings,
within
of which
our surroundings,
we ever can be
ofaware,
which whether
we ever merely
can be aware,
perceptually
whether
or merely
also perceptually or also
den Categorien gemäß,
denmuß
Categorien
die transgemäß,
muß diea priori,
trans-andsensibility
sensibility
its synthesis
a priori,
of and
its synthesis
of
apperceptively.
This entire
apperceptively.
discussionThis
of transcendental
entire discussion
imagination
of transcendental
concerns imagination
process and concerns process and
970 scendentale
scendentale Synthesis
der EinbildungsSynthesis intuition
der Einbildungsin accord with
intuition
the categories
in accord with
the categories
belongs to
Kant’s subjective
belongsdeduction,
to Kant’s yet
subjective
Kant uses
deduction,
it here also
yet Kant
to highlight
uses it here
issuesalso
about
to highlight issues about
kraft seyn, welches kraft
eine Wirkung
seyn, welches
des eine
des must be
must Wirkung
be the transcendental
synthesis
the transcendental
synthesis
the very possibility
object-directed
very possibility
human
of object-directed
sensory perception,
human
apperception
sensory perception,
and thought;
apperception and thought;
Verstandes auf die Sinnlichkeit
Verstandes und
auf die Sinnlichkeit
undofdie
of the power
imagination,
of the power
whichof
is imagination,
which is of the
i.e., the very possibilities
i.e.,for
theusvery
of ‘objective
possibilities
reality’
for us(=ofintentionality
‘objective reality’
qua object-directedness,
(= intentionality qua object-directedness,
erste Anwendung desselben
erste Anwendung
(zugleich desselben
an effect (zugleich
of the understanding
an effect of
upon
the understanding
upon
the constitution
objects
the constitution
as objects of
of attention
objects asorobjects
thought)
of attention
and of ‘objective
or thought)
validity’
and of ‘objective validity’
der Grund aller übrigen)
der auf
Grund
Gegenstänaller übrigen)
auf Gegenstänsensibility
and its first
sensibility
application
and its orfirst
application of or
(=
accuracy,
truth,
justifiedness
(=
accuracy,
or
justification).
truth,
justifiedness
or
justification).
975 de Anschauung
de der uns möglichen
der uns möglichen
ist. (and
Anschauung
equally theist.
ground
(and
of equally
all further
the ground of all further
Sie ist als figürlich vonSie
deristintellectuellen
als figürlich vonapplications)
der intellectuellen
to objects
applications)
of our possito objects
of our
possi- Kant
B151–2
(ll. 959–72):
B151–2
indicates,
(ll. 959–72):
withoutKant
hereindicates,
explaining,
without
a cognitively
here explaining,
much more
a cognitively
signif- much more signifSynthesis ohne alle Synthesis
Einbildungskraft,
ohne alle ble
Einbildungskraft,
intuition. As figurative
ble intuition.
it is disAs figurative
it
is
disicant, much more active
icant,and
much
productive
more active
role ofand
imagination
productive(or
role
figurative
of imagination
synthesis),
(or defigurative synthesis), debloß durch den Verstand,
bloß unterschieden.
durch den Verstand,
tinctunterschieden.
to that intellectual
tinct to
synthesis
that intellectual
scribed assynthesis
an ‘exercise scribed
of spontaneity’
as an ‘exercise
and as of
‘determining’
spontaneity’orand
‘specifying’,
as ‘determining’
hence not
or ‘specifying’,
merely
hence not merely
So fern die Einbildungskraft
So fern nun
die Einbildungskraft
Spon- withoutnun
theSponpower without
of imagination
the powerreceptive,
of imagination
being determined
receptive,
or specified,
being determined
nor merely
or reproducing
specified, norormerely
retaining
reproducing
in presentorat-retaining in present attaneität ist, nenne980
ichtaneität
sie auchist,bisweilen
nenne ich merely
sie auchthrough
bisweilenthe merely
understanding.
through the
understanding.
tention
immediately passed
tentionsensory-perceptual
immediately passed
states.
sensory-perceptual
This active rolestates.
can specify
This active
the form
role can specify the form
die productive Einbildungskraft
die productive
und Einbildungskraft
un- Now insofar
undasunthe power
Now insofar
of imagias theofpower
sense of
(or imagisensibilityof
in sense
sensing)
(or asensibility
priori in accord
in sensing)
with the
a priori
unity
in of
accord
apperception.
with the unity
This porof apperception. This portentous
claim canI be tentous
understood
claimto can
indicate
be understood
this a prioritorole
indicate
does this
not amerely
priori role
respond
doestonot merely respond to
terscheide sie dadurch
terscheide
von dersiereprodadurchnation
von is
derspontaneity,
repro- nation
occasionally
is spontaneity,
I
occasionally
sensory
intake and
(cf. ll. 979–87);
sensoryitintake
is an active
(cf. ll. 979–87);
responding
it istoancontinuing
active responding
sensory intake
to continuing
(sensorysensory intake (sensory
ductiven, deren Synthesis
ductiven,
lediglich
deren
empiSynthesis
empi- imagination
call lediglich
it productive
call it productive
and
imagination
binding).
I surmise: This
binding).
role isI explicated
surmise: This
in the
role
Analytic
is explicated
of Principles
in the Analytic
as the anticipatory
of Principles as the anticipatory
rischen Gesetzen, nämlich
rischen
denen
Gesetzen,
der A-nämlich
der Athus denen
distinguish
it from
thus
thedistinguish
reproduc- it from
the reproduccharacter
of
sensory
perception,
character
of
by
sensory
which
perception,
we
identify
by
and
which
discriminate
we
identify
particulars
and
discriminate
within
particulars within
985 ssociation,
ssociation, unterworfen
ist, und unterworfen
welche tive,
ist,the
und
welche
synthesis of which
tive, the
is subject
synthesis of which is subject
our
sensory
experience
our
in
sensory
part
by
experience
anticipating
in
what
part
are
by
anticipating
their
structures
what
and
are
features,
their
structures
such
and
features, such
daher zur Erklärung der
daher
Möglichkeit
zur Erklärung
der der
der tolaws,
to Möglichkeit
merely empirical
merely
namely
empirical laws, namely
that
continuing
that our continuing
of them is perception
likely to exhibit
of them
some
is likely
(causally
to exhibit
possible)
some
set(s)
(causally
of
possible) set(s) of
beyträgt
a priori
und nichts
und those
Erkenntniß a priori nichts
Erkenntniß
those beyträgt
of association,
and which
of association,
thus
andourwhich
thus perception
characteristics
rather
than
characteristics
others
(in
rather
contrast
than
to
those
others
characteristics
(in
contrast
to
of
those
our
continuing
characteristics
perof
our
continuing perum deswillen nicht um
in die
deswillen
Transscennicht in
die Transscencontributes
nothing tocontributes
the explication
nothing to the explication
of them
are instead
of them
duewhich
to ourare
own
instead
bodily,
dueperceptual-motor
to our own bodily,
activity).
perceptual-motor
This
activity). This
dentalphilosophie, sondern
dentalphilosophie,
in die Psy- sondern
die Psy-of cognition
of the in
possibility
of the possibility
a priori ofception
cognition
a prioriwhichception
KCE Ch. accords
8;
Kant’s
discussion
KCE Ch.here
8;
Kant’s
is
explicatory,
discussion
not
here
argumentative
is
explicatory,
not
argumentative
conjecture
accords
with
conjecture
with
chologie gehört. 990 chologie gehört.[…] and so belongs[…]
not toand
transcendental
so belongs not to transcendental
(not justificatory).
(not justificatory).
[B158]
[B158]
[…]rather to psychology.
[…]
philosophy but
rather philosophy
to psychology.
but
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B152

(ll. 963–75): Kant’s
B152
statement
(ll. 963–75):
recaps
Kant’s
the points
statement
just recaps
discussed,
the points
to stress
just
that
discussed,
this roleto
ofstress that this role of
‘imagination’ within human
‘imagination’
sensorywithin
perception,
humanactively
sensoryspecifying
perception,
sensibility
actively and
specifying
its synthesensibility and its synthesis of (sensory) intuition
sis of
in (sensory)
accord with
intuition
the categories,
in accord‘must
with be
thethe
categories,
transcendental
‘must be
synthesis
the transcendental synthesis
of imagination’. ThisofKant
imagination’.
describes This
as ‘anKant
effectdescribes
of the understanding
as ‘an effect ofupon
the understanding
sensibility’.
upon sensibility’.
This action of understanding
This action
upon
ofsensibility,
understanding
which
upon
sensibility, which
IS transcendental
synthesis
IS transcendental
of imagina- synthesis of imagination, is ‘the first application’
tion, is ‘the
of understanding
first application’
(which
of understanding
is the power of
(which
judging
is the
by using
powerthe
of judging by using the
categories) to objects categories)
(Gegenstände)toof
objects
any humanly
(Gegenstände)
possible
of any
sensory
humanly
intuition.
possible
Thissensory
is ‘figuraintuition. This is ‘figurative synthesis’ (l. 976);tive
it grounds
synthesis’
any(l.and
976);
allitfurther
grounds
possible
any and
usealloffurther
categories
possible
in connection
use of categories in connection
with objects which wewith
canobjects
at all sense
whichorweperceive;
can at all
i.e.,sense
it grounds
or perceive;
any and
i.e.,allitexplicit
groundsjudgany and all explicit judgments we can make about
mentsthem.
we can
(These
makesyntheses
about them.
all pertain
(Thesetosyntheses
sensory binding.)
all pertain to sensory binding.)
B152

(ll. 976–90): ThisB152
active,
(ll. figurative
976–90): This
synthesis
active,counts
figurative
as ‘productive
synthesis counts
imagination’.
as ‘productive
It con- imagination’. It contributes to explicating tributes
a priori the
to explicating
very possibility
a priori
of the
knowledge;
very possibility
I surmise,
of knowledge;
it concerns Ipercepsurmise, it concerns perceptual discrimination. The
tualmerely
discrimination.
reproductive
Theimagination
merely reproductive
does not imagination
so contributedoes
(Kant
notsays);
so contribute (Kant says);
although its retention of
although
passingitsand
retention
immediately
of passing
past sensory
and immediately
states is necessary
past sensory
to any
states
andisall
necessary to any and all
sensory-perceptual discrimination,
sensory-perceptual
it has no
discrimination,
implications for
it has
a priori
no implications
explication for
of those
a prioriformal
explication of those formal
structures by which objective
structures
validity
by which
is at objective
all possible
validity
for our
is sensory
at all possible
experience
for our
or sensory
perceptual
experience or perceptual
judgments. (The long judgments.
ellipsis here(The
omitslong
Kant’s
ellipsis
discussion
here omits
of self-affection,
Kant’s discussion
of self-affection,
B152–8,
including
B152–8, including
the start of §25. My key
thereason
start offor
§25.
omitting
My keyitreason
is stated
forabove,
omitting
§2.5.)
it is stated above, §2.5.)
§ 25. [Ohne Überschrift]
§ 25. [Ohne Überschrift] §25. [untitled]
§25. [untitled]
3.13 §25: [untitled]3.13 §25: [untitled]
[…] Just eines
[…] Just
[…] So wie zum Erkenntnisse
[…] So wieeines
zumvon
Erkenntnisse
as forvon
cognition
of anasobject
for cognition of an object
B158
993–8):ofKantBrecalls
158 (ll.his
993–8):
key deictic,
Kant recalls
referential
his key
point,
deictic,
that referential
any knowledge
point,ofthat
anyany
ob-knowledge of any obmir verschiedenen Objects
mir verschiedenen
außer dem Objects
distinctaußer
to me,dem
besidesdistinct
the thought
to me,of
besides
the(ll.
thought
ject
distinct
to
oneself
ject
requires,
distinct
in
to
addition
oneself
to
requires,
the
thought
in
addition
of
an
object
to
the
as
thought
such
(using
of
an
one
object
or as such (using one or
995 Denken eines Objects
995 Denken
überhaupt
eines(inObjects
der an
überhaupt
object as
(insuch
der (inanthe
object
category)
as such
I (in the category) I
another category, or some
another
categories),
category,some
or some
sensory
categories),
intuitionsome
(of some
sensory
sensorily
intuition
given,
(of some
per- sensorily given, perCategorie) ich dochCategorie)
noch einer
ich Andoch of
noch
einerstillAncourse
also require
of course
an still
intui-also require an intuiceptually presented particular).
ceptually presented
Yet he recalls
particular).
this referential
Yet he recalls
point to
this
highlight
referential
an important,
point to highlight an important,
schauung bedarf, dadurch
schauung
ich bedarf,
jenen alldadurch
jenen which
all- Ition
tion ich
through
determine
throughthat
which I determine that
parallel point about the
parallel
very possibility
point about
of the
anyvery
human
possibility
thinking:
of ‘Iany
think
human
…’. thinking: ‘I think …’.
gemeinen Begriff bestimme,
gemeinen soBegriff
bedarfbestimme,
bedarf for
universalso concept;
universal
cognition
concept;
of for cognition of
998–1006): Kant’s
B158 (ll.
self-referential
998–1006): Kant’s
point isself-referential
that the self-attribution
point is that
expressed
the self-attribution
by and
expressed by and
ich auch zum Erkenntnisse
ich auch
meiner
zum Erkenntnisse
selbst myself,
meiner
selbst tomyself,
in addition
that consciousin addition toB158
that(ll.
consciousachieved
through
actual thought
throughthat
any‘Iactual
think thought
…’ requires,
that ‘I
in think
addition
…’ to
requires,
that thought,
in addition to that thought,
1000 außer dem Bewußtsein,
1000 außer
oder
dem
außer
Bewußtsein,
dem, ness,
oderoraußer
dem, ness,
additionally,
that Iorthink
additionally,
mythat I think
my- anyachieved
also
some
intuition
of
also
some
some
manifold
intuition
within
of
some
oneself
manifold
(within
within
one’s
cognisance)
oneself
(within
by
which
one’s
cognisance)
one
by which one
daß ich mich denke,
daßnoch
ich einer
mich Andenke, self,
nochI require
einer Anlikewiseself,
an Iintuition
require of
likewise an intuition of
specifies
that
first-person
specifies
thought
that
that
first-person
‘I
think
…’
thought
(such-and-so).
that
‘I
think
…’
(such-and-so).
schauung des Mannigfaltigen
schauungindes
mir,Mannigfaltigen
wo- the manifold
in mir, wowithintheme,
manifold
throughwithin me, through
durch ich diesen Gedanken
durch ichbestimme,
diesen Gedanken
which Ibestimme,
determine this
which
thought,
I determine
and I this
thought,
and I
B158–9
(ll. 999–1013):
B158–9
Kant’s(ll.point
999–1013):
is extremely
Kant’simportant,
point is extremely
however speculative,
important, however
conten- speculative, contenund ich existiere als und
Intelligenz,
ich existiere
die sich
als Intelligenz,
die sich exist
exist as intelligence
whichas isintelligence
only
which
is
only
tious, anti-Cartesian,
tious,
anti-Humean
anti-Cartesian,
or anti-egoist
anti-Humean
it may or
appear
anti-egoist
to be (re:
it may
egoism,
appear
cf. to
Anth.
be (re: egoism, cf. Anth.
1005 lediglich ihres 1005
Verbindungsvermögens
lediglich ihres Verbindungsvermögens
conscious of its capacity
conscious
to conjoin,
of its capacity
to conjoin,
§2). Kant
claims that§2).
anyKant
actualclaims
occurrence,
that any
anyactual
actualoccurrence,
‘tokening’ any
(as is
actual
said ‘tokening’
today), of (as
‘I is said today), of ‘I
bewußt ist, in [B159] Ansehung
bewußt ist,des
in Man[B159] Ansehung
des
Manyet in regard to this manifold
yet in regard
it shall
to this think
manifold
shall
…’ isit not
self-sufficient;
think …’itiscan
not be
self-sufficient;
thought, Kant
it can
claims,
be thought,
only in connection
Kant claims,with
onlysome
in connection with some
nigfaltigen aber, das nigfaltigen
sie verbinden
aber,soll,
das sie
verbinden
soll, to
conjoin,
it is subject
conjoin,
a limiting
it isconsubject complex
to a limiting
conor manifold
complex
of whichor
one
manifold
is awareofand
which
regarding
one is which
aware one
and thinks
regarding
thatwhich
‘I think
one…thinks that ‘I think …
einer einschränkenden
einerBedingung,
einschränkenden
die dition,
Bedingung,
If indeed
(such-and-so)’.
thinking requires
If indeed
judging,
thinking
and judging
requiresrequires
judging,forming
and judging
and requires
consid- forming and considwhich die
may dition,
be called
which
innermay (such-and-so)’.
be called inner
sie den inneren Sinn nennt,
sie denunterworfen,
inneren Sinn nennt,
sense,unterworfen,
to make that
sense,conjunction
to make that conjunction
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ering complete
judgments,
that
‘I thinkby…’
only possible
by also thinking its proeringonly
complete
judgments,
thinking that
‘I think thinking
…’ is only
possible
alsois thinking
its projene Verbindung
1010
nurjene
nach
Verbindung
Zeitverhältnur intuitable
nach Zeitverhält(or viewable)
intuitable
only accord(or viewable)
accordper complement
on some
occasion,
some
temporal
per complement
occasion, within
some
temporalwithin
context.
Any
one of context.
us finiteAny one of us finite
nissen, welche ganz nissen,
außerhalb
welche
den ganz
ei- außerhalb
den ei- relations,
ing to temporal
ing to which
temporal
lie relations,
which lie on some
homothinks
sapiens‘Isapientes
whoexists
thinks
think …’ solely
exists conscious
as intelligence
solely conscious of one’s
sapiensofsapientes
think …’
as ‘Iintelligence
of one’s
gentlichen Verstandesbegriffen
gentlichen Verstandesbegriffen
liegen, entirely outside
liegen,the entirely
conceptsoutside
of the the homo
concepts
the who
own
capacity
to
conjoin
in
regard
of
some
manifold
which
is
to
be
conjoined,
i.e., some pluralown
capacity
to
conjoin
in
regard
of
some
manifold
which
is
to
be
conjoined,
i.e.,
some
pluralanschaulich machen,anschaulich
und sich machen,
daher understanding
und sich daher
proper.understanding
Hence one can
proper. Hence one can
ity or
sensed or
of plurality
particulars
some plurality of concepts
or complex
of sensed
orcomplex
perceivedoffeatures
of perceived
particularsfeatures
and some
of and
concepts
selbst doch nur erkennen
selbst kann,
doch wie
nur sie,
erkennen
sie, asonly
onlykann,
knowwie
oneself
one know
merelyoneself
ap- asityone
merely apby
which
they
are
classified
and
so
are
identified,
at
least
tentatively,
by
which
they
are
classified
and
so
are
identified,
at
least
tentatively,
so
that
they
can
be so that they can be
1015 in Absicht auf1015
einein Anschauung
Absicht auf (die
eine pears
Anschauung
in regard(die
to an pears
intuition
in regard
(whichto an intuition (which
(provisionally)
ascribed to some particular.
ascribed
to some particular.
nicht intellektuell und
nicht
durch
intellektuell
den Ver-und isdurch
den Ver-andiscannot
not intellectual
not intellectual
be given and(provisionally)
cannot be given
stand selbst gegeben
stand
seinselbst
kann),gegeben
ihr through
sein kann),
ihr through
the understanding
itself),
the understanding
and
itself),
and The
B159 (ll.
1001–9):
B159
necessity
(ll. 1001–9):
of thisThe
complex
necessity
complement
of this complex
requiredcomplement
ever to consider
required ever to consider
selbst bloß erscheint,selbst
nichtbloß
wie sie
erscheint,
sich nicht
sie would
sich know
not aswieone
not asoneself
one would
if
know oneself
thinking
‘I thinkif…’ isthinking
a condition
‘I think
restricting
…’ is athe
condition
human restricting
possibility the
of thinking
human possibility
‘I think …’.
of thinking ‘I think …’.
erkennen würde, wenn
erkennen
ihre Anschauung
würde, wenn one’s
ihre Anschauung
intuition were intellectual.
one’s intuition were intellectual.
B159 (ll. 1003–14): More
B159specifically,
(ll. 1003–14):
thisMore
complex
specifically,
complement
this complex
to ‘I think
complement
…’ involves,
to ‘Idi-think …’ involves, di1020 intellektuell wäre.
1020 intellektuell wäre.
rectly or indirectly, some
rectlysensory-perceptual
or indirectly, somecontent
sensory-perceptual
which, insofar
content
as it can
which,
be judged
insofaroras it can be judged or
can by judgment be comprehended,
can by judgment
alone
be comprehended,
provides any occasion
alonetoprovides
judge and
anyso
occasion
provides
to judge
any and so provides any
occasion to think ‘I think
occasion
…’ now
to think
(and ‘Ihere
think
about
…’ that).
now (and
As an
here
occasional
about thought,
that). As an
theoccasional
‘I think thought, the ‘I think
…’ is subject to temporal
…’ is relations,
subject towhich
temporal
pertain
relations,
both towhich
the relevant
pertain both
sensory-perceptual
to the relevant sensory-perceptual
integration and also to
integration
the conceptual-classificatory
and also to the conceptual-classificatory
conjoining which is theconjoining
judging now
which
thatis the judging now that
this (or these) particular(s)
this (or
arethese)
such-and-so.
particular(s)
Temporal
are such-and-so.
relations (and
Temporal
likewise,relations
may be (and
added:
likewise, may be added:
spatial relations) are not
spatial
defined
relations)
or specified
are not by
defined
the 12orcategories;
specified they
by the
are12defined
categories;
or specithey are defined or specified by properly delimiting
fied bythe
properly
distinctdelimiting
a priori concept
the distinct
‘time’ a(and
priori‘space’)
concept
so‘time’
as to be
(and
able
‘space’)
to so as to be able to
specify what is now sensorily
specify what
presented
is now(here
sensorily
and now)
presented
to me.
(here
Hence,
and now)
to elucidate
to me.Kant’s
Hence, to elucidate Kant’s
point further, our thinking
point further,
‘I think our
…’ thinking
requires using
‘I think
the…’
categories,
requires which
using the
themselves
categories,
canwhich themselves can
be used only by also be
using
usedtheonly
concepts
by also‘time’
using(and
the ‘space’)
conceptsso‘time’
as to(and
identify
‘space’)
within
so as
one’s
to identify within one’s
present (i.e., current) perceptual
present (i.e.,context
current)
whatever
perceptual
is now
context
to be whatever
seen here. is
(Including
now to bespace
seen and
here. (Including space and
its concept accords with
its concept
Kant’s marginalium
accords withthat
Kant’s
the Schematism
marginaliummust
that the
alsoSchematism
be developed
must
in also be developed in
CXXVII.) (1881), No. CXXVII.)
connection with space,connection
not only time;
with GS
space,
23:48.16–7;
not only cf.
time;
Erdmann
GS 23:48.16–7;
(1881), No.
cf. Erdmann
1010

B159

(ll. 1015–20): These
B159restrictions
(ll. 1015–20):
upon
These
the restrictions
humanly possible
upon the
usehumanly
of ‘I think
possible
…’ alluse
fol-of ‘I think …’ all follow from our sensory, receptive
low fromform
our sensory,
of intuiting;
receptive
we can
formonly
of intuiting;
think ‘I think
we can
…’only
now,think
on some
‘I think …’ now, on some
occasion, hence at some
occasion,
time, hence
hence subject
at sometotime,
conditions
hence subject
not specified
to conditions
solely bynotthespecified
cate- solely by the categories (plus the conccepts
gories‘space’
(plus and
the conccepts
‘time’), nor‘space’
by theand
bare‘time’),
‘I think
nor…’byasthe
such.
bare ‘I think …’ as such.
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3.14 §26:
§26: Transcendental
Deduction
of the Universally
Possible
Use of the
Transcendental
Deduction
of theExperiential
Universally Possible
Experiential Use of the
§ 26. Transscendentale
§ 26.Deduction
Transscendentale
des §26.
Deduction
Transcendental
des §26.
Deduction
Transcendental
of 3.14Deduction
of 3.14
Pure Concepts of the Pure
Understanding.
Concepts of the Understanding.
allgemein möglichen allgemein
Erfahrungsmöglichen the
ErfahrungsUniversally Possible
the ExperiUniversally Possible Experigebrauchs der reinengebrauchs
Verstandesder reinen ential
VerstandesUse of the Pureential
Concepts
Use of the
Pure
Concepts
B159 (ll. 1025–33): Kant
B159
recalls
(ll. 1025–33):
his previous
Kant
presentation
recalls hisof
previous
the categories
presentation
as corresponding
of the categories
pre- as corresponding prebegriffe.
begriffe.
of the Understanding.of the Understanding.
cisely to the universal logical
cisely to
functions
the universal
of judging.
logicalThat
functions
is Kant’s
of judging.
‘metaphysical
That isdeduction’
Kant’s ‘metaphysical
of the
deduction’ of the
1025
In der metaphysischen
In der
Deduction
metaphysischen
In theDeduction
metaphysical In
deduction
the metaphysical
the
deduction
the
categories. In contrast,categories.
their ‘transcendental’
In contrast,deduction
their ‘transcendental’
must presentdeduction
their possibility
must present
as a priori
their possibility as a priori
wurde der Ursprung der
wurde
Categorien
der Ursprung
a pri- der
Categorien
origin
of thea pricategories
origina ofpriori
the ascategories
a priori
as objects
cognitions
of intuited
cognitions
as such.
of intuited
Kant’s objects
refers toas§§20,
such.21
Kant’s
as indicating
refers to
this
§§20,
task21
ofas
their
indicating
tran- this task of their tranori überhaupt durch ihre
ori überhaupt
völlige Zusamdurch ihre
völlige
Zusam- bysuch
such
was exhibited
theirwas
complete
exhibited by
their complete
scendental
deduction; he
scendental
does not deduction;
claim to have
he does
already
notexecuted
claim tothat
havetask.
already executed that task.
mentreffung mit denmentreffung
allgemeinenmit
logi-den correspondence
allgemeinen logito the
correspondence
universal logi- to the universal logiB159 (ll. 1033–9): Kant’s
B159task
(ll. now
1033–9):
is toKant’s
explicate
taska priori
now isthetopossibility
explicate aofpriori
cognition
the possibility
of any of cognition of any
schen Functionen desschen
Denkens
Functionen
darge- des Denkens
dargecal functions
of thinking,
cal functions
however of
in thinking,
however in
objects
whichtheir
can be objects
presented
which
to (or
canby)
be our
presented
senses,tonot(oraccording
by) our senses,
to theirnot
intuitive
according
formto their intuitive form
1030 than, in der
than, in der transscendentalen
aber
transscendentalen
die the transcendental
aber die [deduction]
the transcendental
their
[deduction]
(as spatio-temporal), but
(as according
spatio-temporal),
to (a priori)
but laws
according
of their
to connection
(a priori) laws
orof
conjoining.
their connection or conjoining.
Möglichkeit derselbenMöglichkeit
als Erkenntnisse
derselben
a
als
Erkenntnisse
a
possibility
as cognitions
possibility
a priorias of
cognitions a priori of
priori von Gegenständen
priorieiner
von AnschauGegenständen
einerof
Anschauobjects
an intuitionobjects
as suchof(§§
an 20,
intuition
as (ll.
such
(§§ 20, SuchB159
B159
1036–9):
an explication
(ll. 1036–9):is,Such
‘as itanwere’
explication
(gleichsam)
is, to
‘asprescribe
it were’ (gleichsam)
the law totonature
prescribe the law to nature
and soshall
to ‘make’
and
‘possible’.
so to ‘make’
Kant’s
nature
expressly
‘possible’.
figurative
Kant’s
language
expressly
cautions
figurative
against
language
hasty cautions against hasty
ung überhaupt (§ 20, 21)
ungdargestellt.
überhaupt Jetzt
(§ 20, 21)
Jetzt Now
21)dargestellt.
was exhibited.
21) was
shall exhibited.
be ex- Now
be ex-nature
appeal
to thecategenerative
appeal
sense
to the
of ‘constitution
generative sense
of objects’,
of ‘constitution
and expressly
of objects’,
allows and
for the
expressly allows for the
soll die Möglichkeit,soll
durch
die Categorien
Möglichkeit, plicated
durch Categorien
the possibility
plicated
by these
thecatepossibility
by these
presuppositional
of ‘constitution’sense
of nature
of ‘constitution’
(or of particulars
of nature
within
(ornature)
of particulars
as objects
within nature) as objects
die Gegenstände,1035
die die
nurGegenstände,
immer unseren
die nur
immer
gories
to unseren
cognize thegories
objects
to which
cognize the
objects whichsensepresuppositional
of our
possible to
sensation,
of our
perception,
possible sensation,
experience,
perception,
judgment experience,
and apperceptive
judgment
awareness
and apperceptive
(aawareness (aSinnen vorkommen Sinnen
mögen, vorkommen
und zwar mögen,
can onlyund
everzwar
presentcanthemselves
only ever topresent
themselves
bove,
§2.15).
Kant’s
Deduction
bove,
§2.15).
of
the
Kant’s
categories
Deduction
does
of
set
the
constraints
categories
on
does
particulars
set
constraints
we
can
on
particulars
we can
nicht der Form ihrernicht
Anschauung,
der Formsonihrer Anschauung,
sonour senses, and
indeed
ournot
senses,
according
and indeed not according
perceive,
experience
perceive,
judge, but
experience
these are
or epistemic,
judge, but transcendental
these are epistemic,
constraints;
transcendental
they are constraints; they are
dern den Gesetzen dern
ihrer den
Verbindung
Gesetzen ihrer
to theVerbindung
form of theirto intuition,
the formbut
of their
intuition,
but or
not
developed
in
the
Analytic
not
developed
of
Concepts,
in
the
Analytic
but
in
the
of
Analytic
Concepts,
of
but
Principles.
in
the
Analytic
of
Principles.
a priori
derzu
Natur
erkennen,
alsoaccording
der Naturto the
nach a priori zu erkennen,
nach also
rather
rather
lawsaccording
of their to the laws of their
gleichsam das 1040
Gesetz
gleichsam
vorzuschreiben
das Gesetzconnection
vorzuschreiben
a priori, hence
connection
as it were
a priori, Bhence
it were TheB160
160 (ll.as1042–7):
point(ll.of1042–7):
Kant’s Deduction
The point is
ofto
Kant’s
showDeduction
that properis use
to show
of thethat
categoproper use of the categound sie sogar möglichund
zu machen,
sie sogarerklärt
möglich zu
to machen,
prescribeerklärt
the law to nature
prescribe
andthe
to lawries
to nature
and
to
is necessary to beries
aware
is necessary
of sensedtoparticulars,
be aware of
as the
sensed
particulars
particulars,
theyasare;
theso
particulars
that what-they are; so that what[B160] werden. Denn[B160]
ohnewerden.
diese ihre
Denn make
ohne it diese
ihre
[nature]
possible.
makeFor
it [nature]
withoutpossible.
Forbewithout
ever can
presented ever
to our
cansenses
be presented
must stand
to our
under
senses
lawsmust
deriving
standa under
priori from
laws deriving
the undera priori from the underTauglichkeit würde nicht
Tauglichkeit
erhellen,würde
wie nicht
wie this,
this, erhellen,
their sufficiency,
it would
their not
sufficiency,
be
it
would
not
be
standing alone. (Serious
standing
philosophical
alone. (Serious
issues concern
philosophical
whether
issues
Kant’s
concern
Deduction
whether
must,
Kant’s
or Deduction must, or
alles, was unseren alles,
Sinnenwasnurunseren
vor- Sinnen
nur everything
vor- clear whatsoever
clear how
how everything
whatsoever
does, prove
such an unrestricted
does, prove universal
such an unrestricted
thesis aboutuniversal
any particulars
thesis the
about
senses
any particulars
may pres- the senses may pres1045 kommen
kommen mag, unter
den Gesetzen
mag, unter
ste- den
Gesetzen
ste- our
which
can confront
which
senses
can confront
must
our or
senses
must
ent;
whether
it mayent;
suffice
or whether
for Kantit to
may
show
suffice
thatfor
apperceptive
Kant to show
human
thatexperience
apperceptive
is only
human experience is only
possible
sensedpossible
particular(s)
if somecan
sensed
be properly
particular(s)
identified
can be
byproperly
correct use
identified
of the by
categocorrect use of the categohen müsse, die a priorihen
ausmüsse,
dem Verstandie a priori stand
aus dem
Verstanunder
laws which
stand
stem
under
a priori
laws which
stemif asome
priori
ries, leaving it then tories,
empirical
leavinginquiry
it thentotospecify
empirical
howinquiry
extensive
to specify
may behow
suchextensive
identifiability
may be such identifiability
de allein entspringen. de allein entspringen. only from the understanding.
only from the understanding.
of sensed
objects.
of sensed
observations
objects.atKant’s
the end
observations
of §25 about
at the
the end
occasional
of §25 character
about the of
occasional character of
Zuvörderst merke ich
Zuvörderst
an, daß merke
ich
ich
ich that First
Firstan,I daß
remark
by synthesis
I remark
of that
by synthesis
of Kant’s
any
actual
‘I
think
…’
any
may
actual
support
‘I
think
the
latter,
…’
may
weaker
support
thesis.)
the
latter,
weaker
thesis.)
unter der S y n t h e s i sunter
d e r der
A p pS ryenht ehne -s i s dapprehension
e r A p p r eIh eunderstand
n - apprehension
the placing
I understand the placing
1050 s i o n die des
s i o n die Zusammensetzung
Zusammensetzung
Man- togetherdes
Manof the
manifold
together
in anof
empirthe manifold
empir- Kant
B160 in
(ll.an1048–54):
B160
remarks
(ll. 1048–54):
on the Kant
cognitive
remarks
process(es)
on the cognitive
involved inprocess(es)
integratinginvolved
mani- in integrating maninigfaltigen in einer nigfaltigen
empirischen
in Aneiner ical
empirischen
intuition, Anso thatical
perception,
intuition, i.e.
so that
perception,
fold,
complex, i.e.
variegated
fold,sensory
complex,
intake,
variegated
sufficient
sensory
to afford
intake,perceptual,
sufficient i.e.,
to afford
empirical
perceptual,
con- i.e., empirical conschauung verstehe, dadurch
schauung Wahrnehverstehe, dadurch
empiricalWahrnehconsciousness
empirical
of it (as
consciousness
apof
it
(as
apsciousness (as distinctsciousness
to apperceptive
(as distinct
perceptual
to apperceptive
consciousness).
perceptual
His point
consciousness).
about process
His point about process
[…].becomes possible
[…]. issues ofhelps
mung, d.i. empirisches
mung,
Bewußtseyn
d.i. empirisches
der- pearance)
Bewußtseyn
der- possible
becomes
pearance)
helps identify
cognitive
identify
validity
issuesaddressed
of cognitive
subsequently.
validity addressed
(Omitted
subsequently.
is a brief passage
(Omitted is a brief passage
selben (als Erscheinung),
selbenmöglich
(als Erscheinung),
wird
möglich wird
about space and time about
as unitary
spaceformal
and time
intuitions,
as unitary
notformal
merelyintuitions,
forms of sensory
not merely
receptivity;
forms of sensory receptivity;
[…].
1055 […].
[B161]
[B161]
l. 1056–7.)
his key premiss for thehis
ensuing
key premiss
proof for
is retained
the ensuing
on B161,
proofhere
is retained
on B161, here l. 1056–7.)
76

77

77
77

161the
(ll. manifold
1056–79): Insofar
B161 (ll.
as 1056–79):
particulars Insofar
(of whatever
as particulars
sort or scale)
(of whatever
are sensed
sort by
or or
scale)
pre-are sensed by or preE i n h e i t d e r S y[…]
n t hEeisni sh edes
i t dMane r S y n[…]
t h eUnity
s i s des
of Mansynthesis of
Unity
manifold
of synthesis Bof
[…]the
sented
to usalso
via aour senses
sented and
to us
sovia
areour
sensed
senses
by and
or presented
so are sensed
to usbyspatio-temporally,
or presented to us
thespatio-temporally, the
nigfaltigen außer oder
nigfaltigen
in uns, außer
mithinoderoutside
in uns,or mithin
within us,
outside
henceoralso
within
a us,
hence
two amust
prioriaccord
concepts ‘space’
two a priori
and ‘time’
concepts
pertain
‘space’
to them;
and ‘time’
whatever
pertain
is so
to presented
them; whatever
to us falls
is so presented to us falls
auch eine Verbindung,
auch
dereine
alles,Verbindung,
was im connection
der alles, was
withimwhich
connection
must accord
with which
within
the intension (scope)
within the
of those
intension
two (scope)
concepts.
of However,
those twothese
concepts.
conditions
However,
as such
thesedoconditions as such do
Raume oder der ZeitRaume
bestimmt
oder vorgeder Zeit everything
bestimmt which
vorge-shalleverything
be represented
which shall
be represented
at all or
suffice
not at all suffice
discriminate
to individuate,
or identify
discriminate
any sensedor
particular
identify whatever.
any sensedNeiparticular whatever. Nei1060
stellt werden soll,
gemäß
stelltseyn
werden
muß,soll,
[ist]gemäß
determinately
seyn muß, [ist]
within determinately
space or time,
withinnotspace
time,to individuate,
ther
do
these
conditions
ther
suffice
do
these
to
specify
conditions
any
suffice
instance
to
of
specify
any
a
any
priori
instance
categorical
of
any
feature(s)
a
priori
categorical feature(s)
a priori als Bedingunga der
priori
Synthesis
als Bedingung
aller der
Synthesis
allera priori
[is] given
at once
[is] given
as condition
at once a priori as condition
concept of an object
of ourasconcept
such. of
Hence
an object
these as
sensory,
such. Hence
intuitive,
these
spatio-temporal,
sensory, intuitive,
concepspatio-temporal, concepApprehension schon Apprehension
mit (nicht in) schon
die- mit
(nicht
in) die-of all
of the
synthesis
of apprehension
the synthesis of of
all our
apprehension
tual
and
judgmental
conditions
tual
and
judgmental
do
not
suffice
conditions
to
specify
do
any
not
suffice
complement
to
specify
to
any
any
(attempted)
complement
to any (attempted)
sen [raum-zeitlich, sinnlichen]
sen [raum-zeitlich,
Anschau-sinnlichen]
Anschaualready with
(not in)already
these [sensible,
with (not in) these [sensible,
apperceptive ‘I think apperceptive
…’. Actually ‘Itothink
think…’.
any Actually
instance to
of think
‘I think
any …’
instance
involves
of ‘Ithinking
think …’ involves thinking
ungen zugleich gegeben.
ungen zugleich gegeben.spatio-temporal] intuitions.
spatio-temporal] intuitions.
about
some
particular(s)
about
or
some
others
particular(s)
now
sensorily
or
presented
others
now
(here
sensorily
or
there).
presented
Any
such
(here
humanly
or
there). Any such humanly
1065 Einheit
Diese synthetische
Diese aber
synthetische
kann Einheit
aber this
kannsynthetic
However,
However,
unity can
this synthetic unity can
possible thought mustpossible
be structured
thoughtand
must
facilitated
be structured
by judgmental
and facilitated
use of by
categories,
judgmental
which
use of categories, which
keine andere seyn, als
keine
die andere
der Verbinseyn, alsbedie
derother
Verbinnone
than the
bebinding
none other
of the
than the binding of the
we must be able to usewetomust
discriminate
be able tosome
use to
sensorily
discriminate
presented
someparticular(s).
sensorily presented
This doesparticular(s).
enThis does endung des Mannigfaltigen
dung einer
des Mannigfaltigen
gegebe- manifold
einer of
gegebea given intuition
manifoldasofsuch
a given intuition as such
tail constraints on humanly
tail constraints
identifiable
onparticulars,
humanly identifiable
but those constraints
particulars, are
but the
those
topic
constraints
of the are the topic of the
nen Anschauung überhaupt
nen Anschauung
in einem urüberhaupt
einem consciousness
ur- in an original
in an inoriginal
accordconsciousness accordAnalytic of Principles.Analytic
Kant’s point
of Principles.
in the Deduction
Kant’s point
is that
in the
anyone
Deduction
who can
is that
thinkanyone
‘I thinkwho can think ‘I think
sprünglichen Bewußtseyn,
sprünglichen
den CategoriBewußtseyn,
den
ing to
theCategoricategories, ing
applied
to the
solely
categories,
to
applied solely to
…’ must think by using
…’the
must
categories
think byinusing
making
the judgments,
categories in
however
makingapproximate,
judgments, however
tentativeapproximate, tentative
en gemäß, nur1070
aufenunsere
gemäß,sinnliche
nur auf our
unsere
sinnliche
sensible
intuition.
ourConsequently
sensible intuition. Consequently
or inaccurate, by which
or inaccurate,
s/he can identify
by which
ands/he
discriminate,
can identify
at least
and discriminate,
presumptively,at some
least presumptively, some
Anschauung angewandt.
Anschauung
Folglich angewandt.
steht all synthesis,
Folglich steht
by which
all even
synthesis,
percepby which
even
percepspatio-temporal sensedspatio-temporal
particular(s), sosensed
as to be
particular(s),
able to think
so that
as tos/he
be able
perceives
to think
thatthat
or s/he
them, perceives that or them,
alle Synthesis, wodurch
alleselbst
Synthesis,
Wahrnehwodurchtion
selbst
Wahrnehis possible,
stands
tion
under
is possible,
the cat- stands
the catnowunder
(and there),
so as tonow
realise
(and the
there),
incomplete
so as to realise
thought
the‘Iincomplete
think …’ by
thought
ascribing
‘I think
that thought
…’ by ascribing that thought
mung möglich wird, unter
mung den
möglich
Categoriwird, unter
den and
Categoriegories;
since experience
egories; and
is cogsince experience
to oneself isincogthe context
to oneself
of being
in the
ablecontext
to identify,
of being
individuate
able to and
identify,
correctly
individuate
(if perhaps
and correctly (if perhaps
en; und da Erfahrungen;
Erkenntniß
und da Erfahrung
durch Erkenntniß
durchconnected
nition through
nition through
percep- connected
percep-somecrudely)
crudely) identify
feature(s)
identify
of some
some
perceived
feature(s)
particular(s),
of some perceived
and onlyparticular(s),
thus being able
andtoonly thus being able to
1075 verknüpfte
verknüpfte Wahrnehmungen
ist, Wahrnehmungen
so sind tions, the
ist, so
sind tions,
categories
are thus
the condicategoriesthink
are thus
and tocondicorrectlythink
conceive
and oneself
to correctly
as perceiving
conceive that
oneself
or those
as perceiving
particular(s).
that or
Without
those particular(s).
usWithout usdie Categorien Bedingungen
die Categorien
der Bedingungen
der tions
tions of the possibility
of experience
of the possibility
of
experience
ing the categories in presumptive
ing the categories
cognitive
in presumptive
judgments about
cognitive
some
judgments
particular(s)
about
or some
other(s),
particular(s) or other(s),
Möglichkeit der Erfahrung
Möglichkeit
und der
gelten
Erfahrung
and areund
thusgelten
valid a and
prioriare
also
thus
of valid
all aone
priori
alsoneither
of all think
could
onenor
could
say neither
‘it is (such-and-so)’;
think nor sayindeed,
‘it is (such-and-so)’;
not even to think
indeed,
or not
to say
even
‘it to think or to say ‘it
allen
a priori
Gegenstänauch von objects
allen Gegenstän[…]
[…]
also a priori auch von
also
of experience.objects of experience.
seems to me to be (such-and-so)’,
seems to me because
to be (such-and-so)’,
even this thought
because
andeven
judgment
this thought
require and
discrimijudgment require discrimiden der Erfahrung. den der Erfahrung.
nating by localising the
nating
relevant
by localising
‘it’, in part
theby
relevant
delimiting
‘it’, in
thepart
region
by delimiting
(spatial scope)
the region
within (spatial scope) within
1080
* * *
* * which
*
* * *
* * *
one now (period)which
perceives
one now
it, by(period)
ascribing
perceives
at leastit,some
by ascribing
feature(s)
at to
least
it. Kant’s
some feature(s)
Deduc- to it. Kant’s Deduction focuses on the highest
tion focuses
conceptual
on theand
highest
judgmental
conceptual
conditions
and judgmental
which must
conditions
be satisfied
which must be satisfied
for any actual instanceforofany
anyactual
humanly
instance
possible
of any
‘I think
humanly
…’. The
possible
Analytic
‘I think
of Principles
…’. The Analytic
exof Principles examines the correlativeamines
constraints
the correlative
upon sensed,
constraints
perceived
upon
particulars,
sensed, perceived
such that we
particulars,
can at allsuch that we can at all
identify them.
identify them.
Kant’s point in the deduction
Kant’s point
is thatinany
thehumanly
deduction
possible
is that discrimination
any humanly possible
of specificdiscrimination
regions
of specific regions
of space and of specificofperiods
space and
of time
of specific
require
periods
discriminating
of time require
particulars
discriminating
which one identifies
particulars which one identifies
within some perceptual-experiential
within some perceptual-experiential
context, on some occasion,
context,
as on
having
sometheir
occasion,
specificasspatial
having their specific spatial
configuration and temporal
configuration
duration,and
both
temporal
of which
duration,
can be both
specified
of which
only by
canconjointly
be specified
specionly by conjointly specifying some features of those
fying particulars
some features
byofwhich
thoseone
particulars
can at allbydiscriminate
which one them
can atfrom
all discriminate
one an- them from one another, and contrast it orother,
themand
to onself
contrast
anditone’s
or them
perceiving
to onselfofand
it orone’s
them.perceiving
All these specific,
of it or them.
par- All these specific, particular discriminations ticular
requirediscriminations
competent judgmental
require competent
use of thejudgmental
categories and
use of
thethe
concepts
categories and the concepts
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andintu‘time(s)’ ‘space(s)’
to identifyand
by‘time(s)’
classifying
to identify
(specifying)
by classifying
conjointly all(specifying)
of these discriminated
conjointly all of these discriminated
Wenn ich also [z.B162]
B. die
Wenn
empirische
ich also z. B.If,diee.g.,
empirische
I make the empirical
If, e.g., I intumake the‘space(s)’
empirical
features,apprehenparticulars, relations
features,and
particulars,
occasion.relations
Withoutand
suchoccasion.
possibleWithout
competent
such
usepossible
of categories
competent use of categories
Anschauung eines Hauses
Anschauung
durch Appreeines Hauses
itiondurch
of a Apprehouse through
ition of
apprehena house through
prospectively
cognitive
in prospectively
judgments within
cognitive
perceptual
judgments
contexts
withinweperceptual
never could
contexts
be ablewe
merely
never could be able merely
hension des Mannigfaltigen
hension des
derselben
Mannigfaltigen
sion of its
derselben
manifold sion
into perception,
of its manifoldininto
perception,
IS
such-and-so;
indeed,
IS
we
such-and-so;
could
never
indeed,
merely
we
judge
could
(or
never
say), merely judge (or say),
to
judge
(or
to
say),
this
to
particular
judge
(or
to
say),
this
particular
zur Wahrnehmung mache,
zur Wahrnehmung
so liegt mir mache,
fundamental
so liegt tomirmy so
fundamental
doing is the
to my so doing is the
‘I think
... this senparticular
‘I think
appears
... this
to me
particular
such-and-so’,
appearsbecause
to me such-and-so’,
such hesitant because
reports of
such
sensory
hesitant reports of sensory
die n o t w e n d i g1085
e E idie
n h ne iot t des
w e nRaumes
d i g e E i nnecessary
h e i t desunity
Raumes
of spacenecessary
and outer
unitysenof space
and outer
appearances
require
identifying
appearances
that
require
which
identifying
so
appears
that
to
oneself
which
so
as
some
appears
particular
to
oneself
which
as
some
so particular which so
und der äußeren sinnlichen
und derAnschauung
äußeren sinnlichen
sible Anschauung
intuition as such,
sibleand
intuition
I as itas such, and I as it
This with
much, atappears.
least, Kant
Thisproves
much,inathis
least,
Deduction
Kant proves
of theinCategories.
his Deduction of the Categories.
überhaupt zum Grunde,
überhaupt
und ichzum
zeichne
Grunde,
unddraw
ich zeichne
were
its figure were
in accord
draw with
its figureappears.
in accord
gleichsam seine Gestalt,
gleichsam
dieser seine
synthetiGestalt,
synthetithisdieser
synthetic
unity ofthis
the synthetic
manifold unity
in of
the (ll.
manifold
in Mercifully,
B162
1081–1099):
B162 (ll. 1081–1099):
Kant illustrates
Mercifully,
his point
Kant
with
illustrates
an example
his point
whichwith
canan
only
example
be which can only be
schen Einheit des schen
Mannigfaltigen
Einheit des
im Mannigfaltigen
space. However,imthisspace.
very same
However,
syn- thisfully
veryexplicated
same synKCE
in thefully
‘Analogies
explicated
of Experience’
in the ‘Analogies
(N.B.: ofall Experience’
three Analogies
(N.B.:conjointly!
all three Analogies
conjointly! KCE
Raume gemäß. 1090
EbenRaume
dieselbe
gemäß.
synthetiEben thetic
dieselbeunity,
synthetiif I abstract
thetic from
unity, the
if I abstract
from
the
§§44–61): perceiving a§§44–61):
house (B162,
perceiving
cf. B235,
a house
237). Recalling
(B162, cf. the
B235,
previous
237). Recalling
comments,
thethe
previous
key comments, the key
sche Einheit aber, wenn
sche Einheit
ich vonaber,
der wenn
von der
formich
of space,
is rooted
form
in of
thespace,
under-is rooted
in the
points
are underthese: Perceiving
points (e.g.)
are these:
a house
Perceiving
presupposes
(e.g.) athe
house
necessary
presupposes
unity ofthe
space
necessary
within unity of space within
Form des Raumes abstrahiere,
Form des Raumes
hat im abstrahiere,
hat isimthe standing,
standing, and
the category
and of
is thewhich
the category
the houseofis located.
whichThat
the house
presupposition,
is located.however,
That presupposition,
does not suffice
however,
to specify
doesany
notregion
suffice to specify any region
of space
of space
house.occupied
Specifying
by this
the house.
region Specifying
requires arbitrarily
this region
delimiting
requiresthe
arbitrarily
con- delimiting the conVerstande ihren Sitz, Verstande
und ist dieihren
CategoSitz, und
ist die of
Categosynthesis
the uniform
synthesis
in anofintuthe uniform
in occupied
an intu- by the
to conceive
cept
this‘space’
specific
toregion
conceive
of space,
this specific
by ‘asregion
it were’
of outlining
space, bythe
‘as boundary
it were’ outlining
of
the boundary of
rie der Synthesis des rie
Gleichartigen
der Synthesis
in eides Gleichartigen
in eiition as such,
i.e., the
itioncategory
as such,ofi.e., cept
the ‘space’
category
of
the
which
the house,
identifying
whichsome
requires
structural
identifying
features
some
of the
structural
house: Itsfeatures
foundation
of the (at
house: Its foundation (at
ner Anschauung1095
überhaupt,
ner Anschauung
d. i. die Caüberhaupt,
i. diewhich
Ca- that
quntity,d.with
quntity,
synthesis
with which
of
that house,
synthesis
of requires
level), walls and
ground
roof,level),
at least
walls
approximately.
and roof, atHere
least Kant
approximately.
anticipatesHere
exactly
Kant
Evans’
anticipates exactly Evans’
tegorie der G r ö ß e ,tegorie
welcherderalso
G rjene
ö ß e , welcher
also jene
apprehension,
i.e., the
apprehension,
perception,i.e., ground
the perception,
(1975)
point about the(1975)
mutual
point
interdependence
about the mutual
of identifying
interdependence
the spatial
of identifying
boundariesthe
of spatial
any boundaries of any
Synthesis der Apprehension,
Synthesis d.
deri. Apprehension,
die must therefore
d. i. die
entirely
must
accord.*
therefore entirely
accord.*
perceived thing and ascribing
perceived
to thing
that thing
and ascribing
some manifest
to thatfeatures
thing some
(by which
manifest
alone
features
the relevant
(by which alone the relevant
Wahrnehmung, durchaus
Wahrnehmung,
gemäß sein
durchaus gemäß sein
boundaries
can
be
identified).
boundaries
Here
can
Kant
be
identified).
stresses
that
Here
identifying
Kant
stresses
and
discriminating
that
identifying
(differenand
discriminating (differenmuß.*
muß.*
tiating)
tiating)
occupied
that spatial
by that
region
houseoccupied
uses (inter
by alia)
that house
the category
uses (inter
of quantity
alia) thetocategory of quantity to
1100 wird
* Auf solche Weise
* Aufbewiesen:
solche Weise
daß wird
* Inbewiesen:
this way isdaß
proven:
* Inthat
thisthe
waysynis proven:
thatthat
thespatial
syn- region
identify
the
house’s
spatial
identify
quantity
the
house’s
(size,
shape,
spatial
place),
quantity
and
(size,
that
shape,
the
sensory
place),
synthesis
and
that
required
the sensory synthesis required
die Synthesis der Apprehension,
die Synthesiswelche
der Apprehension,
welche thesis
thesis of apprehension,
which
of apprehension,
is emwhich is emto
perceive
this
house
to
must
perceive
also
accord
this
house
with
must
this
same
also
quantitative,
accord
with
this
categorial
same
quantitative,
synthesis
andcategorial
the
synthesis and the
empirisch ist, der Synthesis
empirisch
derist,Apperder Synthesis
Apperpirical,der
must
necessarily
pirical,
accord
mustwith
necessarily accord with
conceptual specification
conceptual
it affords specification
of the location
it affords
and dimensions
of the location
of the and
house.
dimensions of the house.
zeption, welche intellektuell
zeption,und
welche
gänzlich
intellektuell
und gänzlich
the synthesis
of apperception,
the synthesis
which
of apperception, which
a priori in der Categorie
a priori
enthalten
in der Categorie
ist, is intellectual
enthaltenand
ist,is contained
is intellectual
entirely
and is contained
entirely Kant
B162 (ll. 1100–10):
B162
notes
(ll. 1100–10):
(*) that this
Kant
illustration,
notes (*)together
that thiswith
illustration,
the previous
together
main
with
textthe previous main text
1105 sein
nothwendig gemäß
nothwendig
müsse. gemäß
Es ist sein
müsse.
Es category.
ist a priori
a priori
in the
It is in
one
theand
category.
It isprove
one and
of §26,
that theofempirical
§26, prove
synthesis
that theofempirical
sensory apprehension
synthesis of sensory
(sensoryapprehension
binding) must
(sensory binding) must
necessarily
necessarily
the intellectual,
accord with
categorial
the intellectual,
synthesis which
categorial
affords
synthesis
any explicit
which affords any explicit
eine und dieselbe Spontaneität,
eine und dieselbe
welche Spontaneität,
the same welche
spontaneity
thewhich
same there,
spontaneity
which accord
there, with
prospectively
(apperceptive,
accurate)prospectively
recognition of
accurate)
that space
recognition
occupiedofbythat
thatspace
house.
occupied
Kant by that house. Kant
d ort, unter dem
d ort,
N amunter
en d er
dem under
N am
enname
d erof imagination,
the
under the name
and of (apperceptive,
imagination, and
the two-foldreiterates
spontaneous
the two-fold
use of the
spontaneous
categories, use
one of
sub-personal
the categories,
by transcendenone sub-personal by transcendenEinbildungskraft, hier
Einbildungskraft,
des Verstandes,hier here
des under
Verstandes,
the namehere
of understandunder the namereiterates
of understandtal
power
of
imagination,
tal
power
which
of
affords
imagination,
sensory
which
synthesis
affords
(binding)
sensory
required
synthesis
to
perceive
(binding)any
required to perceive any
Verbindung in das Verbindung
Mannigfaltigein der
das Mannigfaltige
der
ing, brings conjunction
ing,into
brings
the manconjunction into the manparticulars;
the
other
particulars;
explicit
by
the
understanding,
other
explicit
exercised
by
understanding,
in
explicit
judging
exercised
of
in
whatever
explicit
judging of whatever
1110 Anschauung hineinbringt.
Anschauung hineinbringt.
ifold of intuition.
ifold of intuition.
particular(s) one localises
particular(s)
within one’s
one localises
surroundings,
withinwhich
one’s can
surroundings,
be judged inwhich
overtcan
cognitive
be judged in overt cognitive
* * *
[… B163]
* * *
[… B163]
* * *
* * judgments.
*
That thesejudgments.
are one and
That
thethese
sameare
‘spontaneity’
one and the
does
same
not‘spontaneity’
entail token does
identity
notofentail token identity of
particular conjunctions,
particular
combinations
conjunctions,
or syntheses
combinations
effected orin syntheses
these twoeffected
fundamental
in these
re- two fundamental regards: one sensory-perceptive,
gards: one
thesensory-perceptive,
other intellectual. the other intellectual.
[B162]
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B163 (ll.
1112–16):
B163
again
(ll. 1112–16):
states thatKant
the categories
again states
prescribe
that thelaws
categories
to nature
prescribe
(as thelaws
sum to nature (as the sum
Categorien sind Begriffe,
Categorien
welchesind
den Begriffe,
welche are
denconcepts
Categories
Categories
which preare concepts
which
pre- Kant
of appearances) atotal
priori.
of This
appearances)
may appear
a priori.
to affirm
This may
the generative
appear to sense
affirmofthe‘constitution
generative sense of ‘constitution
Erscheinungen, mithin
Erscheinungen,
der Natur als
mithinscribe
der laws
Natura als
priori scribe
to appearances,
laws a priori total
to appearances,
of objects’
of objects’
but it need
(above,
not§2.15),
be so but
interpreted:
it need not
It may
be sosuffice
interpreted:
to affirm
It may
the secsuffice to affirm the secna- Erscheinungen
dem Inbegriffe aller dem
Erscheinungen
Inbegriffe (aller
(na-as the
hence to nature
hence
totality
to nature
of all as the
totality (above,
of all §2.15),
ond,
presuppositional
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sense,
presuppositional
that
only
those
sense,
sensed
that
particulars
only
those
which
sensed
can
particulars
be
judged
which
using
can be judged using
tura materialiter 1115
spectata
tura
materialiter
spectataappearances
) Gesetze
a priori
) Gesetze a priori
(natura materialiter
appearancesspecta(natura materialiter spectathe categories
can be the
‘anything
categories
for me’,
can be
as ‘anything
Kant saysfor
earlier
me’, inasthe
Kant
Deduction
says earlier
(§16),
in the
when
Deduction (§16), when
vorschreiben; und nun
vorschreiben;
frägt sich, da
undsienun ta);
frägtand
sich,
da the
sie question
now
ta); and is,now
since
the question
is, since
recognising
that
sensory
recognising
states
may
that
well
sensory
occur
states
within
may
oneself,
well
occur
of
which
within
one
oneself,
would
or
of
could
which
one would or could
nicht von der Naturnicht
abgeleitet
von der
werden
Natur abgeleitet
werden
they are not
derived they
fromare
nature
not derived
and
from nature and
become
self-consciously
never become
awareself-consciously
(above, §3.4). Kant’s
aware (above,
term ‘appearances’
§3.4). Kant’scan
term
be ‘appearances’
used,
can be used,
und sich nach ihr als und
ihrem
sichMuster
nach ihr
richals ihrem
Muster
rich- itsoas would
so would
address
their exemaddress itnever
as their
exemand
is
used
by
Kant,
and
in
is
several
used
senses.
by
Kant,
Caution
in
several
is
required
senses.
to
Caution
discern
is
which
required
senses
to
discern
of
which
senses of
ten (weil sie sonst bloß
ten (weil
empirisch
sie sonst
seyn bloß
empirisch
plary
instanceseyn
(because
plarythey
instance
would(because they would
‘appearance(s)’
not ruled in, orisruled
or is out,
not ruled
by various
in, or aspects
ruled out,
of by
Kant’s
various
transcendental
aspects of Kant’s transcendental
würden), wie es 1120
zu begreifen
würden),sei,
wiedaß
es zu
diebegreifen
daß dieempirical),
thus besei,merely
thus behow
merely
is it empirical),
how is isitor is‘appearance(s)’
reflections
on
possible
reflections
experience
on
and
possible
its
conditions.
experience
and
its
conditions.
Natur sich nach ihnenNatur
richten
sichmüsse,
nach ihnen
d.i. richten
müsse, d.i.that comprehensible
comprehensible
nature must ad- that nature must adwie sie die Verbindung
wiedes
sie Mannigfaltidie Verbindungdress
des Mannigfaltithem, i.e. how dress
can they
them,deteri.e. howB163
can (ll.
they
deter- Kant
1116–25):
B163
poses
(ll. 1116–25):
the puzzleKant
about
poses
howthe
ourpuzzle
a prioriabout
categories
how our
can a(even
prioriappear
categories can (even appear
gen der Natur, ohnegen
sie der
von Natur,
dieser ohne
ab- sie
vona dieser
ab- connection
mine
priori the
mine a priori
of the
the connection
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to, ‘as it were’)
to, ‘aslaws
it were’)
to (or prescribe
constraints
laws
upon)
to (or
nature,
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if they upon)
are a priori
nature,
andif not
they are a priori and not
from nature.
taken from nature.
a priori bestimmen
zunehmen, a priori bestimmen
zunehmen, können.
manifold können.
of nature,manifold
without of
being
nature,taken
without
being
1125 Hier
Hier ist die Auflösung
dieses
ist die
Räthsels.
Auflösung dieses
Räthsels.
derived
from it. Herederived
is the from
solution
it. Here is the solution
B164–5 (ll. 1126–70): BKant’s
164–5 solution
(ll. 1126–70):
to theKant’s
puzzlesolution
appealstotothe
transcendental
puzzle appeals
idealism,
to transcendental
acidealism, acto this riddle.
to this riddle.
cording to which ‘appearances’
cording to ‘inhere
which ‘appearances’
in the subject’‘inhere
(ll. 1131–40).
in the subject’
Accordingly,
(ll. 1131–40).
whateverAccordingly, whatever
Es ist um nichts Itbefremdlicher,
B164] Es ist um nichts
B164] befremdlicher,
is no more baffling,Ithow
is nothe
more
lawsbaffling,
how theinhere
laws in structure(s)
structure(s)
appearancesinhere
depend
in upon
appearances
the subject
depend
in which
upon those
the subject
appearances
in which
in-those appearances inwie die Gesetze derwie
Erscheinungen
die Gesetze in
der Erscheinungen
in ofwithin
of the appearances
the appearances
nature
within
here.
Hencenature
there is no
here.
particular
Hence surprise
there is no
thatparticular
appearances
surprise
mustthat
exhibit
appearances
whatevermust
structures
exhibit whatever structures
der Natur mit dem Verstande
der Naturund
mit seiner
dem Verstande
seiner
must asund
such
be connected
must as with
suchthe
be connected
withbythethat subject’s
are required
are required
forms
by of
that
sensibility
subject’s(receptivity)
forms of sensibility
and forms
(receptivity)
of intellectand
(judgforms of intellect (judga priori, d.i.
das
seinem
Vermögen das
Form a priori, d.i. seinem
FormVermögen
understanding
and its
understanding
a priori form,and its
a
priori
form,
ment). ‘Appearances,
ment).
however,
‘Appearances,
are only representations
however, are of
only
things’,
representations
and these representations
of things’, and these representations
1130 Mannigfaltige
Mannigfaltige überhaupt
zu verbinden,
überhaupt
verbinden,
i.e., zu
with
its capacity i.e.,
to with
connect
its capacity
the
connect the
aretostructured
by the representing
are structuredsubject
by the(ll.
representing
1143–50). subject (ll. 1143–50).
als wie die Erscheinungen
als wieselbst
die Erscheinungen
mit der manifold
selbst as
mitsuch,
der than
manifold
how appearas such, than Kant’s
how appearsolution is notKant’s
entirely
solution
satisfactory,
is not in
entirely
part because
satisfactory,
it is too
in part
convenient.
because it
I have
is too convenient. I have
a priori Anschauung
a priori must
Form der sinnlichen Anschauung
Form der sinnlichen
ances themselves
ances
agree
themselves
a priori must
agree
a priori (KTPR
) that elsewhere
Kant’s transcendental
idealism
transcendental
requires (as he
idealism
insists)requires
a radical(as he insists) a radical
argued
elsewhere
argued
(KTPR) that Kant’s
übereinstimmen müssen.
übereinstimmen
Denn Gesetze
müssen.
withDenn
the Gesetze
form of sensible
with theintuition.
form of sensible
intuition.
dichotomy
between the
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formal structures
between the
of experience
formal structures
(which of
alone
experience
are said(which
to be ‘legisalone are said to be ‘legisexistiren eben so wenig
existiren
in deneben
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den Erscheiexist just asFor
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existapjust aslated’
littleby
within
apour human
form
lated’ of
by cognisance)
our human and
formthe
ofmaterial
cognisance)
content(s)
and theofmaterial
experience,
content(s)
includ-of experience, includnungen, sondern1135
nur nungen,
relativ auf
sondern
das Subnur relativ
auf dasbut
Subpearances,
ratherpearances,
only relative
buttoratheringonly
relative
tosensory
quite
specific
ing quite
contents.
specific
Kant’s
sensory
transcendental
contents. Kant’s
idealism
transcendental
is designed toidealism
accountisfor
designed to account for
a priori inconditions
formal
of apossible
priori conditions
human apperceptive
of possible experience
human apperceptive
which are experience
either con-which are either conject, dem die Erscheinungen
ject, dem inhäriren,
die Erscheinungen
inhäriren,
the subject
in which the
appearances
subject ininwhichformal
appearances
ceptual
or intuitive. Yet
ceptual
Kant’s
or probing
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Yet Kant’s probing
of the formal
examination
a priori conditions
of the formal
necesa priori conditions necesso fern es Verstand hat,
so fern
als Erscheinunes Verstand hat,here,
als Erscheinunso far as it hashere,
understanding,
so far as it has
understanding,
saryexist
for in
thethempossibility
sary
of for
ourthe
apperceptive
possibility experience
of our apperceptive
also identifies
experience
a key formal
also identifies
a priori a key formal a priori
gen nicht an sich existiren,
gen nicht
sondern
an sichnurexistiren,
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as appearances
do not
as exist
appearances
in them-do not
condition
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is
neither
condition
conceptual
which
is
nor
neither
intuitive
conceptual
but
rather
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is
intuitive
material:
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but
rather
humanly
is
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Wesen,auf
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so
fern
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relative
buttorather
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of
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amongst
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and
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of
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intake.
contents
of sensory intake.
1140anSinne
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sich hat.
selbst
Dingen
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being,würde
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same
it has
being,
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Such would
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humanly
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ihre Gesetzmäßigkeitihre
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To things in auch
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To things
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sensory
intake,
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likewise
sensory
at
intake,
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richer
and
level
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of
integration
at
a
richer
such
level
sensory
of
integration
intake
affords,
such sensory intake affords,
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außer
dereinem
sie erkennt,
Verstande,essarily
der siebeerkennt,
ascribed their
essarily
lawfulness,
be ascribed their lawfulness,
alsounderstanding
amongst the objects
alsoofamongst
sensory intuition
the objectsand
of sensory
perception
intuition
(Kantand
makes
perception
the point
(Kant
at both
makes the point at both
zukommen. Allein Erscheinungen
zukommen. Allein
sind Erscheinungen
sind anyalso
also apart from
understanding
apart from any
these
levels),
in
principle
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cannot
levels),
be
in
generated
principle
by
cannot
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be
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by
the
structure
of
our
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human
functioning
of our human
nur Vorstellungen von
nurDingen,
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Dingen,
die nach
knows
them. However
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whether
The
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matter
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sensation
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be
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sie an
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of representations of
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transcendental
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idealism,
transcendental
and is required
idealism,
to distinguish
and is required
his idealism
to distinguish his idealism
aber stehen sie unter aber
gar keinem
stehen Gesetze
sie unter garregardless
keinem Gesetze
of what they
regardless
may be
of in
what constitutive
they may be
from
unmitigated
from unmitigated
idealism. Ifsubjective
the matteridealism.
of sensation
If theitself
matter
is of
given
sensation
us ab extra,
itself is given us ab extra,
der Verknüpfung, alsder
demjenigen,
Verknüpfung,
welc-als demjenigen,
welc- themselves.
themselves. However,
as mere repreHowever,
as mere
repre- subjective
whatever
similarities
then and
whatever
varieties
similarities
that matter
and of
varieties
sensation
thathas,
matter
it has.
of sensation
Which of has,
theseit has. Which of these
hes das verknüpfende
hes Vermögen
das verknüpfende
vor- sentations
Vermögenthey
vorstandsentations
under no they
otherstandthen
under
no other
may be
humanly
may be humanly
is a distinct
recognisable
issue, butiswhichever
a distinct of
issue,
them
butmay
whichever
be or are
of huthem may be or are huschreibt. Nun ist1150
das,schreibt.
was das MannigfalNun ist das, was
lawsdasofMannigfalconnection than
lawsthose
of connection
which than
those
which recognisable
manly prescribes.
recognisable, those
manlyvarieties
recognisable,
and similarities
those varieties
are notand
‘legislated’
similarities
by the
are human
not ‘legislated’
mind inby the human mind in
tige der sinnlichen tige
Anschauung
der sinnlichen
ver- Anschauung
ver-capacity
the connecting
the connecting
prescribes. capacity
the
sense
of
generating
the
them.
sense
Our
of
mind
generating
can
them.
only
set
Our
constraints,
mind
can
constraints
only
set
constraints,
which
Kant
constraints
acwhich Kant acknüpft, Einbildungskraft,
knüpft,
dieEinbildungskraft,
vom Ver- Now
diethat
vomwhich
Ver- connects
Now that
the maniwhich connects the maniknowledges
cannot be
knowledges
specified acannot
priori on
be philosophical
specified a priori
grounds,
on philosophical
upon there grounds,
being some
upon there being some
stande der Einheit ihrer
standeintellectuellen
der Einheit ihrer
foldintellectuellen
of sensible intuition
fold isofthe
sensible
powerintuition
is the power
minimal,
humanly
recognisable
minimal,
humanly
degree
of
recognisable
similarity
and
degree
variety
of
similarity
amongst
the
and
content
variety
amongst
of
our
the content of our
Synthesis und von der
Synthesis
Sinnlichkeit
und von
der derofSinnlichkeit
imagination,der
whichofdepends
imagination,
uponwhich depends upon
sensory
intake,
such that
sensory
we can
intake,
at allsuch
integrate
that we
ourcan
sensory
at all integrate
intake (binding)
our sensory
so as intake
to be able
(binding) so as to be able
Mannigfaltigkeit1155
der Mannigfaltigkeit
Apprehension nach
der Apprehension
nach forthe
the understanding
theunderstanding
unity of its for
the unity
of its
to
perceive
our
surroundings,
to
perceive
and
our
so
surroundings,
to
be
able
to
judge
and
so
at
to
least
be
some
able
to
particulars
judge
at
least
to
be
some
suchparticulars to be suchabhängt. Da nun vonabhängt.
der Synthesis
Da nunder
von intellectual
der Synthesis
der intellectual
synthesis
and upon sensisynthesis and upon sensiand-so, such that we can
and-so,
at allsuch
thinkthat
‘I think
we can
…’atthat
all think
those‘Iparticulars
think …’ that
therethose
and then
particulars
or nowthere and then or now
Apprehension alle mögliche
Apprehension
Wahrnehalle mögliche
bility ofWahrnehthe manifold
bility
of of
apprehenthe manifold of apprehenand here are such-and-so,
and here
and are
onlysuch-and-so,
thus to be able
and only
to apperceptive
thus to be them
able to(and
apperceptive
ourselves).them (and ourselves).
mung, sie selbst aber,
mung,
diesesieempirische
selbst aber, sion.
dieseNow
empirische
since all possible
sion. Now
percepsince all possible percepThis minimum degreeThis
of humanly
minimumrecognisable
degree of humanly
similarityrecognisable
and variety similarity
amongst the
andcontents
variety amongst the contents
Synthesis, von der Synthesis,
transscendentalen,
von der transscendentalen,
tion depends upon the
tion synthesis
depends of
upon the synthesis of
of sensations is the transcendental
of sensations affinity
is the transcendental
of the sensoryaffinity
manifold.
of the
I have
sensory
argued
manifold.
(KTPR CIh.have argued (KTPR Ch.
1160 mithin
mithin den Categorien
abhängt,
den so
Categorien
müs- apprehension,
abhängt, so müswhichapprehension,
itself, this emwhich itself, this em3) that Kant justifies3)this
thatrequirement
Kant justifies
by sound
this requirement
transcendental
by sound
proof transcendental
in KdrV, that proof
this in KdrV, that this
sen alle mögliche Wahrnehmungen,
sen alle mögliche
mitWahrnehmungen,
mit- depends
pirical synthesis,
pirical upon
synthesis,
the depends upon the
sound proof demonstrates
soundthat
proof
Kant’s
demonstrates
key arguments
that Kant’s
for transcendental
key arguments
idealism
for transcendental
are invalid, idealism are invalid,
hin auch alles, was zum
hin empirischen
auch alles, was
Be-zumtranscendental
empirischen Be[synthesis],
transcendental
hence up-[synthesis],
hence
up- proof
and that
this sound
and that
exhibits
this sound
exactlyproof
the structure
exhibits and
exactly
provides
the structure
exactly the
and model
provides
re- exactly the model rewußtseyn immer gelangen
wußtseynkann,
immerd.i.gelangen
kann, d.i. so must
on the categories,
on theallcategories,
possible so quired
must all
forpossible
sound versions
quiredoffor
thesound
‘neglected
versions
alternative’
of the ‘neglected
objection alternative’
to Kant’s arguments
objection to
forKant’s arguments for
[B165] alle Erscheinungen
[B165]der
alleNatur,
Erscheinungen
ihrer perceptions,
der Natur, ihrer
hence perceptions,
also everything
hence transcendental
also everything
idealism.
transcendental
Remarkably,idealism.
paying more
Remarkably,
careful attention
paying more
to Kant’s
carefulown
attention
distincto Kant’s own distincVerbindung nach
Verbindung
den Categorien
nach unterwhich
den Categorien
1165unter
can ever enterwhich
empirical
can ever
con- enter
empirical
con- between
tions
and relations
tions and
the relations
two distinct
between
uses of
thethe
twocategories,
distinct uses
oneofinthe
sub-personal
categories,senone in sub-personal senstehen, von welchen stehen,
die Natur
von(bloß
welchen
als die
Natur (bloß
sciousness,
i.e., als
all appearances
sciousness,ofi.e.,
na-all appearances
of and
na- object-discrimination
sory binding
sory binding and object-discrimination
(productive imagination),
(productive
the other
imagination),
in making the
any other in making any
Natur überhaupt betrachtet)
Natur überhaupt
als dem urbetrachtet)
als dem
ur- their
ture as
regards
ture conjunction,
as regards their
conjunction,
cognitive judgments, whether
cognitiveexplicit
judgments,
or implicit
whether
(understanding),
explicit or implicit
and to
(understanding),
Kant’s own distincand to Kant’s own distincsprünglichen Grundesprünglichen
ihrer nothwendiGrunde must
ihrer stand
nothwendiunder themust
categories,
stand under
up- the
categories,
up- between
tions
and relations
tions and
issues
relations
of cognitive
between
process
issues and
of cognitive
issues ofprocess
cognitive
and
validity,
issues proof cognitive validity, pronatura forma- (on
als which
natura depends
forma- nature
gen Gesetzmäßigkeitgen
(alsGesetzmäßigkeit
on which
(regarded
depends vides
naturea sound
(regarded
and sufficient
vides a sound
basis for
andhissufficient
Transcendental
basis forDeduction
his Transcendental
of the Pure
Deduction
Conceptsof the Pure Concepts
liter spectata) abhängt.
spectata
1170 liter Auf
m e)h rabhängt.
e r e merely
Auf as
m enature
h r e r eas such)
merely
as as
thenature
origi- as such)
the origiof theasUnderstanding,
of without
the Understanding,
appeal to hiswithout
transcendental
appeal toidealist
his transcendental
account of objects
idealistasaccount of objects as
G e s e t z e aber als die,
G e sauf
e t zdenen
e aber eine
als die,nalauf
denenofeine
ground
their necessary
nal ground
lawfulof their (mere)
necessary
lawful- to(mere)
appearances
us. This
appearances
vindicatestothe
us. presuppositional
This vindicates the
rather
presuppositional
than the generative
rather than the generative
sense of ‘constitution
sense
of objects’
of ‘constitution
(above, §2.15).
of objects’
Kant’s(above,
account§2.15).
of sensation,
Kant’s account
sensory of
intusensation, sensory intuN a t u r ü b e r h a u p tN als
a t uGesetzmäßigr ü b e r h a u p t ness
als Gesetzmäßig(as natura formaliter
ness (asspectata).
natura formaliter
spectata).
the than
‘matter of
ition
appearance’
and the ‘matter
are in of
factappearance’
more subtle
areand
in fact
sophisticated
more subtle
thanand
thissophisticated
pasthan this paskeit der Erscheinungen
keit der
in Raum
Erscheinungen
und However,
in Raum
undmanyHowever,
to the
laws, othertothan
the manyition
laws,and
other
sagea allows;
§5. sage allows; see §5.
Zeit beruht, reichtZeit
auchberuht,
das reine
reicht those
auch upon
das which
reine rests
those
a nature
uponaswhich
such rests
nature assee
such
1175 Verstandesvermögen
Verstandesvermögen
nicht zu, durch nicht
zu,
durch
as lawfulness of appearances
as lawfulness
in space
of appearances
in space
B165 (ll. 1170–87): Without
B165 (ll.
specifying
1170–87):
them,
Without
Kantspecifying
merely states
them,
that
Kant
his Deduction
merely states
canthat
demhis Deduction can dembloße Categorien den
bloße
Erscheinungen
Categorien aden and
Erscheinungen
a pure
time, even the
and time,
capacity
evenofthe onstrate
pure capacity
of lawsonstrate
no more
than those
no more
required
lawsfor
than
thethose
lawfulness
required
of nature
for the as
lawfulness
such. These
of nature
‘laws’ as such. These ‘laws’
priori Gesetze vorzuschreiben.
priori Gesetze
Besondevorzuschreiben.
Besondeunderstanding
is insufficient
understanding
by mere
is insufficient
by mere
§30).
are specified
in the ‘Analytic
are specified
of Principles’
in the ‘Analytic
(and anticipated
of Principles’
in the
(and
Schematism;
anticipated KCE
in the
Schematism; KCE §30).
re Gesetze, weil sie empirisch
re Gesetze,
bestimmte
weil sie empirisch
bestimmte
categories
to prescribe
categories
a priori laws
to prescribe
to
a
priori
Particular laws
laws toof nature,
Particular
Kantlaws
avers,
of must
nature,
be Kant
specifications
avers, must
of these
be specifications
a priori principles,
of these a priori principles,
Erscheinungen betreffen,
Erscheinungen
können davon
betreffen,
können davon
appearances.
Particular
appearances.
laws, because
Particular
laws,
which
webecause
can only learn
which
through
we canempirical
only learn
inquiries.
throughThis
empirical
leaves inquiries.
open many
This
questions
leaves open
re- many questions renicht vollständig1180
abgeleitet
nicht vollständig
werden, ob
abgeleitet
werden, empirically
ob they determined
they concern
concern empirically
determined
garding Kant’s ‘Analytic
garding
of Principles’
Kant’s ‘Analytic
and its of
relations
Principles’
to empirical
and its relations
physics, to
only
empirical
some ofphysics, only some of
sie gleich alle insgesammt
sie gleich
unter
alle jenen
insgesammt
unter jenen
appearances,
cannotappearances,
be completely
cannotwhich
be completely
are addressed in
which
the ‘Transcendental
are addressed inDialectic’,
the ‘Transcendental
others are considered
Dialectic’, others
in Kant’s
are considered
Metain Kant’s Metastehen. Es muß Erfahrung
stehen. Es
dazumuß
komErfahrung
komderiveddazu
from
[thosederived
categories],
from al[those categories], al-
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men, um die letzteremen,
überhaupt
um diekennen
letztere überhaupt
kennen
though they
all stand
though
underthey
them.
all stand
under
them. of Natural
physical
Foundations
physical Foundations
Science. None
of of
Natural
theseScience.
issues None
shouldofbethese
addressed
issues within
shouldKant’s
be addressed within Kant’s
Deduction,
so it is unsurprising
Deduction,that
so ithere
is unsurprising
they are no more
that here
thanthey
mentioned
are no more
by Kant.
than mentioned by Kant.
zu lernen; von Erfahrung
zu lernen;
aber überhaupt
von Erfahrung
aber überhaupt
Experience
too mustExperience
be considered
too must
be considered
1185
und dem, was als
ein und
Gegenstand
dem, wasderselals ein Gegenstand
to discoverderselthese latter
to in
discover
any regard;
these latter in any regard;
ben erkannt werden ben
kann,
erkannt
geben werden
allein kann,
alleinexperience
only geben
regarding
only regarding
as such, experience as such,
Belehrung.
jene Gesetze a priori die
jeneBelehrung.
Gesetze a priori dieand
that which can beand
cognized
that which
as ancan be cognized as an
object of experience, object
do those
of experience,
a priori
do those
3.15
§27:a priori
Result of
3.15
this Deduction
§27: Result
of the
of this
Concepts
Deduction
of theofUnderstanding.
the Concepts of the Understanding.
laws [of the understanding]
laws [of instruct
the understanding] instruct
B165–6 (ll. 1190–1202):
B165–6
Surprisingly,
(ll. 1190–1202):
most of Surprisingly,
Kant’s resultsmost
in the
of Kant’s
Deduction
results
are injustified,
the Deduction are justified,
us.
us.
even if his transcendental
even idealism
if his transcendental
be set aside. idealism
Setting aside
be sethisaside.
transcendental
Setting aside
idealism
his transcendental
reidealism requires acknowledging
that we
acknowledging
might well sense
thatorweeven
might
perceive
well sense
some
or particulars
even perceive
which
some
we particulars which we
Result ofder
this Deduction
§ 27. Resultofofthethis Deduction
of the quires
§ 27. Resultat dieser
§ 27.Deduction
Resultat der
dieser§ 27.
Deduction
cannot comprehend using
cannotour
comprehend
categories using
and whatever
our categories
more specific
and whatever
concepts
more
we specific
might concepts we might
Concepts of the Understanding.
Verstandesbegriffe. Verstandesbegriffe. Concepts of the Understanding.
devise (specify) on their
devise
basis,
(specify)
in which
on case
theirwe
basis,
could
in not
which
apperceive
case we could
such irregular
not apperceive
particu-such irregular particuWe Gegenstand
cannot think anyWe
object,
cannot
if not
think any object, if not
Wir können 1190
uns keinen
Wir Gegenstand
können uns keinen
lars; they would be ‘nothing
lars; they
forwould
me’. Even
be ‘nothing
if so, Kant’s
for me’.
Deduction
Even if so,
is focussed
Kant’s Deduction
primarily on
is focussed primarily on
through categories;
through
cannot
categories;
cogwe cannot cogdenken, ohne durch Categorien;
denken, ohne
wirdurch
kön- Categorien;
wir kön- we
the minimal sensory and
the minimal
perceptual
sensory
constraints
and perceptual
which must
constraints
be fulfilled
which
if ever
must
one
beisfulfilled
to be if ever one is to be
nise Gegenstand
any object thought,
nise any except
object thought, except
nen keinen gedachten
nen keinen
Gegenstand
gedachten
able to think ‘I think able
…’, to
which
thinkcan
‘I think
only be
…’,thought
which (by
can us
only
human
be thought
beings)(by
in us
connection
human beings) in connection
intuitions which
through
correspond
intuitions which correspond
erkennen, ohne durch
erkennen,
Anschauungen,
ohne durchthrough
Anschauungen,
(reference) to some perceived
(reference)
particular(s)
to some perceived
we can perceptually
particular(s)discriminate
we can perceptually
and localise
discriminate
on
and localise on
to those concepts.
to those
all our
concepts.
intu- Now
our intudie jenen Begriffen die
entsprechen.
jenen Begriffen
Nun entsprechen.
Nun Now
somealloccasion
in some
some
spatio-temporal,
occasion in some
perceptual
spatio-temporal,
context, and
perceptual
so can judge
context,
them
and(accuso can judge them (accuitions are sinnlich,
sensory, and
itions
this are
cognition,
sensory, and
thisenough)
cognition,
sind alle unsere1195
Anschauungen
sind alle unsere
sinnlich,
Anschauungen
rately
to be such-and-so.
rately enough)
Such
to be
occasions
such-and-so.
only can
Suchbeoccasions
provided only
us bycan
spatio-tempobe provided us by spatio-tempoits object
given,
far as
is its
empiriobject isral
given,
is empiriund diese Erkenntniß,
und diese
so fern
Erkenntniß,
der so far
so asfern
der is so
particulars
which ral
we particulars
can localisewhich
withinwespace
can localise
and time
within
by perceptually
space and discriminating
time by perceptually discriminating
However,
cognition isempirical
is and
Gegenstand derselben
Gegenstand
gegeben ist,
derselben
ist cal.
gegeben
ist, empirical
ist cal. However,
themcognition
by identifying
them
integrating
by identifying
at leastand
some
integrating
of their atmanifest
least some
features,
of their
all of
manifest
which features,
we
all of which we
experience.
Consequently
experience.
no
cognition
Consequently
no
cognition
empirisch. Empirische
empirisch.
Erkenntniß
Empirische
aber
Erkenntniß aber
can classify and judgecan
to be
classify
these features
and judge
of to
thatbeparticular
these features
in some
of that
sufficiently
particularaccurate
in somecogsufficiently accurate cogis possible
possible
except
forofus a nitive
priori,judgment.
except ofThis nitive
[B166] ist Erfahrung. Folglich
[B166] istist
Erfahrung.
uns k e i - Folglich
ist unsfor
k e ius
- a ispriori,
conditional
judgment.
thesisThis
is aconditional
bit of a priori
thesis
knowledge
is a bit of
about
a priori
necessary
knowledge
condiabout necessary condiobjects
of
possible
experience.*
objects
of
possible
experience.*
n e E r k e n n t n1200
i ß a npriori
e E r kmöglich,
e n n t n i ßals a priori möglich, als
tions for the very possibility
tions for
ofthe
human
very apperception:
possibility of human
We can,apperception:
and we can only,
We can,
use our
and basic
we can only, use our basic
lediglich von G e g e nlediglich
s t ä n d e nvon
mG
ö gelgi -e n s t ä n d e n m ö g l i conceptual categoriesconceptual
to judge sensed,
categories
perceived
to judge
particulars
sensed, within
perceived
ourparticulars
surroundings.
within
Hence
our surroundings. Hence
c h e r E r f a h r u n g .* c h e r E r f a h r u n g .*
we can only use our categories
we can only
in use
(referential,
our categories
ascriptive)
in (referential,
connectionascriptive)
to such particulars
connectionweto such particulars we
So that no
one prematurely
* So that no
stumone prematurely
stum-Thesecan
can experience.
areexperience.
Kant’s epistemic
These are
modalities
Kant’s of
epistemic
possiblemodalities
experienceofand
possible
some experience
of
and some of
* Damit man sich nicht
* Damit
voreiliger
man Weise
sich nicht* voreiliger
Weise
bles
over
the
worrisome
bles
over
disadvantathe
worrisome
disadvantaits necessary a priori conditions.
its necessary
If such
a priori
results
conditions.
seem meagre
If suchfor
results
all this
seem
effort,
meagre
theyfor
suffice
all this
to effort, they suffice to
an den besorglichenannachtheiligen
den besorglichen
Fol- nachtheiligen Folundercut
Cartesian, Humean,
undercutPyrrhonian
Cartesian, Humean,
and globalPyrrhonian
perceptualand
scepticisms
global perceptual
– no trivial
scepticisms
re– no trivial regeous
of thisconsequences
proposiof this proposi1205stoße,
gen dieses Satzes
gen dieses
will ichSatzes
nur instoße,
will consequences
ich nur in geous
sult!
It
also
provides
sult!
the
cognitive
It
also
provides
semantics
the
of
cognitive
singular
semantics
reference
of
required
singular
to
reference
undercut
required
all
to undercut all
tiondieI wish
to recall tion
that Iinwish
thinking,
to recall that in thinking,
Erinnerung bringen, Erinnerung
daß die Categorien
bringen, daß
Categorien
global
perceptual
global perceptual
as mere ‘hypotheses’
thoughts with
as no
mere
possible
thoughts
reference
with noto possible
reference to particulars,
particulars,
are notthelimited
categories
by the
are not
limited
by the ‘hypotheses’
im D e n k e n durchimdieD eBedingungen
n k e n durch the
die categories
Bedingungen
hence
no
cognitive
status
hence
whatsoever;
no
cognitive
hence
status
they
whatsoever;
do
not
undermine
hence
they
or
do
‘defeat’
not
undermine
cognitive
justior
‘defeat’ cognitive justiconditions ofnicht
our sensible
conditions
intuition,
of our sensible intuition,
unserer sinnlichen unserer
Anschauung
sinnlichen
nicht Anschauung
fication.
(Foronly
detailed fication.
discussion,
(Forsee
detailed
KCE.) discussion, see KCE.)
have an unlimited
field,
haveand
an only
unlimited
field, and
eingeschränkt sind,
eingeschränkt
sondern ein
sind,butsondern
ein but
the cognition
that which
the cognition
we think,
of that Bwhich
1210haben,
unbegrenztes Feld
unbegrenztes
und nurFeld
das haben,
und nurofdas
166–7 we
(ll. think,
1203–22):B166–7
Kant hastens
(ll. 1203–22):
to stress
Kant
(*) hastens
that his toDeduction
stress (*) concerns
that his Deduction
the use of concerns the use of
the
determining
of
the
the
object,
determining
requires
of
the
object,
E r k e n n e n dessen, was
E r kwir
e n nuns
e ndenken,
dessen, was wir uns denken,
categoriesrequires
in knowledge.
categories
That their
in knowledge.
intension (conceptual
That their intension
content) is
(conceptual
not limitedcontent)
to sensory
is not limited to sensory
so that in intuition;
absence of
so this
that inparticulars
absence of
this thatparticulars
das Bestimmen des Odas
b j eBestimmen
c t s , Anschaudes O bintuition;
j e c t s , Anschauentails
they haveentails
a much
thatbroader
they have
semantic
a much
scope
broader
(intension),
semantic
which
scope
Kant
(intension), which Kant
latter
the
thought
of
latter
an
object
the
thought
always
of
an
object
always
here indicates is important
here indicates
to usingis categories
important intopractical
using categories
philosophy,
in practical
which isphilosophy,
another
which is another
ung bedürfe; wo beimung
Mangel
bedürfe;
der wo
letztebeim Mangel der letztecan have
its true still
andcan
useful
haveconits true and useful conren der Gedanke vom
renObjecte
der Gedanke
übrigens
vom still
Objecte
übrigens
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topic (thoughDialectic
the Transcendental
Dialectic
has important
discussions
topic use
(though
the Transcendental
has important
discussions
of the regulative
use of the regulative use
noch immer seine
1215wahre
noch und
immer
nützliche
seine wahre
sequences
und nützliche
for the subject’s
sequences
use of reason,
for the subject’s
of reason,
of experience-transcendent
ideas ofour
reason
to organise
ourand
empirical
of experience-transcendent
ideas of reason to organise
empirical
enquiries
knowl- enquiries and knowlFolgen auf den V e Folgen
r n u n f t auf
g e b rden
a u cV
h e r nwhich
u n f t gcannot
e b r a ube
c h considered
which cannot
here bebe considered
here beedge).
edge).concern the
d e s S u b j e c t s haben
d e s kann,
S u b j der
e c t ssich
habencause
kann,
theyder
do sich
not always
causeconcern
they dothe
not always
aber, weil er nicht immer
aber, weil
auf er
dienicht
B e - immer
auf die ofBthe
e - object,
determination
determination
and so cogniof the object,
and
cogni- I have
B168
(ll.so
1222–52):
B168omitted
(ll. 1222–52):
most of
I have
Kant’s
omitted
discussion
most of
of aKant’s
possible
discussion
alternative
of atopossible
his
alternative to his
s t i m m u n g d e s O bs jtei m
c tm
s , umithin
n g d eaufs
s O b j etion,
c t s , but
mithin
aufsconcern
rather
tion, the
but subject
rather concern
the
subject
Deduction, that thereDeduction,
might be some
that there
sort of
might
pre-established
be some sort
harmony
of pre-established
by preformation
harmony
of by preformation of
1220 Erkenntniß,
[…]
Erkenntniß, sondern
auch auf die
sondern
des auch
and itsauf
will.die des and its will. […]
our human cognitive
capacities,
our humansuch
cognitive
that these
capacities,
be suited
suchtothat
knowing
these be
nature
suited
as to
it is,
knowing
and as itnature as it is, and as it
Subjects und dessen Wollen
Subjectsgerichtet
und dessen
ist, Wollen gerichtet ist,
is manifest to us. Kantis rightly
manifest
rejoins
to us.that
Kant
norightly
such explanatory
rejoins that
hypothesis
no such explanatory
can addresshypothesis
the key can address the key
[… Bvortragen
168]
hier noch nicht vortragen
hier noch
läßt. nicht
läßt. [… B168]
normative issues of whether
normative
anyissues
judgments
of whether
so formed
any judgments
using our most
so formed
basic using
concepts
ourare
most
or basic concepts are or
[…] daß in solchem […]
Falledaß
[eines
in solchem
Präfor- Falle
that in Präforsuch a case[…]
[ofthat
a system
in such
ofa case
system of valid,
[…] [eines
can[ofbea objectively
cani.e.,
besufficiently
objectively accurate
valid, i.e.,and
sufficiently
justified accurate
to constitute
and justified
knowledge.
to constitute
This
knowledge. This
mationssystem] denmationssystem]
Categorien die
den preformation]
Categorien die
the categories
preformation]
wouldthe categories
would
holds for any
and all holds
sorts for
of ‘innateness’
any and all hypotheses.
sorts of ‘innateness’
Insofar ashypotheses.
such hypotheses
Insofar(merely)
as such hypotheses (merely)
N o t h w e n d i g k1225
eit N
mangeln
o t h w ewürde,
n d i g k die
e i t mangeln
würde,
die belongs
lack necessity,
which
lack necessity,
essentially
which belongs
explain essentially
how we can or
explain
must how
think,wethey
canare
or open
must invitations
think, they to
aresceptics
open invitations
to rejoin, so
to sceptics
much to rejoin, so much
ihrem Begriffe wesentlich
ihrem Begriffe
angehört.wesentlich
for how
worse
or for
do think;
how we
none
must
of or
that
doproves
think; anything
none of that
aboutproves
whether
anything
our about whether our
to their angehört.
concept. Fortothe
their
concept
concept.
of Forthetheworse
concept
of wethemust
thinking
or does ever
thinking
count
canasor
knowledge
does everofcount
particulars
as knowledge
in our surroundings.
of particulars Kant’s
in our surroundings.
exKant’s exDenn z.B. der Begriff
Denn
derz.B.
U r sder
a c hBegriff
e , cause,
der e.g.,
U r which
s a c h e expresses
, cause, e.g.,
the which
neces- expresses
thecan
necesample
his comments
ampleonand
it, namely,
his comments
the concept
on it, ‘cause’,
namely, directly
the concept
recall ‘cause’,
his earlier
directly
com-recall his earlier comwelcher die Nothwendigkeit
welcher die
eines
Nothwendigkeit
Er- sity of a eines
Er- sity
consequence
under
of aa consequence
presupunderand
a presupments
the if
‘dignity’
ments
(B124,on
the ‘dignity’
(B124,
l. 171),
the modal
intension
l. 171),and
the justificatory
modal intension
statusand
of justificatory
this con- status of this confolgs unter einer vorausgesetzten
folgs unter einer
Bedinvorausgesetzten
Bedin- would
posed condition,
posed
be condition,
false, if it would
beon
false,
it
whichsubjecin principle
cept,
contrasts
which in
to principle
the subjective
contrasts
contingencies
to the subjective
of our empirical
contingencies
(or rather:
of our empirical (or rather:
1230 falsch
gung aussagt, würde
gung aussagt,
seyn, wenn
würde
er falsch
seyn,
wenn
er an rested
rested
only
upon
arbitrary
only
subjecupon ancept,
arbitrary
our
empiricist)
evidence,
our
and
empiricist)
that
to
evidence,
these
subjective
and
that
contingencies
to
these
subjective
contrasts,
contingencies
in
principle,
contrasts, in principle,
nur auf einer beliebigen
nuruns
auf eingepflanzeiner beliebigentive
uns necessity,
eingepflanzimplanted
tive necessity,
in us, byimplanted in us, by
apparently
non-modal
the apparently
assertoric non-modal
judgment, ‘it
assertoric
(the object)
judgment,
‘it (the object)
IS such-and-so’
(B141–2,
IS such-and-so’
l.
(B141–2, l.
ten subjectiven Nothwendigkeit,
ten subjectiven
gewiße
Nothwendigkeit,
which we gewiße
connect certain
which we
empirical
connect the
certain
empirical
610–21).
Fully
examined
610–21).
and
reconstructed,
Fully
examined
Kant’s
and
reconstructed,
analysis
of
our
Kant’s
perceptual
analysis
judgments
of
our
perceptual
(in
judgments
(in
empirische Vorstellungen
empirische
nach einer
Vorstellungen
sol- representations
nach einer solaccording
representations
to such aaccording to such a
the
‘Analytic
of
Principles’)
the
‘Analytic
shows
that
of
Principles’)
they
are
discriminatory,
shows
that
they
and
are
that
discriminatory,
they
can
be
discrimand
that
they
can
be
discrimchen Regel des Verhältnißes
chen Regel
zu des
verbinVerhältnißes
verbin-I would
regular zu
relation.
regular
notrelation.
be able I would not be able
inatory (of within
particulars)inatory
only by
(ofidentifying
particulars)(however
only by approximately)
identifying (however
some approximately)
of their causal insome of their causal inden, beruhte. Ich1235
würde
den,nicht
beruhte.
sagenIch
könwürdetonicht
kön- is connected
say: sagen
the effect
to say: thewithin
effect is connected
tegrity. (This is the main
tegrity.
burden
(This
ofisKCE
the, main
of KCE
PARTburden
2, especially
Ch.
, P8.)
ART 2, especially Ch. 8.)
nen: die Wirkung ist nen:
mit der
die Ursache
Wirkungim
ist mit
Ursache
im the object
theder
object
(i.e., necessarily),
but (i.e.,
rather
necessarily), but rather
Objecte (d.i. nothwendig)
Objecte verbunden,
(d.i. nothwendig)
verbunden,
only that
I am so constituted
only that Ithat
am Iso constituted
I Concept
3.16 [no §]thatBrief
3.16 [no
of this
§] Brief
Deduction.
Concept of this Deduction.
sondern ich bin nur sondern
so eingerichtet,
ich bin daß
nur socannot
eingerichtet,
daß representation
think this
cannot thinkoththis representation othB168–9 (ll. 1254–65): BKant
168–9cannot
(ll. 1254–65):
be moreKant
clearcannot
or concise
be more
aboutclear
his or
Deduction
concise about
than this
his Deduction than this
ich diese Vorstellungich
nicht
diese
anders
Vorstellung
als so nicht
anders
als so
soconnected;
erwise
than as
erwise than
which
as so
is connected; which is
brief paragraph! Recallbrief
thatparagraph!
‘determine’Recall
or ‘determination’
that ‘determine’
often
or ‘determination’
means, and doesoften
heremeans,
mean, and does here mean,
1240kann;
verknüpft denken
verknüpft
welches
denken
geradekann;
welches
exactly
whatgerade
the sceptic
exactly
most
what
wants;
the sceptic
most
‘specify’
or wants;
‘specification’.
‘specify’ or ‘specification’.
das ist, was der Sceptiker
das ist, am
wasmeisten
der Sceptiker
am all
meisten
for then
our insight
for through
then all preour insight One
through
pre- is that Kant
key point
One key
is correct
point isabout
that the
Kantparallel
is correct
of theabout
Transcendental
the parallel of
Deduction
the Transcendental
of
Deduction of
wünscht; denn alsdann
wünscht;
ist alle
denn
unsere
alsdannsumed
ist alle
unserevalidity
objective
sumed
of our
objective
judg- validity
of our judgthe Categories
to the Transcendental
the Categories to
Deduction
the Transcendental
of (the Concepts
Deduction
of) Space
of (the
and
Concepts
Time: Particuof) Space and Time: ParticuEinsicht durch vermeinte
Einsicht
objective
durch Gülvermeinte
objective
Gülment
is nothing
but mere
mentappearance,
is nothing but mere
appearance,
lars cannot
be sensed lars
by us,
cannot
or presented
be sensedtoby
usus,
by or
or presented
in sensorytoperception,
us by or inexcept
sensory
insofar
perception,
as
except insofar as
tigkeit unserer Urtheile
tigkeit
nichts
unserer
als lauter
Urtheileand
nichts
lauternot and
therealswould
fail to
there
be people
would notthey
fail to
be
people
are spatio-temporal,
theysoare
thespatio-temporal,
concepts ‘space’soand
the‘time’
concepts
must‘space’
pertainand
to ‘time’
them. must
Sensed
pertain
par- to them. Sensed parSchein, und es 1245
würde
Schein,
auch und
an Leuten
es würde who
auchwould
an Leuten
not themselves
who would
corrobonot themselves
corroboticulars cannot
be at allticulars
thoughtcannot
by us except
be at allinsofar
thoughtasbyweusjudge
exceptthem
insofar
using
as the
we categories,
judge thembeusing the categories, benicht fehlen, die diese
nicht
subjective
fehlen, Nothdie diese rate
subjective
Noth- necessity
this subjective
rate this subjective
(which
necessity
(which
cause the categories arecause
required
the categories
for any judging
are required
of anyfor
particulars
any judging
whatsoever,
of any particulars
and because
whatsoever,
we
and because we
wendigkeit (die gefühlt
wendigkeit
werden(die
muß)
gefühlt
werden
muß)
must
be felt);
at the must
least be
onefelt);
could
at thecannot
least one
evencould
think ‘I think
cannot
…’even
except
think
as part
‘I think
of actively
…’ except
integrating
as part of
some
actively
plurality
integrating
of concepts
some plurality of concepts
von sich nicht gestehen
von sich
würden;
nichtzum
gestehen
zum anyone
not würden;
argue with
not argue
about with
that anyone
about that
of particulars
or their of
particulars
or their features
features
(presumptively)
identified
(presumptively)
(classified) by
identified
those concepts,
(classified)
allby
of those concepts, all of
wenigsten könnte man
wenigsten
mit niemanden
könnte manwhich
mit niemanden
which
concepts
whichbeconcepts
specifications
can only
of our
be specifications
categories. Anyofinstance
our categories.
of the analytical
Any instance of the analytical
merely depends
which
uponmerely
how his
depends
upon
how hiscan only
1250 über
über dasjenige hadern,
wasdasjenige
bloß aufhadern,
der subject[ivity]
was bloß aufisder
organised.
subject[ivity] is organised.
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unity apperception expressed
unity apperception
by the ‘I think
expressed
…’ requires
by the as‘I its
think
necessary
…’ requires
complement,
as its necessary
some complement, some
synthetic unity of apperception
synthetic unity
whichofis apperception
the integratedwhich
judging
is the
of this
integrated
(sensed,judging
specified)
of this
partic(sensed, specified) particular, now within this spatio-temporal
ular, now withinsensory-perceptual
this spatio-temporal
context.
sensory-perceptual context.
Deduction need
Kant’s
not, and
Deduction
does not,
need
prove
not,that
andany
doessuch
not,humanly
prove that
sense-able,
any suchintuhumanly sense-able, intuKurzer Begriff dieser
Kurzer
Deduction.
Begriff dieser
Deduction.
Brief
Concept of this
Brief
Deduction.
Concept of thisKant’s
Deduction.
itable, particulars
perceptible,exist
judgable
or occur;
particulars
it need not,
existand
or occur;
does not,
it need
prove
not,that
andany
does not, prove that any
Sie ist die DarstellungSie
deristreinen
die Darstellung
VerItderisreinen
the presentation
VerIt of
is the
the presentation
pure itable,ofperceptible,
the pure judgable
and
all
particulars
are
and
such
all
as
particulars
can
be
sensed,
are
such
intuited
as
can
and
be
judged
sensed,
by
intuited
us.
It
proves
and
judged
that
no
by
huus.
It proves that no hu1255 standesbegriffe 1255
(undstandesbegriffe
mit ihnen aller
(und concepts
mit ihnen
of aller
the understanding
concepts of (and
the understanding (and
instance
manly
of the
possible
analytical
instance
unityofofthe
apperception
analytical unity
(expressed
of apperception
by ‘I think(expressed
…’)
by ‘I think …’)
theoretischen Erkenntniß
theoretischen
a priori)Erkenntniß
als with athese
prioriof
) als
all a with
priori these
theoretical
of all amanly
priori possible
theoretical
can
occur
without
its
can
complementary
occur
without
synthetic
its
complementary
unity
of
apperception,
synthetic
unity
and
of
that
apperception,
this
cannot
and
that
this cannot
Principien der Möglichkeit
Principien
derder
ErfahMöglichkeit
der as
Erfahcognition)
principles
cognition)
of the as
possiprinciples of the possiwithout
sensory-perceptual
of somepresentation
particular(s)ofwhich
somecan
particular(s)
be (accu- which can be (accurung, dieser aber alsrung,
Bestimmung
dieser aber
derals bility
Bestimmung
der bility
of experience,
of this,
of again,
experience,
as occur
of this,
again, sensory-perceptual
as occur withoutpresentation
rately
if
approximately)
rately
judged
if
approximately)
by
us,
in
part
judged
by
delimiting
by
us,
the
in
part
spatial
by
delimiting
region
of
the
the
particuspatial region of the particuErscheinungen in Raum
Erscheinungen
und [B169] Zeit
in Raum
und [B169] Zeitof determination
determination
appearances inof appearances in
lar(s) when sensed andlar(s)
perceived
when sensed
by ‘me’and
in this
perceived
spatio-temporal
by ‘me’ inperceptual
this spatio-temporal
context, inperceptual
part by context, in part by
1260 überhaupt, – endlich
1260 überhaupt,
dieser aus
– endlich
dem space
dieserand
austime
dem
as such,
space– and time
finallyas such, – and finally
using (accurately enough)
using the
(accurately
determinable
enough)
a priori
the concepts
determinable
‘space’
a priori
and concepts
‘time’, which
‘space’
Kant
and ‘time’, which Kant
Princip der ursprünglichen
Principsynthetischen
der ursprünglichen
synthetischen
of these
from the of
principle
these from
of thethe principle of the
claims are not amongstclaims
the categories
are not amongst
(see below,
the categories
§4). The scope
(see below,
and aim
§4).ofThe
Kant’s
scope
Deducand aim of Kant’s DeducEinheit der Apperception,
Einheitalsder
derApperception,
Form original
als der
Form unity
synthetic
original
of appercepsynthetic unity of apperception is not trivial, yet tion
it is is
much
not trivial,
more restricted
yet it is much
than often
more supposed.
restricted than
His chapter
often supposed.
brings inHis chapter brings in
des Verstandes in Beziehung
des Verstandes
auf Raum
in Beziehung
tion as auf
formRaum
of the tion
understanding
as form ofinthe understanding in
so many wide-rangingsoissues
manythat
wide-ranging
readers understandably
issues that readers
have understandably
lost track of many
haveguiding
lost track of many guiding
und Zeit als ursprüngliche
und Zeit
Formen
als ursprüngliche
der connection
Formen
to der
space and
connection
time as to
origspace and time as origthreads Kant provides,
threads
in particular,
Kant provides,
how he in
uses
particular,
questionshow
of process
he uses to
questions
raise and
of address
process to raise and address
1265 Sinnlichkeit.
1265 Sinnlichkeit.
inal forms of sensibility.
inal forms of sensibility.
issues of cognitive validity.
issues of cognitive validity.
* * *
* * *
* * *
* * * Why such elaborate contextualisation?
Why such elaborate
Because
contextualisation?
the Deduction
Because
has a the
quiteDeduction
specific role
has a quite specific role
Art beruht, wie seinArt
Subject
beruht,
organisirt
wie sein Subject organisirt
ist.
ist.

within a very complexwithin
Critique
a very
of Pure
complex
Reason,Critique
and Kant
of Pure
mustReason,
make and
plainKant
howmust
and make
why this
plain how and why this
Transcendental Deduction
Transcendental
(§26) matters,
Deduction
and why
(§26)
there
matters,
are good
andreasons
why there
to think
are good
it is reasons
true
to think it is true
of us finite human beings
of us –finite
evenhuman
if not beings
all of Kant’s
– even reasons
if not all
forofsoKant’s
thinking
reasons
are, can
for so
or thinking are, can or
should be provided within
should
thebechapter
provided
on within
the Transcendental
the chapter onDeduction
the Transcendental
itself.
Deduction itself.
As for the comprehensive
As forscope
the comprehensive
of apperceptionscope
and the
of apperception
use of ‘I think
and
…’the
(§§16,
use of
17),
‘I think …’ (§§16, 17),
any actual extent within
any anyone’s
actual extent
apperceptive
within anyone’s
life will apperceptive
depend directly
life upon
will depend
how extendirectly upon how extensively anyone can chart
sively
heranyone
or his can
course
chart
through
her orthe
hisworld
courseduring
through
his the
or her
world
life.during
Kant’shis or her life. Kant’s
point in the Deduction
point
is only
in the
that
Deduction
any plurality
is only
of experiences
that any plurality
can beofthought
experiences
to be one’s
can be thought to be one’s
own only so far as one
own
canonly
identify
so far
each
as one
and can
all as
identify
belonging
each within
and allthe
as belonging
scope of what
within
onethe scope of what one
can ascribe to oneself by
can thinking
ascribe toofoneself
them allby‘Ithinking
think …’.
of them all ‘I think …’.
To contemporary readers,
To contemporary
who are happy
readers,
to use who
logicare
as much
happy as
topossible,
use logic though
as muchwithas possible, though without much consideringout
howmuch
we areconsidering
at all able to
howuse
welogic
are at
as all
such
able(pure
to use
logic),
logicnor
as such
how (pure
we arelogic), nor how we are
at all able to use logicat to
allthink
able to
about
use whatever
logic to think
we can
about
and whatever
do perceive
we (applied
can and logic),
do perceive
the (applied logic), the
sticking point will be sticking
Kant’s purported
point will dependency
be Kant’s purported
of any instance(s)
dependency
of the
of any
analytical
instance(s)
unityof the analytical unity
of apperception uponofsome
apperception
instance(s)upon
of asome
synthetic
instance(s)
unity ofofapperception.
a synthetic unity
Perhaps
of apperception.
ironiPerhaps ironically, Kant’s case forcally,
this dependency
Kant’s case –forthat
thisit dependency
holds true of
– that
us homo
it holds
sapiens
true
sapientes
of us –homo
is sapiens sapientes – is
clinched by his probing
clinched
analysis
by of
histhe
probing
transcendental
analysis of
affinity
the transcendental
of the sensoryaffinity
manifold
of the
andsensory manifold and
its counter-factual failure,
its counter-factual
‘transcendentalfailure,
chaos’,‘transcendental
the very principle
chaos’,
andthe
phenomenon
very principle
which
and phenomenon which
undercuts his transcendental
undercuts
idealism.
his transcendental idealism.
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principle distinct to those
principle
relations
distinct
of comprehension
to those relations
(classification,
of comprehension
class inclusion)
(classification, class inclusion)
4 THE CONCEPTS ‘SPACE
4 T’,HE
‘TIME
CONCEPTS
’ & THE‘SCPACE
ATEGORIES
’, ‘TIME’ & THE CATEGORIES
typical of discursive concepts,
typical
of
whereby
discursive
more
concepts,
general
whereby
concepts
more
include
general
withinconcepts
their include
their
principle
distinct
to those
relations
of comprehension
(classification,
classwithin
inclusion)
THE CONCEPTS ‘SPACE’, ‘TIME’ & THE CATEGORIES
4.1 Attentive readers4
4.1
4.1
may query
Attentive
whether
readers
I have
maytoo
query
glibly
whether
highlighted
I haveKant’s
too glibly
con-highlighted Kant’s conscope by omitting from scope
their intension
by
(specification)
from
their intension
all
more(specification)
specific
concepts
all
more
of specific
of
typical
of omitting
discursive
concepts,
whereby
more general
concepts
include concepts
within their
cepts of ‘space’ and ‘time’
ceptswhilst
of
‘space’
discounting
and
‘time’
his
transcendental
whilst
idealist
his account
transcendental
of highlighted
idealist Kant’s
accountconof
4.1
Attentive
readers
may
querydiscounting
whether
I have
too glibly
that kind (e.g., colour, red,
that
vermillion).
kind
(e.g.,
colour,
In
these
red,
regards,
vermillion).
space
and
In
these
time
regards,
are
altogether
space
and
time
are
altogether
scope by omitting from their intension (specification) all more specific concepts of
space and time, and socepts
space
have of
and
lost‘space’
time,
or gravely
so
jeopardised
have
lost Kant’s
or gravely
distinction
jeopardised
between
Kant’s distinction
between
and ‘time’
whilst
discounting
his transcendental
idealist account
of
formal and extensive. Space
formal
is and
an(e.g.,
unbounded
extensive.
Space
manifold
is anconsisting
unbounded
in continuous,
manifold
consisting
in- and time
in continuous,
inthat kind
colour, red,
vermillion).
In these
regards, space
are altogether
the categories and the concepts
the categories
‘space’
and
and
the
‘time’
and lost
their
‘space’
and
in ‘time’
our
human
and their
sensiroots in
our human
sensispace
and
time,
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soconcepts
have
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gravely
jeopardised
Kant’s
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between
definitely divisible, concurrent,
definitely
specious
divisible,
(unreal,
concurrent,
merely
specious
notional)
(unreal,
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merelytime
notional)
is
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formal and
extensive.
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is an
unbounded
manifold
consisting
in continuous,
the
and
concepts
‘space’and
and
‘time’
and ‘space’
their
our human
bility (above, §§3.11, 3.12);
bilitycategories
as(above,
concepts,§§3.11,
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concepts
3.12);
as‘space’
concepts,
the‘time’
concepts
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be roots
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would sensibe as
an unbounded manifoldan
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in manifold
continuous,
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in continuous,
divisible,merely
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successive,
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divisible,
concurrent,
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notional)divisible,
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time is
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discursive
as any
of or
thedescriptive
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asSuch
any
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are
Such
but
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haveand
are‘time’
germane,
butbe
have
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§§3.11,
3.12);
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concepts,
thegermane,
concepts
‘space’
would
as
specious (unreal, merelyspecious
(unreal,
sub-periods.
merelyTo
notional)
be concepts
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(respectively)
To beindefinitely
ofconcepts
space (respectively)
of space
annotional)
unbounded
manifold
consisting
in continuous,
divisible, successive,
satisfactory answers. Thorough
satisfactory
answers
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Thorough
detailed
would
examinations,
require
detailed
not are germane,
examinations,
not
discursive
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descriptive
asrequire
any ofanswers
the categories.
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but have
or of time, the conceptsor
‘space’
of time,
and
the‘time’
concepts
must notional)
‘space’
pertainand
tosub-periods.
these
‘time’
distinctive
mustTopertain
structural
to these(respectively)
distinctive structural
specious
(unreal,
merely
be
concepts
of space
only of Kant’s philosophy
onlyofofmathematics,
Kant’s
philosophy
but
of of
hismathematics,
philosophy
of
butapplied
ofrequire
his mathephilosophy
of applied mathesatisfactory
answers.
Thorough
answers would
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not
features of space and any
features
of delimitable
space
and any
within
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it, and
delimitable
likewise
ofwithin
time
it,
andand
likewise
of timestructural
and any
or regions
of time,
the
concepts
‘space’
‘time’ must
pertain
toany
these
distinctive
matics and the very possibility
maticsofand
of
empirical
the very
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empirical
and measures
temporal
dimenspatial andoftemporal
only
Kant’s
philosophy
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but
of hisof
philosophy
applied dimenmatheperiods delimitable within
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it. Designation
delimitable
ofwithin
such
it. Designation
features
of such
iswithin
constitutive
structural
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of
features
of space and
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delimitable
it, andof
likewise isofconstitutive
time and any
and theto)
very
of empirical
ofofspatial
and temporal
dimensions, including (thoughmatics
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not limited
including
(though
hispossibility
‘Axioms
not limited
Intuition’.
to) hismeasures
Here
‘Axioms
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This
but a brief Jindication
how
in
the ‘Analytic of Principles’, articulates and justifies a host of constraints upon spatiotemporal particulars required so that we can at all perceive and identify any of them
(KCE, Pt. 2). Kant’s ‘Refutation of Idealism’ fulfills the aim already anticipated in the
‘Deduction’, that only if we do successfully identify some particulars by perceiving
them (thus affording any instance of a synthetic unity of apperception), can any of us
finite, dependent homo sapiens be sufficiently sapientes ever to think ‘I think …’ about
anything, on any occasion (KTPR, esp. §§62, 63).
Consider, then, how different might have been 20th-century Anglophone philosophy, if not for Berkeley Russell (1912) had instead opted for Reid? Pace Quine (1969,
72, cf. 74, 76), the Humean predicament is not the human predicament. This was demonstrated by Reid (1764). There may have been no occasion for Rorty (1979); Reid
(1764) is much more perceptive, also about the metaphor of our ‘mirror’ of nature
(6.6, 146). For his part, Kant did not neglect our embodied, perceptual-motor discriminations, nor their material preconditions, though Humean ego-centric proclivities have occluded Kant’s incisive achievements.
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